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Abstract, 

This thesis investigates the way histories of communication technology are 

communicated. The project considers the problem of "new" technology and argues that 

technology is better understood through a continuum that highlights the importance of 

previous technologies. Using a semiotic analysis of newspaper advertisements from 1975 

to 1985 that feature the remote control and a review of literature that focuses on use 

studies of the remote control in the 1980s, I argue that the way remote controls are 

historicized does not fit with how they were represented to consumers. In order to address 

the disparity I found between the academic literature and the media representation of the 

technology, I propose a life cycle model of the history of the remote control. 
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Introduction 

This project reconsiders the way technologies are categorized and understood in 

academic work through an analysis of print advertisements. The research question for my 

project is: how are technologies represented to consumers, and what do those 

representations imply about the relationship between technology and users? This question 

will be asked in the context of a larger argument about the representation of old and new 

technologies in popular media. The specific case I will investigate in this project is the 

introduction and popularization of the remote control device (RCD) in the late 1970s and 

early 1980s in the United States. This case study is informative because the issues that 

arose around the introduction of this technology within the industry and in academic 

work on the topic speak to an underlying tension between new technology and 

established ways of living. 

The case of the RCD involves several areas of discussion relevant to the topic of 

technology: usage, technology (the physical object), and advertising. The first area of 

discussion (usage) is well represented through existing academic literature on the RCD. 

In fact, usage studies are the only perspective addressed by the academic literature I 

found on the topic of the RCD. The RCD reflects a certain moment in the industry of 

television; its introduction to the marketplace coincides with a new distribution method in 

cable television. This project also involves a discussion about how technologies are 

developed and used. Not coincidentally, the television RCD increased in popularity at a 

time when VCRs (with RCD capabilities) became prevalent in American homes. The co-

development of these adjunct television technologies is significant in that it informs how 

the technology was advertised to consumers. The final area that I will address in terms of 

the RCD is the advertising of the remote to consumers of televisions. An understanding 
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of how the technology was promoted and sold informs a larger discussion about how 

people relate to technology. 

There is a connection between the American technocracy and advertising that 

warrants mention here. According to Smith (1994) "early in the twentieth century, as 

artists and writers continued to tout the machine as the premium mobile of society, 

technocratic thinking received an enormous boost from the bourgeoning field of 

professional advertising" (p. 13). The connection between advertising and technocracy is 

interesting because advertising is in the position to influence thoughts and feelings about 

a product, and because the ideology behind a technocratic society is one that could also 

be sold. Given this connection, it can be assumed that advertising might help foster an 

atmosphere of technological advancement by creating dynamic ads that sell the product 

by touting its new and innovative qualities (precisely the research question of this 

project). And given the technologically deterministic literature available on the remote 

control, and the orientation towards newness present, I expected to find this focus on 

innovation in my case study of advertisements. As Smith (1994) asserts, "advertising 

agencies, in short, not only sold the products of industrial capitalism but also prompted a 

way of thinking about industrial technology" (p. 13). This characteristic of advertising, 

that it sells more than just material goods, is the reason for its selection in this project. It 

is very possible that within the realm of remote control technology, advertisers sold not 

only the product, but also an ideology about how the product could change people's lived 

experience. 

The three areas I identify here (usage, technology and advertising) are addressed 

throughout this project, and I use the three to argue that the way remote control 
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technologies are historicized is distinctly different from the way they are represented to 

consumers in advertising. Going into the project, I expected to find that within 

advertisements for remote controls there would be a focus on why consumers need this 

device and what the remote could do for the user's television viewing experience. I did 

not find this; instead, I found that remote controls were advertised as static features of the 

television set. Remote controls are historicized as technological catalysts for major 

changes in user behavior, but they are represented to consumers as part of a routine 

viewing experience—as part of the everyday, mundane features of the television set. 

This difference can be accounted for by looking at a life cycle model of the history of the 

remote that I propose in the next section. 

It is my contention that a preoccupation with the "new" directs a great deal of our 

interactions with technologies and that this preoccupation has particularly affected the 

case of the remote control. We expect that a new technology will give us a new way of 

interacting with media, and the case of the remote control is a prime example of this. In 

this project, I compare the academic literature on the subject of the remote control device 

(published primarily in the 1990s—a decade after the time of popularization and 

distribution of the remote control to consumers) with newspaper advertisements from the 

1970s and 1980s. These two points of analysis show two very different understandings of 

this technology. The academic literature is concerned with the ways in which users of the 

time were accessing and using the "new" technology. This concern with the new is also 

reflected in debate surrounding technological determinism and its role in understanding 

historical technologies. In contrast, the symbols in the advertisements I analyzed did not 
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focus on the "new" in any substantial way. By and large, the advertisements I saw 

focused on the banal, the mechanical and the technical features of the remote controls. 

It is my contention that the academic perspective and the consumer perspective 

represent two different types of thinking about technology. The academic material is 

indicative of how we think we think about technology at a particular moment in a 

technology's history. It shows what we expect to find when we look at technological 

history and is representative of the theoretical questions asked and answered in studies of 

technology. On the other hand, the consumer realm represents a different discourse about 

technology. While no more rooted in a tangible "reality", advertisments provide a 

different perspective on the technology. I contend that these products demonstrate the 

kinds of messages that everyday people interact with about technology and that those 

messages speak to how consumers feel about the technology at that time in history. This 

project investigates the ways we understand technology and historicize technology. I 

argue that looking at technologies as part of a longer continuum of development provides 

a more complete understanding of the role they play in our lives. 

A. Linear History of the Remote Control Device 

This section focuses on the history of remote control technology and takes a 

critical standpoint on the way histories of technology are traditionally communicated in 

academic literature and to the public. Most histories of technology are written within a 

chronological framework, and this history is no different. The problem with 

chronological histories is that no technology is created on the spot, out of thin air. A more 

in-depth discussion of this perspective follows in my discussion of the framework of the 

"new", but it is worth mentioning here because it affects how I choose to communicate 
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the history of the remote. The creation of technology, much like the creation of an idea, is 

an ever-evolving process that builds on past situations and products (Gitelman, 2006 and 

Crane, 2003). The iPhone did not appear in Steve Jobs' mind one day out of the blue; it 

was an amalgamation and extension of many technologies that came before it (the 

cellular phone, the telephone, the telegraph, the CD player, the record player, the victrola, 

wax cylinders and the human voice are just a few of the technologies that directly 

influenced the creation of the iPhone). The point is that all technology is built on a 

potentially endless succession of earlier technologies. The remote control is no different, 

and following the traditional model of histories of technology, I start by explaining that 

the impetus for remote control technology existed in the time of radio. As consumers 

used radios in their kitchens and living rooms, the desire to control the technology from a 

physical distance of a few feet away spawned attempts at both wired and wireless remote 

control technology (Benjamin, 1993). 

As television became prevalent in American homes, several wired devices were 

invented to help the viewer control the television from across the room. An engineer 

named Robert Adler who worked for Zenith developed one of the first wireless RCD 

models in 1956. The "Zenith Space Command" was Eugene F. McDonald's (founder 

and president of Zenith) answer to a major problem he saw in the television industry. 

McDonald believed that "unless viewers could somehow circumvent commercials, the 

ads would kill television" (Benjamin, 1993, p. 18). It is interesting to note that the device 

was developed with the explicit purpose of avoiding commercials (at least in this case—-

other models developed at the same time without proof of this intent). Other early 
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versions of the wireless remote control were sound-activated; but their functionality was 

limited and caused problems when other loud noises activated the devices. 

B. The Life Cycle of the Remote Control Device 

The linear history of the remote is informative, but I propose looking at the 

remote control through a different model. I chose the life cycle model for this discussion 

because the three stages of life have similarities to stages that media technologies go 

through. The childhood of a technology involves its creation, its redesign (when features 

are found not to work correctly) and its introduction to the consumer's experience. I am 

using the term adolescence to describe the time period in a media technology's life when 

it is being accepted by users, but there is a struggle and negotiation for how it will be 

used and what that use will do to a mediated experience. In my model, the adulthood of a 

media technology means that the technology is stable, the way it is used is settled and 

there are no great changes to its design or function. One important characteristic of the 

life cycle model is that, like a human life cycle, change is always taking place. The 

difference between adolescence and adulthood is the rate and type change that are likely. 

A person between the ages of twelve and eighteen is more likely to fundamentally change 

their personality than is an adult between the ages of twenty-five and sixty. The scale of 

changes I talk about with the remote control correspond to the scale of change in human 

life. 

As will be made clear in the literature review that follows this introduction, the 

academic work that discusses the impact of the remote control (written mostly in the 

1990s) focuses on the 1970s and 1980s as the time period where remotes became popular 

and an accepted part of the television viewing experience. I argue that the literature 
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focuses on when remote control devices were "new". The life cycle reflected by the 

literature on RCDs is represented in the following table: 

Life Cycle 
Childhood 

Adolescence 

Adulthood 

Description 
Early models of the remote controls are 
designed and tested; a few are sold with 
advanced television sets. 
The remote control is a new technology 
present in the home. Users negotiate how the 
technology will be applied to their experience; 
there is a struggle to adjust to the new 
technology and its effects. 
The remote control is a standard feature with 
television sets; functionality of the device 
expands and it is accepted as part of the 
television package and viewing experience. It 
has a relatively static impact. 

Time Period 
1950-1960s 

1970s-1980s 

1990s-Present 

Table 1: Traditional History of the Remote, Life Cycle Model 

My case study did not reflect the fact that the remote control was a new 

technology in the advertisements I looked at from 1975-1985. Instead, I found evidence 

of a technology that was stable, everyday and accepted. This discovery led me to rethink 

the life cycle model of the remote control's lifespan and reassign the adolescence to the 

time period of the 1950s and 1960s. As the table below demonstrates, this shift puts the 

period of my research into the category of adulthood, not adolescence as expected given 

the literature on the RCD that I read. I propose the following new categorization of the 

RCD's lifespan: 
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Life Cycle 
Childhood 

Adolescence 

Adulthood 

Description 
The idea of remotely controlling technology 
exists in the minds of consumers and is 
developed by inventors. 
Early models of the remote controls are 
designed and tested; a few are sold with 
advanced television sets. Users negotiate how 
the technology will be applied to their 
experience; there is a struggle to adjust to the 
new technology and its effects. 
The remote control becomes a widely used 
consumer product; it is sold as part of the 
television package. Functionality of the device 
slowly expands and few changes to the user's 
experience occur as a result of the technology. 

Time Period 
-1950 

1950-1960s 

1970s -Present 

Table 2: Revised Life Cycle Model of RCD Technology 

The consumers who were looking to purchase televisions in the 1970s and 1980s were 

quite familiar with the idea of the remote control, even though they may not have owned 

one previously. And if they had been hearing about the technology for some twenty plus 

years, it makes sense that they would not regard it as "new" at all. The ambiguous 

terminology surrounding the new will be further explored in the next section, and will 

also be used as lens through which I conduct my case study analysis. The relationship 

between consumers and technologies is greatly affected by the idea of the new and that is 

why this life cycle model helps to make sense of the surprising results of this project. 

C. The Framework of the New 

In reading through literature focused on the relationship between "new" and "old" 

technology, I came to one overarching conclusion that informs the way I approach the 

topic. My idea is this: technology is a unique combination of the new and the old. 

Context and content change, but form, purpose and use stay remarkably stable. This 

claim is supported by the literature I have reviewed on the idea of "new media" and 
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"media in transition". Thorburn and Jenkins' work Rethinking Media Change is filled 

with examples of how the "new" is nothing more than the "old" with a few changes to the 

packaging, location of use, or application. Gregory Crane (2003) examines the history of 

the written word and argues that the codex is no more inherently valuable than the scrolls 

or tablets that preceded it. Histories of technologies often omit other preceding ideas that 

contributed to the "new" technology's development. 

Many of the contributors to Spigel and Olsson's (2004) Television After TV focus 

on specific technologies as a catalyst for major change. They identify the technology as 

the causal factor in major social and political movements that affected the course of 

western history. An example of this is William Boddy's (2004) essay on interactive 

television, which focuses on the changes brought about by the Tivo: "in 2001, the 

deteriorating advertising market and the technological threat of ad-thwarting personal 

video recorder had combined to create a climate of increased network accommodation to 

advertiser wishes" (p. 121). The cause and effect scenario laid out by Boddy is 

characteristic of many accounts of technological history across genres. This approach 

underestimates the cultural context and social climate that existed when the technology 

was invented. David Edgerton's (2007) work offers a strong counterargument to the 

viewpoint present in the collection from Spigel and Olsson. Edgerton (2007) finds fault in 

the innovation-centered approach to history that we are used to. He argues that 

investigating use based history of different technologies reveals a more accurate picture 

of their role in our society because examining use provides historians the opportunity to 

talk about what people did, not just what they think happened. Use studies allow 

researchers to do more than speculate on what the effects of technology might have been. 
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I used this body of literature and the assumptions presented within the works as my 

starting point for this project. This literature is indicative of academic thought on the 

subject of media in transition and the history of technology. As Spigel and Olsson's work 

indicates, the new, the changed and the progressive are the ideas that drive much 

academic work on the subject of technology and media (a view contested by Thorburn 

and Jenkins). 

This project is a departure from the usage studies employed by so many of the 

other RCD scholars in that it addresses the remote control from the perspective of the 

consumer and the companies that advertise televisions. The semiotic analysis that I 

undertake is based on a theory of representation, where the cultural artifact of a 

newspaper advertisement represents a host of themes that users and consumers interacted 

with at the time of their viewing the ad and buying the product. The act of representation 

is significant here. As Stuart Hall (1997) notes, "it is by our use of things, and what we 

say, think, and feel about them—how we represent them—that we give them a meaning" 

(p. 3). As Hall points out, use is certainly important to an understanding of the impact of 

a technology on a society, but more than that, how we choose to represent the technology 

is also important because it defines and is defined by the actual role the technology plays 

in our lives. This view is characteristic of social constructivism in that "representation is 

conceived as entering into the very constitution of things; and thus culture is 

conceptualized as a primary or 'constitutive' process.. .not merely a reflection of the 

world after the event" (Hall, 1997, p. 5,6). Social constructivism holds that social life is a 

constructed reality, one that is created through processes of language and symbolic form. 

It is this view that underpins my semiotic analysis. 
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The process of representation (which semiotics seeks to denaturalize) is a point of 

connection between objects and their meanings. Hall (1997) states that representation is 

"the link between concepts and language which enables us to refer to either the 'real' 

world of objects, people or events, or indeed to imaginary worlds of fictional objects, 

people and events" (p. 17). It is this point of interaction that interests the semiotician and 

those who seek to understand symbolic meaning through text. The work of Judith 

Williamson (1978) showcases one type of theory about representation. The relevance of 

her work comes from her specific analysis of advertising as a representational medium. 

What interests me about Williamson's work is the theoretical orientation it takes and 

where it places advertising and representation in the process of making meaning. 

Williamson's (1978) argument is that beyond working to sell goods, "advertising creates 

structures of meaning" (p. 12). These structures of meaning are the messages that go 

beyond the literal meanings presented in the ads. She clarifies that, "the components of 

advertisements are variable.. .and not necessarily all part of one 'language' or social 

discourse. Advertisements rather provide a structure which is capable of transforming the 

language of objects to that of people, and vice versa" (p.12). In this way, advertisements 

can personify products, compare them to human feelings or emotions and create 

structures of meaning that go far beyond the simple use of the item. 

Williamson's orientation supports the stance that I take by choosing advertising as 

my data sample. Williamson (1978) outlines the core of her approach to representation; 

"advertisements are selling us something else besides consumer goods: in providing us 

with a structure in which we, and those goods, are interchangeable, they are selling us 

ourselves" (p. 13). This cyclical idea, that we are created by the advertising texts we view 
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(which then impacts how the advertisements are crafted, which again impacts our social 

selves) demonstrates Williamson's belief that the advertisements are only effective in so 

much as they mirror what we think and believe. We see in the advertisements pieces of 

ourselves that already existed and because of that, we buy into the ideas being sold. I 

want to stress the importance of Williamson's contribution here. She holds that 

advertising sells us the things we already believe about our life and experience. 

Advertising is a reflection of our beliefs, which means that whatever I find in my analysis 

of the ads for remote controls represents what consumers at that time believed about the 

product. 

Advertising is a type of representation, whether that representation is carried out 

through print, television images, audio materials or through the internet. Advertising as 

an industry has an interesting history and is connected to the funding and privatization of 

communications media like newspapers. Leiss, Kline and Jhally (1990) outline the origin 

of the newspaper as a part of the technological development of the printing press. 

According to their history, the newspaper began as a communal medium that was shared 

by participants in coffee house settings. As the cost of newspapers dropped, people began 

to access the information in an individual setting, and the newspaper industry began to 

focus on attracting specific readerships through targeted content. According to Leiss, 

Kline and Jhally (1990), "all subsequent media developments have extended this trend 

toward communication as a privately owned and personally used household good" (p. 

97). 

Leiss, Kline and Jhally (1990) create a typology of the different stages of 

advertising in the United States. Each of those stages is loosely correlated with a 
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communicative format for advertising products. The first is a product-oriented approach 

(most popular from 1890-1925). This approach to advertising focused on a descriptive 

account of the product's features and specifications, it employs rational logic to provide 

information that will convince the consumer that the product fulfills their need. The 

second stage of advertising was most commonly used from 1945-1965 and is called the 

product-image format. Product-image advertising involves a relationship between the 

product, the setting or context in which it is used and a symbol that speaks to the 

reputation of the product. This type of advertising is the first to use branding practices 

that help establish symbolic meaning in the product beyond its use. Stage three of this 

scheme is called the personalized format (most popular from 1945-1965) and it is the 

result of the influence of television in advertising. Television allowed for a much more 

personal approach to advertising than had come before in print and radio, and in this 

form, the product "no longer stands as an autonomous object independent of the human 

world, but rather is displayed as an integral part of the codification of human existence 

and interaction" (Leiss, Kline and Jhally, 1990, p. 254). 

The final stage in the categorization of advertising types presented by the authors 

is called the lifestyle format, most prevalent from 1965-1985, which encompasses the 

time period relevant to the research sample in this project. The lifestyle format involves 

specifically targeting types of consumers that fit into different specialized lifestyle 

markets (as opposed to one homogenous mass market) and relies on advertising that sells 

the image and cache that accompanies a certain product. In this stage of advertising, the 

brand represents symbolic meaning beyond the use value of the product. These four 

stages are not bounded categories; different advertisements can easily fall into two or 
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more of the stages because of the type of product they are selling. This scheme does not 

indicate that the types of ads identified in each era were the only kind printed, but rather 

that the type of ads described most aptly categorizes that era. According to this typology, 

I would expect to see that the ads for remote control devices in the 1980s were targeted at 

specific populations and used imagery and language that invoked feelings about certain 

lifestyles or identities. As will be apparent in my semiotic analysis, I did not find that to 

be the case. 

There is a connection between the material and the symbolic that informs this 

project. To underscore the importance of advertising in making social meaning, Leiss, 

Kline and Jhally (1990) characterize advertising as "the privileged discourse for the 

circulation of messages and social cues about the interplay between persons and objects" 

(p. 50). The idea that advertising is the privileged discourse for how people understand 

goods in western society highlights the consumerist view taken by advertising scholars. 

This positioning of advertising as the authoritative communication on cultural artifacts 

negates other forces like social interaction, educational programs, family and cultural 

group influences. Leiss, Kline and Jhally (1990) indicate that "advertisements as a system 

may well anticipate and amplify certain value changes that are in progress and deemed 

relevant for ads to particular segments of the population" (p. 271). These authors imply 

that advertisements have the power to shape the values of the people who read them. This 

assumes a great deal of influence that the advertising industry (and the products and 

companies that fuel that industry) has on cultural experiences of a consumer population. 

Having established my research questions, I will now briefly outline the form the 

rest of this argument takes. Chapter 1 of this project is a literature review that 
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encompasses material that deals with the academic study of the RCD and (to a lesser 

extent) the VCR. I have chosen to include the two devices together because their 

development came about at a similar point in history and because the use of one helped 

encourage the use of the other. All of the works I review are use-based studies that focus 

on how often and in what ways people used the RCD technology. The focus on use 

implies a technologically deterministic frame on which the study of technology (within 

the social science and about RCDs specifically) rested. It also underscores the idea that 

remote control technology was new at this time and therefore worthy of systematic study. 

It is this orientation in the literature that I set this project up against. Using a 

representational analysis in combination with the revised life cycle model of the history 

of RCDs that I propose contributes to a more complete understanding of the technology 

at this time. The remote control was not advertised as part of the revolution scholars 

discussed at the time and because of this, I argue that the remote control in the 1970s and 

1980s was in the life cycle stage of adulthood, not adolescence. 

The second chapter in this project is a discussion of one theory that I use to 

investigate the communication of this technology. It focuses on the theoretical framework 

of technological determinism, using a history of the theory and a brief review of some 

interpretations of the theory to explain its significance to this project. I discuss the 

context of the American Revolution and the subsequent development of a new nation that 

was tied up in technological developments. This period impacted the American 

understanding of technology's role in society in significant ways, and some of the views 

around technology that developed at this time still affect the way advertisers represent 
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technology in their advertisements and are part of the way we still think about 

technology. 

The third chapter in this project explains my methodological approach to the case 

study I investigate. I outline the major concepts of semiotic analysis and discuss the 

implications of this approach at the levels of epistemology and ontology. The concepts I 

identify as significant for my approach include Saussure's notions of the signified and 

signifier (which comprise the sign), Barthes' conception of myth and the use of literary 

devices. Through a brief methodological review, I conclude that the most effective 

semiotic analyses use a particular concept as a lens through which to view the texts. The 

lens chosen for this project is the notion of the new that I established as part of the 

discourse surrounding contemporary technologies and that is present in the literature on 

the remote control device. This focused approach gives more structure to a methodology 

that is based on a close understanding of social history and context. 

The fourth chapter contains my semiotic analysis of the advertisements for the 

remote control device. I begin the chapter by outlining the exact sample and applied 

method that I will use for the case study in this project. In the analysis that follows, I 

draw connections between some of the signs I identify in each of the articles and the 

theoretical notions of representation and technological determinism that have been 

outlined in my theory section. The analysis in my case study (compared with the 

academic literature I found on the RCD and the linear history of the remote control) 

backs up the major argument I make in this project. The academic literature available on 

the RCD suggests that the scholars who focused on it did so from a use-oriented 

perspective. This perspective is indicative of deterministic attitudes that underpin how 
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technologies are thought about and theorized. My case study shows that the ways the 

technologies are communicated to consumers differs greatly from this academic 

perspective; the technology of the remote control is not sold through rhetorical devices 

that stress the importance of the new, the changing or the innovative. As indicated by my 

sample, they are sold through very mundane, functional terms that describe very little 

about the use value of the product. Highlighting the tension that exists between the 

academic literature and the consumer texts from the same time is one contribution this 

project makes to the field of technology research. 

In the final chapter of this project, I expand on and attempt to elucidate some of 

the significance behind this tension. I use the theoretical background of the project to 

discuss why the disparity might exist and what that says about our relationship to 

technology. We are at once the creators of technology and the victims of it—it is an 

extension of our prized rational thought, but one that we do not fully understand or 

control. Technology is surprisingly personal because of this relationship to rational 

thought that has been lauded in our society since the Enlightenment. It is this particular 

feature of technology, the combination of the personal and the impersonal, that 

contributes to the tensions I identify in this project. My attempt to understand technology 

is likewise a product of this tension. This project shows that the way we think we think 

about technology (or the way we would like to think we think about technology) differs 

from how we actually interact with it. I can only begin to investigate and understand the 

nuances of this difference, but this project allows me to participate in a discourse about 

these ideas and consider what these observations might mean in a society fully 

preoccupied with technology. 
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Chapter 1: Adjunct Television Technologies, the Academic Perspective 

A. RCD Research 

This literature review will focus on three major works in the area of RCD 

research. The work done in this area is limited, and none of the sources I have identified 

originate in Canada. Due to the limited amount of research on the topic of the RCD 

specifically, I have also included a review of work that deals with the VCR. The literature 

on the VCR is relevant to my study because it also addresses the issues that surround 

other peripheral devices that are used to enhance or alter the television experience, 

advertising and audience behaviour. The two areas of research combined provide a broad 

basis on which the analysis of this technology is made. Also, the two technologies are 

linked to each other because they were introduced at similar times and their functions 

both contributed to the increased use of the other. It is worth noting that all of the 

research reviewed here is from the late 1980s and 1990s. The time period is important 

because the work within it is likely speaking to the time of popularization of the remote 

control that I focus on in my case study (the 1970s and 1980s). This is the case because 

of the time lag between the point of research and the point of publication in scholarly 

work. The research presented here understands both the remote control and the VCR as 

new technologies that had new and unexplained impacts on the users who purchased 

them. These two devices are part of a larger discourse about products and services that 

enhance or change the viewing experience (gaming systems, satellite and cable television 

and DVD players are other examples). The overall finding of this review is that, for the 

most part, social studies of RCD technology are use-oriented. Most research is concerned 

with finding out where, when and how the RCD or VCR is used. Some of the studies 

referenced here also take up the question of why these technologies are used, but that 
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work is certainly in the minority. This review shows that in the early 1990s, research on 

the RCD focused on use, not on representation of the device. This is very likely because 

the use data was important to the companies that rely on advertising revenue from 

commercials in television programming. At this time in social science research, there was 

also an inclination towards audience research and audience ethnography which likely 

influenced the work. Their financial interest in audience research combined with the 

tendency in communications research at the time to use social science methodology 

probably contributed to this amount of use-based research. The first work I will 

incorporate into this review is Video Playtime: The Gendering of a Leisure Technology 

by Ann Gray. Gray approaches the subject of VCR use in the home through an extensive 

amount of interview research conducted in the homes of thirty British families in 1984. 

Her investigation centers on gender, and she speaks to the women in the households who 

each report their families' VCR usage. While the work focuses more directly on the 

VCR, it also addresses the RCD in one particular chapter, and the discussion of the VCR 

is also informative for an understanding of RCD use because the two technologies 

implicate similar arguments and ideas. I have chosen to include this work here because I 

feel it is representative of the types of studies I have found on the RCD (which are fairly 

rare). The interviews conducted by Gray and her team took place in the home, and as she 

explains, "what the women said to me does not directly reflect their experience, but it is 

their way of articulating that experience" (1992, p. 33). Gray (1992) readily admits that 

this type of study has both strengths and weaknesses due to the influence of interpretation 

(both the interpretation that happens at the level of the interview subject and at the level 

of the interviewer who records the information). 
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I found two themes pertinent to my own project that emerged from Gray's book. 

The first theme I found is that many of the households used the VCR technology to 

engage in time-shifting of their television programming. According to Gray (1992) time-

shifting is the "recording from broadcast or narrowcast television for viewing at a 

different time" (p. 191). Many women reported using the VCR to time-shift programs 

they liked to watch but that their husbands or families did not want to see. Michelle, for 

example, explains, "I tape sort of medical things.. .the AIDS programme and things like 

that, I will watch when he isn't in because he won't want to watch them" (Gray, 1992, p. 

200). The concept of time-shifting draws on one of the major fears expressed by 

television network executives—that the VCR and RCD combined would give the viewer 

the power to change the television schedule and therefore direct their own experience. 

When a technology gives the viewer the power to control more of their media experience, 

it significantly changes the relationship between the audience and the network. Gray's 

discussion of time-shifting is a good example of some of the effects of the changing 

relationship between the consumer and the producer. Gray's work shows where the fears 

about the changing television landscape expressed by network executives were coming 

from. 

The second theme I identify as pertinent to my project is one that Gray touches on 

only briefly. She asked participants to describe how the household came to the decision 

to purchase or rent the VCR. Most often, the decision to invest in the technology was 

instigated by the male in the family. Based on the responses she gathered from the 

participants, Gray (1992) infers that "the ways in which consumers are addressed through 

advertisements on television, in the press, and in magazines would seem to have an effect 
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in terms of the assumed knowledge and use of specific pieces of equipment in the home" 

(p. 189). The advertisements Gray addresses here are precisely the focus of this project; 

she draws a connection between the reputation of the technology and the decision in the 

home to purchase it. 

Gray used audience research to investigate the gendered nature of both leisure 

time and a leisure technology (the VCR). Her use of interviews allows her to present a 

large amount of in-depth data that relates to specific people and very specific familial 

situations. The women who self-reported their VCR usage were able to relate how they 

thought and felt about the technologies in their homes. The interview approach adds 

value to the conclusions drawn by Gray because it expands on usage data to include how 

people felt about their experiences. Her work lays a useful foundation for my study 

because it establishes that people did use remote control and VCR technologies; it also 

establishes that there is a great deal of meaning-making going on in the home and in front 

of the television that warrants further investigation. 

The second text I investigate is Bellamy and Walker's Television and the Remote 

Control: Grazing on a Vast Wasteland. The book is largely an analysis of audience use 

data on the remote control Bellamy and Walker carried out in the early 1990s. The time 

period here is significant in that Bellamy and Walker performed their research ten years 

after the point I identify as the time of popularization and use of the device. Their work 

assumes the RCD is in an adolescent stage of life (just after the infancy of introduction). 

My own categorization marks this time period as adulthood, not adolescence and 

challenges the assumptions they make about the conditions in which people used the 

technologies. They tracked how often an RCD device was used in both a laboratory and 
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home setting. They also incorporate large samples of other academic and non-academic 

studies on this same phenomenon (for example, they cite Ferguson (1994), Kaye and 

Sapolsky (1995), Heeter et al. (1988), Bryant and Rockwell (1993) and Eastman and 

Newman (1995)). The summary of this large amount of data leads Bellamy and Walker 

(1996) to report that RCDs are definitely being used in the home, and that their presence 

significantly affects user-television interactions. 

Bellamy and Walker identify three major uses of the remote control that 

correspond with different audience behaviors. The most common use they identify is 

"zapping (using the RCD to avoid advertising and other undesirable content)" (Bellamy 

and Walker, 1996, p. 3). The second type of application for the RCD they talk about is 

"zipping (avoiding content by fast-forwarding through recorded programming)" (Ibid., p. 

3). And the final use they describe is "grazing (combining disparate program elements 

into an individualized program mix that serves a wide range of gratification from 

amusement to information seeking)" (Ibid., p.3). 

Of these three, the television industry is mostly concerned with the first, zapping, 

because it has a direct impact on the amount of advertising being seen by the viewer 

(which negatively affects the ability of a station or network to fund their television 

programs). I believe that Bellamy and Walker's discussion of grazing is a somewhat 

failed attempt to show that the audience has a new type of control over their media 

sources. Throughout this work and their edited collection that I will review next, Bellamy 

and Walker seem to be trying to make the case that the RCD allows the user to create an 

utterly new viewing experience for themselves. They refer to this quote from Umberto 

Eco: the remote control can be used as a paintbrush "to make the television into a 
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Picasso" (Bellamy and Walker, 1993, p. 115). I think their explanation of grazing greatly 

overstates the impact of the RCD. Yes, it changes some parts of the relationship between 

user and content, but the overall viewing experience is still tied to the content produced 

by the networks and their subsidiaries. This disagreement I have with their view can be 

explained, in part, by my altered categorization. I think Bellamy and Walker are 

assuming that this technology is in adolescence. In their view, the remote control is going 

through the process of having its purpose and agency defined. Users are finding new 

ways to employ it to their own advantage and are using it in new and dynamic ways. If I 

apply my own categorization and say that the remote at this time period is in adulthood, a 

stage when its uses are established and understood by the users, the idea that grazing 

allowed viewers to define their own viewing experience is less likely. Perhaps people 

were not using their remote controls as artistic paintbrushes, but simply using the devices 

they were quite familiar with to change the channels and watch different programs. The 

fundamental shift (if there was one) would have occurred ten or twenty years before this 

study when the adolescence I propose took place. 

In addition to the useful typology they establish and discuss, Bellamy and Walker 

also highlight a connection that provides background information for this project. They 

demonstrate the simultaneous expansion of the cable industry and VCR production with 

that of the RCD. They go on to further explain the threat this new technology posed to the 

television industry; Bellamy and Walker (1996) claim that "although advertisers had long 

been aware that viewers avoid television commercials by leaving the room, talking, 

reading or simply day dreaming during commercial breaks, the RCD posed a clear threat 

to television's captive audience" (p. 28). 
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The third work in this literature review is an edited collection focusing on the 

RCD by Bellamy and Walker. This book is called The Remote Control in the New Age of 

Television. An important contribution of this volume is a study of RCD use by Bellamy, 

Walker and Traudt. In this study, they expanded on their previous work to include a more 

direct measure of adult use of the RCD in the home. Bellamy, Walker and Traudt (1993) 

conducted telephone interviews about RCD use in the home with a particular focus on the 

different gratifications sought through use. Bellamy, Walker and Traudt (1993) isolated 

six main gratifications employed by RCD users: "selective avoidance, getting more out of 

television, accessing music videos, annoying others, avoiding commercials, and finding 

out what's on television" (p. 104). The findings in this updated study reaffirm some of 

the conclusions drawn by Bellamy and Walker in their 1991 study, and also shed further 

light on the area of advertising avoidance. Their results show that "two of the higher 

ranking gratification items concerned commercial avoidance; of the seven gratifications 

identified, avoiding commercials was the third most strongly related to RCD use" 

(Bellamy, Walker and Traudt, 1993, p. 111). Again, this type of study establishes what 

both advertisers and industry executives had long suspected: people use their RCDs to 

avoid the advertising that finances television production. 

The next work relevant to my study of the RCD is an article published in 1988 in 

Channels magazine. Almost all of the academic works that I read on this topic reference 

this work in some way or another. It is a useful piece because it represents one aspect of 

the popular discourse engaged in by consumers in the late 1980s. The title of the entire 

supplement is "How Americans Watch TV", and there are several subsections dealing 

with different themes. The first section I will discuss is called "The New TV Viewer". In 
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this part of the article, Ainslie (1988) profiles the changed nature of the average 

television viewer at this time; "Channels discovers that today's audience is a highly 

critical, highly mobile lot, but plagued by the same old ambivalence toward the medium" 

(p. 53). Ainslie (1988) positions the audience as the active force in the world of 

television; they are smart, on the go, and familiar with the technology in a way that 

previous generations of television viewers were not. In this section, Ainslie (1988) 

outlines the methodology used for the study published in the article. The data were 

collected through 650 telephone interviews of approximately thirty minutes in length 

each over a period of five days in 1988. As with any interview data, it is possible that 

respondents misremembered their actual RCD usage or chose to exaggerate or understate 

some part of their interaction with the technology. 

The major thesis of Ainslie's (1988) article is that America is a "Nation of 

Grazers" (p. 54). He boldly categorizes the power the remote control device gives the 

viewer; "now viewers are using their ubiquitous remote controls, presently in the TV 

rooms of some 66 million American homes, to play program judge, jury and executioner" 

(Ainslie, 1988, p. 54). The language used by Ainslie reflects the fact that this work was 

published in a popular magazine to a general audience. The active, dynamic viewer 

profiled by Ainslie is one that fits with life cycle stage of adolescence. The new viewer 

that Ainslie talks about is the result of the "new" technology of the remote control—a 

technology that is being integrated into consumer experience. 

The reasons for grazing identified by Ainslie (1988) are reported as enjoyment of 

grazing, dissatisfaction with programming, avoiding commercials, boredom and watching 

more than one television program at a time. The data collected are further broken down 
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into categories of male, female, age ranges, incomes, geographic location and type of 

technology used. This set of data provides evidence that in the 1980s people were 

certainly using the remote control to change their viewing experiences. The impacts of 

these new ways of viewing are not as clearly supported by Ainslie's study. The 

conclusions drawn by Ainslie are as follows: "inadequate programming is clearly the 

greatest tune-out factor, not commercials.. .and grazing is only likely to grow" (p. 56). 

Improved content (of both programming and advertisements) is heralded as the 

means by which the audience can be lured back to a single-channel experience. Former 

NBC president Grant Tinker is quoted in the article as saying, "and now the technology 

and shorter attention spans and perhaps the boredom factor are causing the audience to be 

highly mobile. It behooves us therefore to make better and more appealing programs, but 

it's a tough assignment" (Ainslie, 1988, p. 62). Then vice-president of CBS, David 

Poltrack also weighed in on what the future of television programming looked like in the 

new remote control world; "the higher [the] level of viewer involvement, the more secure 

you are against the grazing effect. That level of intensity, watching two shows at once, is 

fabulous. And as long as we keep our breaks at the same time, you can't run away from 

the commercials" (Ainslie, 1988, p. 62). The focus of both of these testimonials is on the 

importance of the economic system underpinning the television industry. The networks 

have a financial bottom line and they recognize that the only way to deal with the RCD is 

to embrace it as a fact of viewing and to work with the new system it helped create. This 

industry perspective of the issue of remote control technology and what its perceived 

effects were at this time period is a valuable contribution of this work. This is evidence 
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that the industry reacted to the studies put forth by Ainslie and other researchers noted in 

this literature review. 

The works that discuss the RCD construct the new viewer of this time as a 

product of the technology and of the changing industry. Both the academic work and the 

evidence from within the industry use the mythology of an ideal viewer to talk about the 

consequences of new technology. In the academic works (specifically in Bellamy and 

Walker (1993)), the ideal audience member is one who actively participates in the 

creation of their viewing experience. Remote control in hand, they are able to create a 

televisual landscape that reflects their own personality and viewing style. The viewer is 

given the power to create their own experiences because they control the technology. In 

the industry interview I reviewed above (from Channels Magazine), it is clear that top 

executives also constructed an ideal viewer for their medium. Their version of the ideal 

viewer is highly intelligent, also in control of their viewing experience, but ultimately 

susceptible to the power of the creative content that the industry can produce. Together, 

these two camps create an image of the ideal television viewer that suggests that remote 

control technology puts the power in the hands of the audience. This idea will be 

investigated further in my case study, where I look at how remote controls are advertised 

during this time and whether those ads reflect these discourses. I contend that this ideal 

viewer fits in the adolescence stage of the life cycle model of the technology I explained 

earlier. This type of person is able to use the technology to create their own viewing 

experience and that is made possible in a time of change and unsettled boundaries. 
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B. VCR Studies 

The next few works I discuss here stray slightly from the topic of the remote 

control specifically and focuses on a closely related technology: the VCR. The VCR is 

implicated in this discussion because it too caused controversy in the world of television 

viewing in the 1980s when it became a part of many people's viewing habits. The most 

relevant part of the VCR controversy to this project is the fears that arose around the 

practice of "zipping". For the most part, "zipping" refers to the process of fast-forwarding 

through a taped program (either to avoid commercials or to skip portions of content, and 

the former is more commonly the reason). Some authors refer to "zipping" and "zapping" 

(the use of a television RCD to change channels and zap away commercials) 

interchangeably or with reversed meanings from what I describe here, but the majority of 

references to the two terms highlight the uses described. The act of zipping was as much 

a cause for concern within the literature as was zapping. The reason I choose to highlight 

studies that focus on the VCR and zipping is that while it may be a process made possible 

by the VCR, it is unlikely that audiences would zip without the use of a remote control. It 

is the remote control (in conjunction with the VCR) that profoundly impacts the viewing 

of television in this case. 

Given this, my discussion of VCR technology here will be focused on how the 

VCR is used and where that use is impacted by the remote control itself. The first book I 

review in this section is Social & Cultural Aspects of VCR Use (1990) edited by J. R. 

Dobrow. This book is a collection of essays from various scholars on different topics 

related to VCR use. Of greatest relevance to this project are chapters on the history of the 

technology and on audience activity and VCR use. Eugene Secunda contributes a chapter 
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that integrates a history of the television industry with the rise of VCR ownership in the 

American household. As with most histories, Secunda (1990) presents a linear timeline of 

the development of different types of recording technology; he notes that a strong 

competition for market share began between American companies and Japanese 

manufacturers. Japanese companies (like Sony and later JVC) dominated the market early 

on; this left American companies the option to become little more than distributors. 

According to this history, the eventual domination of the VHS format (over the Betamax) 

came about because Sony underestimated the potential popularity of being able to record 

television programs in the home. According to Secunda (1990), "Sony's 

management.. .continued to believe that the majority of potential customers would be 

content with one hour of recoding and playback capability. This view proved 

devastatingly wrong, as JVC and other competitors in the consumer electronics field later 

established" (p. 15, 16). Secunda's (1990) chapter points out that the issue of home 

recording was a key factor in the commercial success of the VCR. The ability of 

consumers to participate in home recording played a large part in the success of the 

Japanese technologies over the American ones. Home recording is made attractive to 

viewers through the advent and implementation of the RCD. 

The second part of this work that is relevant to this project is the audience use 

data collected by Carolyn Lin. Lin (1990) used a telephone survey to assess VCR use 

among suburban residents of the American Midwest. She measured selectivity (how 

participants chose their viewing material, whether they used program guides etc.), 

involvement (how much zapping a participant did) and utility (how often participants 

discussed material with co-viewers). Lin (1990) also measured VCR-use activity through 
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asking how often participants recorded programming and how many times recorded 

material was played back. Two additional measures were recorded; VCR-use satisfaction 

and TV-viewing quality. All of the measures listed above were taken in order to get a 

firm understanding of quantity and quality of use of the VCR and television 

programming through the VCR. Lin (1990) argues that, "audience activities comprise the 

selectivity, involvement, and utility aspects of the media process, which may reflect an 

audience member's cognitive, affective and behavioural involvement with the process 

itself (p. 77). The questions she addresses allow her to make arguments about how 

people use this technology. A relevant finding of the study is that fifty to sixty percent of 

the participants were involved with the viewing process, meaning that they zapped 

commercials, changed channels and reselected viewing choices. The data show that 

people at this time were involved in the process of viewing television and that their 

involvement often included the use of a remote control device. Another result from the 

study indicates that although people do record programming, only fifty-six percent of 

people play back any of that material (Lin, 1990). This indicates that time-shifting is 

perhaps not as influential as industry executives feared. Lin (1990) argues that, "VCRs 

may transform TV from a mass to an individually or perhaps family-oriented medium. 

And, because VCRs are the most widely diffused of the new technologies, most people 

are getting their first experience with enhanced audience control through that medium" 

(p. 90). Lin (like many other authors referenced here) speaks to a shift in control for the 

users. The remote control plays a significant role in this shift because of the convenience 

it provides. Playing back recorded material would be a much greater hassle if the viewer 

had to kneel at the TV cabinet and hold the button down. The ability to skim material 
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using the fast-forward or rewind controls from a comfortable position across the room 

brings a different level of control (and utility) to the television viewing experience 

through the VCR. 

Lindlof and Shatzer (1990) contribute a chapter to Jennings' text on television and 

the family that focuses specifically on VCR use in the home. After reviewing the self-

report studies available on this topic, Lindlof and Shatzer (1990) chose to use a 

qualitative methodology to discern six family's recent VCR usage. They combined 

survey data, diaries recording usage, interviews and observational visits to the home to 

create a reliable measure of usage. Their findings suggest that families make recording 

decisions based on the emotional needs of the children as well as through family 

alignments which determine which people like to watch which shows. Lindlof and 

Shatzer (1990) conclude that, "it seems that the VCR introduces a qualitatively different 

access element by allowing participants greater control over the available resources of the 

viewing situation.. .The nature of the content is part of [the] determination, but does not 

in itself determine access" (p. 101). The theme of a struggle for control over the 

technology and over the content of the television medium reappears throughout the RCD 

research and the VCR research I consider here. The idea of a struggle for control is best 

reflected in the life cycle categorization of the adolescence. As mentioned before, the 

adolescence is a time when technology users attempt to carve out the roles and uses their 

technology will perform within their media experiences. A struggle for control certainly 

fits within this idea. 

A related work in the field of VCR research is Mark Levy's 1989 work The VCR 

Age. The title of the book orients the reader towards the stance taken by Levy; television 
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and film viewed through the mechanism of the VCR represented the defining 

characteristic of an entire age. Levy (1989) talks about the VCR as not quite a 

"revolutionary technology" because it fails to meet two conditions: it "has not achieved 

any special priority in terms of its perceived utility to gratify various needs and has thus 

not established an identity separate from television and movies" nor has it "lived up to its 

potential to provide an increased range and diversity of program content" (p.l 1). 

Revolution aside, Levy argues that the study of the VCR is a useful one because at the 

time, the study of communication was focused on mass media, a term that the existence 

of home video viewing begins to challenge. 

One of the chapters featured in Levy's edited collection discusses the way people 

use the different technological features of the VCR. Akiba Cohen and Laura Cohen 

(1989) believe that the power of the remote control is fairly benign; they hold that, "even 

a remote control unit does not allow for more features; it simply allows the viewer to 

operate the set from the sofa or bed" (p. 136). This perspective on remote control use is 

important to include here because, while I argue that the remote signifies a great deal 

more than its simplest utility, there are those like Cohen and Cohen (1989) who would 

counter that, "a television is a television is a television" (p. 135). The idea that all 

television sets are pretty much equal to one another and that their use can be discussed in 

all or nothing terms holds some value. There are not major differences between television 

sets that affect viewing behavior. 

The researchers concluded that many people have an incomplete knowledge of 

the workings of VCR technology. Cohen and Cohen argue that, "these findings reinforce 

the thesis that the VCR age has not brought with it a profound change in the use of mass 
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media technology" (p. 145). This study is important because it highlights the fact that the 

mere existence of a new technology (with all of its functions) does not always translate to 

use of the technology or all of its features. Just because people can program the VCR to 

record a show for later viewing does not mean that they will. It is an important difference 

to establish because of the tendency in media studies to assume this relationship is a 

given. The same critical view can be applied to the study of the remote control. Simply 

because people have the capacity to surf channels and zap commercials, it is problematic 

to assume that they do this with any frequency. I think the studies identified here support 

an argument that says people do surf and zap, but the point is to be careful when 

attempting to discuss these types of problems and not assume that the incidence of this 

behavior drastically affects the user's experience. 

Sapolsky and Forrest (1989) focus on the measurement of VCR "ad-voidance". 

They investigated the practices of zipping and zapping of taped television material in a 

laboratory setting, which gives their study the advantage of being able to record the exact 

amount of avoidance behaviour (versus the self-report models that many other studies 

reviewed here employed). The disadvantage with a laboratory study is that it takes the 

participants out of their natural viewing environment (the home) and increases the 

likelihood that the behavior will change because the participants are being directly 

observed (and because they know this). Sapolsky and Forrest (1989) gave participants a 

videotape of The Cosby Show with different commercials edited into the tape at the point 

where the original commercials aired (this was done in order to control and measure the 

types of commercials that were responded to with avoidance behaviour). The results 

indicate that adults zipped through more minutes of commercials than did adolescents. 
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Sapolsky and Forrest (1989) state in their conclusion that, "a large share of 

viewers avoid much of the advertising accompanying television programming" (p. 163). 

The research conducted by Sapolsky and Forrest (1989) also shows that people who like 

commercials are equally as inclined to zip past them as those who say they dislike 

commercials. While the theoretical focus of Sapolsky and Forrest's chapter differs greatly 

from the focus of this project, their data is useful in investigating ad avoidance behavior 

enabled by technology (the VCR and RCD in combination). They place greater weight on 

the technology of the VCR in this process, whereas I see a more direct link between the 

RCD that allows the zipping. It is less important to decipher which technology enables 

this phenomenon, and more important to evaluate this study in terms of what it does say 

about zipping behavior. In line with other studies investigated here, Sapolsky and Forrest 

(1989) demonstrate use of the technology specifically with the intent to avoid 

commercials. 

I have necessarily given a selective and incomplete summary of the works I have 

found relevant to the study of the RCD. In my selections, I have attempted to highlight 

the major methodological strategy employed by RCD researchers. Overwhelmingly, the 

existing research on this subject relies on audience studies that work generally within a 

framework of uses and gratifications theory. Some of the work does have a slightly 

different focus; Gray, for example, frames her study against gender relations, but her 

methodology of interviewing women and measuring the frequency of their VCR use falls 

under the same umbrella as the others investigated here. These works all reflect the 

adolescent stage of the life cycle model I propose by addressing themes of newness, 

struggle and negotiation of use. And while I see the value in this type of research, I 
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believe that if I successfully build on this research and incorporate my own methodology 

of semiotic analysis (which I describe in more detail in the fourth and fifth chapters of 

this project), I can draw useful conclusions based on an interpretive method. Uses and 

gratifications research effectively addresses the question of use (a question that 

absolutely needs to be answered when talking about "new" technology), but it is unable 

to speak to other, broader processes that incorporate a dialogue about the symbolic 

significance of technology within a media-based culture. It is here that I believe a close 

examination of themes in advertising of the technology will add to the existing discourse. 

Analyzing advertisements from the era will illuminate another important dimension of 

the cultural space in which the RCD came into prominence. 

The works presented in this literature review give a broad overview of what is 

available in the academic literature about the topic of the RCD. It is telling that so many 

of these studies focus on the practices of zipping and zapping. These are the uses of the 

RCD and VCR which directly "threaten" the television industry. Commercials are the 

financial backbone of the medium and the concerns that arise around their demise in the 

1980s signify the importance of their success to the industry. Some of these studies (like 

the Channels magazine study) were funded in part by interested industry parties. As 

much as the RCD is a topic of academic interest, it has a greater relevance to the 

advertising community who worried about its effects on their television ad revenues. It is 

this relationship that inspired my project. The research done in this time period covers the 

areas of RCD usage, social impacts of the RCD and implications for the family. Given 

the benefit of historical distance from this time-period and from the debates and issues 

that surrounded the topic of RCDs in the 1980s, I aim to look at the bigger picture and 
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observe the situation from a different point of view. My project's investigation into the 

advertisement of remote control technology will give a perspective on the situation that I 

see is currently lacking in the research. The use of the device has been well-established 

here; I will compare the perspective taken by these studies to the messages being 

advertised to consumers at this time. These studies imply that the user is an active part of 

the viewing experience and that the remote control is an essential part of their new power. 

As mentioned previously, the active viewer is part of an ideal used in both the academic 

literature and by the industry executives at this time, and that ideal fits into the adolescent 

stage of development of the technology. Going into the case study portion of this project, 

I expected that the advertisements I found would reflect these themes and mirror the 

adolescence I read in this academic literature on the subject. 
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Chapter 2: Technological Determinism: Driving History 

This study is an investigation of the relationship between technology and 

representation. One of the major themes in technology research is technological 

determinism, a concept I explore here. The advertisements I evaluate in my case study 

contain themes that both tie into and refute technological determinism, and establishing 

this theory provides a background for how I read the advertisements. The theory of 

technological determinism brings certain terms and concepts to the discussion that help 

clarify and explain the key debates that arise within this project. Technological 

determinists view technology as the driving force behind all society. All social structures, 

political actions and economic outcomes depend on the existence of certain kinds of 

technology. For technological determinists, technology is the impetus behind all that we 

experience. 

The concepts of technological determinism warrant explanation and investigation 

before I use them in my analysis of the advertisements. Technologically determinist ideas 

are present in our society. Western governments and media systems rely on technology to 

great extent in their communications systems which fuel democracy, and this reliance 

coincides with other firmly held beliefs and ingrained norms about cultural life in western 

society. An example of the technology obsession present in our culture is the recent 

release of Apple Inc.'s iPhone. An electronics blog for June, 2007 reported that 

customers in New York City began lining up to purchase their new iPhone four days 

before the release date (MacNN, 2007). This kind of chaotic consumer behavior can be 

found with the sale of many popular technological items (the Wii gaming console, "early 

bird" sales on televisions and other entertainment hardware, and new releases of 

computer software and games are all examples of recent, lineup-inducing technologies). 
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People feel that they need to have the newest and latest technology, and news coverage 

that surrounds these events lends itself to a technologically determinist analysis. 

The second reason I am addressing the theory of technological determinism is that 

it is a theoretical orientation present in most of the remote control device literature I have 

found and analyzed in the previous chapter. The usage studies carried about by Gray 

(1992), Bellamy and Walker (1996), Lin (1990), Levy (1989) and Sapolsky and Forrest 

(1989) all draw from an effects research tradition in communication. These studies 

assume that usage drives meaning, and that the introduction of the remote into the home 

fundamentally shifts the relationship between consumer and product, consumer and 

technology, or the relationships within a family around the technology. These 

relationships hold at their core the belief that the technology is the actor, the driving 

force. It is significant that all of the research I have found on the RCD falls into this 

category. In communication and media studies, these assumptions about use bring with 

them assumptions about technological determinism. The explanation I give here of the 

history of this theory and its use in modern discussions around technology gives some 

background to how this orientation came to exist and why this project is choosing to 

investigate the remote control from another (more interpretive) angle. The interpretive 

approach allows me to ask questions of the text and of the situation that a technologically 

deterministic approach would not allow for. If I take for granted that technology drives 

history, I might miss out on a more nuanced understanding of the communication 

situation of the remote control that allows for other cultural or economic factors that 

played a major role in its development and popularity. The interpretive approach provides 

another perspective and makes up for some of the limitations in use-based research. 
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Scholars have given technological determinism many different definitions and 

stipulations but by and large, the term refers to a theory or outlook that puts the piece of 

technology in the position of affecting change within a society. A simple example of this 

is to say that when steam engines were developed and put to heavy use in America in the 

nineteenth century they changed American industry, its political position in the world, the 

type of work Americans undertook on a daily basis and so on. The crucial point here is 

that the steam engine is placed in the role of the causal factor for these other changes. 

Simply stated, "according to technological determinism, as technology develops and 

changes, the institutions in the rest of society change, as does the art and religion of the 

society" (Dusek, 2006, p. 84). 

Where did technological determinism come from? What do these origins have to 

do with my project? What does it imply for this study of the remote control device? In 

response to my first question I employ the arguments of James Carey, Leo Marx and 

Merrit Roe Smith, scholars who directly address the question of the origin of this theory. 

These three scholars highlight early American democracy as one of the key historical 

periods in which the development of technological determinism took place. According to 

Smith (1994), technological determinism is rooted in the Enlightenment, when scholars 

and thinkers began to place agency in technologies as major forces of change in the social 

world. These roots are of course not all-encompassing, as the paradigm of rationality and 

an interest in technology have been part of human life for centuries. The Enlightenment 

simply represents one time in history when these ideas permeated American culture to the 

extent that they can be categorized as an important theoretical perspective. 
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This origin of technological determinism as a theory comes from the industrial 

era, but the concepts are applicable to an information-based society where the remote 

control emerged. Carey presents a similar approach to Smith in terms of understanding 

the historical development of technological determinism. Carey (1989) uses the creation 

of the modem American government as an example of the power of technology to shape 

society. The founding fathers included the communications technology of the time 

(newspapers) in the constitution through the idea of a free and open press, which 

positioned technology as an essential part of the new democracy. And as Carey (1989) 

points out, technology was given special treatment when "the Bill of Rights guaranteed 

constitutional protection to technology with its clause on freedom of the press" (p. 120). 

The centrality of technology to the creation of a new government is underscored further 

by Smith's (1994) account of the factory system in America. 

According to Smith (1994), American politicians and thinkers like Thomas 

Jefferson and Benjamin Franklin wrote about the value of progress in the new nation; 

theirs was an understanding of progress that could be achieved with invention and 

technology. Smith (1994) points out the relationship between social problems and 

technological solutions; ".. .writers expressed a seemingly unbounded enthusiasm for the 

machine age, so much so that one gets the impression that heavier and heavier doses of 

technology are being prescribed for the solution of societal ills" (p. 8). This statement 

shows the weight carried by technologies in American life at this time. We can see the 

relationship between social problems and technological solutions throughout 20th century 

American history as well. Wars and political crises often lead to the development of new 

and "better" technology (the atomic bomb, satellite-guided missiles, surveillance 
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technology and even communications technology like the internet are all examples of 

technologies that developed in response to political or social problems). The notion of a 

better future is tied very much to technology. In the late 1800s, at a time of global 

recession, "preachers and politicians appealed to Americans to retain faith in the future as 

such; they appealed to the future as a solvent and asked the public to believe that the 

latest technology or social project would fully justify past sacrifices and the endurance of 

present turmoil" (Carey, 1989, p. 178). Technology seems to be the first resort humans go 

to when faced with a serious social problem. Smith (1994) argues that this type of 

thought has its origins in the new democracy and machine age in America. He claims 

that, ".. .technology became idolized as the force that could fix the economy and deliver 

on the legendary promise of American life. Such technocratic pitches constituted a form 

of technological determinism that embedded itself deeply in popular culture" (Smith, 

1994, p. 13). Technocracy is a concept that warrants some additional explanation. 

Technocracy is a term used to describe a system of government where political 

power is reserved for people who have technical knowledge. It is predicated on valuing 

efficiency, rationality and an overall emphasis on technology as a fundamental 

institution. The idea that scientific or technical experts should make decisions on behalf 

of the people puts into perspective the power of technology and those who can access it. 

Early American democratic government represented its people through inventors like 

Benjamin Franklin and agriculturists like Thomas Jefferson. These and other technocratic 

leaders shaped America in a way that greatly depends on technology and progress. 

This technologically-driven model of political government was not without its 

detractors. Critics of technologically determinist social policy and technocracy in the 
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early 1800s expressed concern that the American obsession with progress and technology 

sacrificed a moral progress (Smith, 1994). Henry David Thoreau, Jefferson, Ralph Waldo 

Emerson and Mark Twain are among the outspoken critics of this view identified by 

Smith (1994). Again, there is connection between technology and moral correctness. The 

issue of technology is one that gets wrapped up in debates around moral character. These 

examples, which show both a positive outlook for moral virtue by way of technology and 

a negative outlook for moral progress because of the dominance of technology, illustrate 

the close connections issues of technology have to everyday life. 

This relates to Marshall McLuhan's (1964) notion that technologies are extensions 

of man. McLuhan's (1964) explanation of this phenomenon is that, "rapidly, we approach 

the final phase of the extensions of man—the technological simulation of consciousness, 

when the creative process of knowing will be collectively and corporately extended to the 

whole of human society, much as we have already extended our senses and our nerves by 

the various media" (p. 19). We are not talking about a piece of steel or plastic that is 

separate from our own lives. Technologies make up large parts of lived experience, and 

while McLuhan's understanding of the concept goes somewhat over the edge, it makes 

sense that the reason people are as concerned about the effects of technology is that they 

see the impacts these items have on their lives. Ask anyone who has had their computer 

crash whether it affected his or her everyday experience. Technologies are certainly more 

than the physical materials that comprise them. They are a vehicle for our thoughts and 

feelings, a mechanistic storage device for our intellectual or creative lives. 

There is a connection between culture and technology that technological 

determinism helps elucidate. James Carey (1989) places technology in a cultural studies 
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context. His orientation can be seen here: "technology, the hardest of material artifacts, is 

thoroughly cultural from the outset: an expression and creation of the very outlooks and 

aspirations we pretend it merely demonstrates" (p. 9). Carey furthers this deterministic 

line of argument in his discussion of the role played by electricity in twentieth century 

America. Speaking specifically about the 1980s and 1990s, Carey (1989) describes "an 

increasingly prevalent and popular brand of the futurist ethos is one that identifies 

electricity and electrical power, electronics and cybernetics, computers and information 

with a new birth of community" (p. 114). In Carey's history, electricity replaces the 

machine as the technology of the day that will bring change and hope to communities. In 

fact, electricity was called upon to fix some of the problems that the machine era created. 

Carey (1989) reports that when the machinery used to build America led to 

industrialization and to a harsher social environment, "in electricity was suddenly seen 

the power to redeem all the dreams betrayed by the machine" (p. 121). As with the 

factory system, electrical technologies in America were viewed as the harbingers of a 

new social era—a new way of living that promised better working conditions, easier 

household chores, and a revolutionized economic system that underscored progress and 

development. 

Technological determinism as a framework is well suited to the discussion of my 

project because it, too, is concerned with the idea of "revolution"—whether that 

revolution is one of mechanism, electricity, digital computing technology or any other 

technologically-based change in society. The idea of revolution is important to 

technological determinism because it is a way of marking history and understanding of 

social progress. The theorists who discuss the electrical revolution (like Carey and 
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McLuhan) use it to frame the shifts in society taking place in the early 1900s and 

throughout the century. Revolution implies a complete shift or change in fundamental 

pieces of reality; the revolution of electricity is as suspect as any claims of a revolution 

brought on by television technologies. 

In the interest of showcasing of a more determinist theory, I will now discuss the 

views of Robert Heilbroner. Heilbroner (1994) looks at technological determinism 

through the lens of socioeconomics. He investigates whether "we can explain 

technological determinism historically as well as explain history by technological 

determinism" (Heilbroner, 1994, p. 55). Heilbroner believes that technology occurs in a 

sequence, not by chance, but because it is necessary. The three reasons he uses to support 

this claim are the simultaneity of invention, the absence of technological leaps, and the 

predictability of technology. The first two arguments are self-explanatory, but the third 

warrants clarification. Heilbroner (1994) claims that scientists and inventors are often 

quite correct in their predications of future technologies based on the existence and form 

of current technology. These claims are, for the most part, logical and I am inclined to 

agree with him. My view is that technologies are developed in a continuum, where old 

ideas and technologies are adapted, restructured and reused to make the new. Where my 

project and Heilbroner's ideas diverge is at his position that because o/these factors, 

technological forces determine the entire trajectory of a culture. 

Heilbroner (1994) asserts, "I do not think it is just by happenstance that the steam-

mill follows the hand-mill... the development of technology of production seems bounded 

by the constraints of knowledge and capability and thus, in principle at least, open to 

prediction as a determinable force of the historical process" (p. 59). Again, I agree with 
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Heilbroner's observation that there are clear patterns and trends in the history of the 

development of technologies and that those patterns often suggest that older technologies 

are reshaped and upgraded and transformed into the newer technologies. His claim that 

this is a "determinable" factor in the historical process is problematic because it assumes 

that technologies exist outside of culture (and can therefore act on culture). This debate is 

not just an argument about semantics; the decision to place technology within a cultural 

context or outside of that context has real implications for how history is understood and 

for how research can then be conducted. It is my contention that the cultural context tells 

us a great deal more than the invention process ever could. It is on this assumption, that 

technology is a product of invention and cultural context, that this project is grounded. 

As a technology scholar, it is easy to become overwhelmed by the paradoxes and 

competing ideas that lie within theories of technological determinism. Smith (1994) 

identifies the dilemma of technological determinism when he asks, "who among us 

would deny that it is easy to be drawn into technology-driven explanations of cultural and 

historical processes? The frustration we experience is as much with ourselves as it is with 

the large societies in which we live" (p. 35). This statement is particularly apt because it 

identifies the tension that exists around ideas about technology. 

If I take a few steps down the road of technological determinism, things start to 

make sense. The iPhone really does impact the way people communicate with one 

another, the types of messages that are exchanged between people and the content of 

those messages (perhaps one friend emails another a cool new YouTube video they find 

while browsing Facebook). The danger of technological determinism exists where the 

physical technology itself (the index card sized piece of plastic, metal and silicon that 
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makes up the iPhone) is compounded with the social actions that create the situation of 

the email I just proposed. There are many more cultural and social forces at work than 

can be accounted for by the technology alone. And, as Dusek (2006) points out, "there is 

an inextricable feedback from technology to culture and from culture to technology" 

(p.85). This is the message I see from the theories (and critiques of those theories) of 

technological determinism that I have examined here. Understanding technology means 

understanding the context and process in which it is used and the relationship between the 

technology and that context. It is my contention that the method used in this project 

(semiotic analysis of advertising) begins to address some of this social context. 

The link between American democracy and technologically determinist thought is 

not only interesting, it is an important part of the story of technology in America (and 

North America) today. It is no surprise that the rhetoric about new technology and 

innovation permeates popular thought about technology when so much of North 

American history can be tied to the ideas about progress and technological innovation 

alluded to above. Further examples of this origin can be found in the work of Leo Marx 

and Merrit Roe Smith (1995). They point out that historical narratives are often imbued 

with technologically determinist examples. For Marx and Smith (1995), "technology is 

conceived in almost exclusively artifactual terms, and its materiality serves to reinforce a 

tangible sense of its decisive role in history" (p. xi). The point they make is that the very 

materiality of technology makes it an easy target for assigning historical importance. If 

we know the steam-mill existed, we can draw conclusions about what it did and did not 

do in the society with some confidence. It is harder to prove the existence and relevance 

of, for example, a capitalist ideology that made the steam mill necessary in American 
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industry. It is interesting to keep in mind that the reason we talk about certain 

technologies may be because of this materialist orientation in traditional histories. 

Marx and Smith (1995) argue that the existence of a technology does not 

necessarily tell us anything about how or why people chose to use it. In the preface to 

their edited collection on technological determinism, they point out that, "people seem all 

too willing to believe that innovations in technology embody humanity's choice of its 

future" (Marx and Smith, 1995, p. xiv). By the examples given in this edited collection, 

it seems that American history is particularly bound up in notions of technical progress. 

The various authors cite the founding fathers, the Ford Model T, steam-mills and rail 

systems as different examples of technologies that, in one way or another, shaped the 

American cultural and physical landscape. This ongoing relationship between 

technological progress and American success reinforces the relevance of my study of 

remote control devices in American advertising. 

The technologically deterministic outlook that underpins American society may 

be a factor in the problematic life cycle model that I discussed in the introduction to this 

project. If it is assumed that technologies drive history, it logically follows that scholars 

would look at the point of its introduction and diagnose that time period as the point that 

impacted the rest of the history. Given the technologically deterministic thought that 

American scholars are exposed to, it makes sense that they might consider the 1970s and 

1980s as the time of the new technology of the RCD. This perspective does not allow for 

the understanding that technologies are always new and changing as I propose; in a 

technologically deterministic history, technologies either are or are not—they are created 

and then exist and impact other things. According to the perspective of technological 
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determinism, the moment when the RCD enters the home it impacts the experience of the 

user and the history of that use from that moment on. My redefinition of the life cycle of 

the remote includes a continuum of development that goes back to long before the 

twentieth century. I believe that understanding the history of the technology in this 

broader scale of time more accurately accounts for all of the processes that go into an 

invention and its eventual use. It also gives a different perspective on the advertising of 

the technology at an interesting point in the history of the device. 
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Chapter 3: Considering Methodology: Representation and Semiotics 

In order to set up a methodological framework through which to investigate the 

remote control, I address the implications that arise from using a theory of representation 

that I discussed in the introduction. I draw from cultural studies theorist Nick Couldry the 

idea that an approach to understanding a cultural product involves three fundamental 

questions based on the concepts of ontology, epistemology and methodology. At the level 

of ontology, he asks, "what is a text, when considered as a social object" (Couldry, 2000, 

p. 69)? At the level of epistemology, he asks, "how are we in a position to know about 

texts" (Ibid.)? And at the level of methodology, he asks "how best, in practice, should we 

analyse texts" (Ibid.)? I address these questions here as a way of mapping out the specific 

methodology I am using. 

The first question—what is a text, can be answered for this project in terms of the 

unit of analysis I am investigating. The text in this case is a selection of print 

advertisements from three different newspapers. Couldry further asks the researcher to 

consider the text as a social object, which reflects the cultural studies approach to 

analysis. The advertisements I am looking at are not just printed words and images, they 

are indicative of a communication situation (a textual event to use Couldry's terms). They 

exist in a social world that defines them and use a language system imbued with cultural 

meanings. Based on the conclusions I have drawn here about what constitutes a text and 

what is significant about these texts, my approach is one that values the text as a 

representation of social processes. 

The epistemological question asked by Couldry—how are we in a position to 

know about texts, is more difficult to answer directly. This method is not without its 

limitations and problems, but one advantage of this approach is that it places me in the 
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position to know about texts. I am a product of a cultural environment that I live in and 

interact with everyday. I have the ability to make interpretations and analysis based on 

my experience of this culture and language and also based on my in-depth historical 

research on the subject. My understanding of the history of the topic combined with my 

ability to think critically given my education gives me the authority to make this analysis. 

Of course, my unique life experiences will direct my analysis in ways that may not be 

replicated by another researcher, but that does not invalidate any conclusions I draw. 

There is room for personal interpretation within this kind of research; I would argue that 

any research project is imbued with the personality and experience of its author. This 

does not mean I should be unconcerned about the effects a person's experience, just that 

being aware that this is an inherent part of a research process will ultimately strengthen 

the research and the conclusions drawn. 

The third methodological question asked by Couldry builds on the other two— 

how best, in practice, should we analyze texts? Given the answers I have provided to 

those first two questions, I believe that semiotic analysis is the best way to analyze the 

texts I have selected. I understand the text to be a symbolic representation of reality 

imbued with social and cultural meaning and I believe that the researcher has the 

authority to make a meaningful analysis of the object at hand based on their specific 

experience of a culture and their ability to think critically about symbols in that culture. 

These two conditions lead to the area of textual analysis and semiotics for my project's 

methodology. It is difficult to fully accept Couldry's term and claim that this is the "best" 

approach to analyzing a text. In fact, there are other methodological approaches that 

would better answer a different set of research questions for this material. A content 
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analysis, for example, would provide a more valid analysis if I was interested in 

questioning the major trends in the entire population of remote control advertisements. 

As it stands, I am choosing to focus on the symbolic meaning at the expense of asking 

questions about the trends in the larger sample of advertisements because I think the 

symbolic interpretation better addresses the question of what the representation of these 

technologies said about the time period. I can say with confidence that semiotics best 

addresses the phenomenon of representation in a printed text. According to Chandler 

(2007) semiotics focuses on and problematizes the process of representation—this makes 

it an extremely useful tool for me as I who wish to question texts specifically in light of 

how they represent reality. 

According to McKee (2003), textual analysis is one method of investigation that 

looks at how people make sense out of different texts. This methodology takes an 

anthropological approach to culture and cultural products and allows the researcher to 

evaluate a moment in history. Textual analysis is interested in the context in which a text 

arises, so that in looking at an advertisement, the researcher can infer beyond just the 

words and images on the page and into the social and cultural climate in which the text 

was created. This methodology will allow me to look at not only the specific medium of 

advertising, but also the varied discourses implicated by the historical subject of the 

remote control device. 

Within the broader category of textual analysis, I am selecting the specific method 

of semiotic analysis for this project. Semiotics, when used as a methodology, allows the 

researcher to investigate the signs displayed in a text in terms of their significance beyond 

their literal meaning. The advantage of this methodology is that "semiotics can assist us 
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to become more aware of the mediating role of signs and of the roles played by ourselves 

and others in constructing social realities" (Chandler, 2007, p. 10). The semiotic approach 

specifically highlights the fact that our experience of reality is mediated through symbols. 

I believe that it is in the process of mediation that meaning is created and that this process 

warrants my attention. 

A semiotic approach to this project dictates that the text is a representation of 

reality. This approach reflects the idea that".. .much of our knowledge is indirect; we 

experience many things primarily (or even solely) as they are represented to us within our 

media and communication technologies" (Chandler, 2007, p. 81). It is a symbolic object 

that communicates a reality through signs and symbols. This fundamental orientation 

(viewing language and image as representational, meaning-making processes) means that 

the text can be investigated in terms of these meanings and representations, which places 

responsibility on the researcher as an analyst of media texts. I will use the tools of 

semiotics to analyze the advertisements and to draw out meanings and conclusions 

beyond the face value of the text. 

A. Methodology Review: Strengths and Weaknesses of the Semiotic 
Approach 

In this section, I will review four texts that use semiotics to investigate advertised 

products. I will evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of their approaches, paying 

particular attention to the degree to which the author's argument is supported by their 

methodology. Mortelmans (1997) analysis of the concept of luxury in print 

advertisements for jewelry is one example of a semiotic analysis similar to my case 

study. He gives a detailed explanation for his choice to use the concept of luxury as a lens 
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through which to examine the advertisements. This lens helps him establish a logical 

background for the choices he makes in his actual semiotic analysis. He is only 

investigating concepts that relate to luxury, which allows him to focus his argument and 

frees him from the burden of having to cover all potential areas of symbolic meaning in 

the advertisements. Mortelmans (1997) sets up the theoretical basis that his argument 

rests on in one specific sentence: "in using the constructed world of advertisers, we try to 

make contact with the underlying sign systems society uses to create a luxury cachet 

around certain consumer durables" (p. 75). Mortelmans (1997) then lays out his exact 

methodological approach, including sample selection, assigning particular categories of 

analysis to the group of advertisements (coding), and evaluating the paradigmatic 

structures that are common to many of the advertisements. His approach focuses on 

broader systems of meaning across the whole body of work. As Mortelmans (1997) 

points out, "rather than looking at denotated meanings of these signs, we are looking for a 

reasonable interpretation of the signs, a reasonable set of possible connotations" (p. 77). 

This research method sacrifices investigation of the more literal meanings of the symbols 

and language in favour of a more interpretive analysis of connotated meanings. 

The semiotic analysis Mortelmans (1997) carries out of the advertisements closely 

follows the methodology and theoretical approach he outlines in the early part of the 

article. The theoretical perspective supports the interpretations made and many of the 

conclusions drawn follow from this perspective (and are thus supported in the argument). 

One weaker area of Mortelmans' (1997) conclusion is where he tries to extrapolate the 

argument out to highlight some of the motivations of the advertisers. An example of this 

is: 
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Primarily, advertisers urge men to buy jewelry as a present. In doing so, they are 
in fact changing the sign status of the product. Instead of selling clothing 
accessories, the sign value changes to a symbolic meaning transmitter. The 
commodity, whatever it may be, is turned into a sign deprived of all 
instrumentality. (Mortelmans, 1997, p. 86) 

Mortelmans' methodology does not allow him to comment on the motivations behind 

advertisers' decisions in marketing a product in a certain way. To claim that the 

advertisers willfully change the sign status of jewelry is unfounded, and it weakens the 

overall argument about the prominence of luxury-related concepts in the advertisements. 

Another example of a conclusion that is not supported by the methodology is "on a 

manifest, denotated level, one could argue that a diamond is forever, or at least will last 

longer than the owner will live. When a man gives such a diamond to a woman, he is in 

fact symbolically exchanging the eternity of their relation" (p. 87). The weakness of this 

argument is that Mortelmans is commenting on what the exchange might mean, going 

outside of what is evident from the text being examined. This approach leaves him open 

to criticism because the methodology of semiotics relies so heavily on the researcher's 

interpretations, straying from what is actually present in the text is problematic. 

The next work I review here is Jane Marcellus' semiotic analysis of 

advertisements aimed at woman working in clerical fields in the 1920s. Marcellus (2006) 

uses a semiotic analysis that focuses on the placement of the women in ads for 

typewriters as compared to their surroundings. Her analysis focuses on a specific 

moment in history (when women were encouraged to do work in clerical fields after 

World War I). She also draws on some techniques from discourse analysis to further 

explain her interpretations. She highlights the women's body positioning, the direction of 

their gaze and their physical actions within the advertisement (are they typing, are they 
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talking to other women or men in the office?) as a way of discerning the symbolic 

meaning of the advertisements. Her approach is anchored in a visual analysis 

methodology that focuses more on the physical structure of the print advertisements than 

on the meanings denoted and connoted by the written text. 

Marcellus (2006) combines semiotics and discourse analysis to make broad 

statements about the changes that occurred in the advertising of this material over a 

period of time. The advantage of her method is that she can make broader, more 

generalized claims that support an historical argument. The disadvantage of her approach 

is that her semiotic analysis is brief and the justifications she provides for her particular 

points of analysis are not well-explained. Marcellus (2006) mentions certain theorists 

who directed her choice to look at certain features of the ads, but this section is brief and 

gives her analysis inadequate foundation. This text offers very little theoretical 

background to support the choices made, leaving it open to criticism about how and why 

certain assumptions were made and certain questions were asked. One conclusion drawn 

in this analysis is that, "in representations aimed at men, the secretary was locked into a 

system that incorporated her femininity and nullified her individuality, recasting her as an 

interchangeable, though sexual, office part" (Marcellus, 2006, p. 110). This is a 

potentially interesting analysis, but because the terms through which the ads were viewed 

were not clearly outlined, this conclusion can be dismissed as opinion. Because semiotics 

is a subjective methodology, appropriate reasoning behind any analytical decisions made 

is crucial to an argument that holds up under criticism. This article is a very good 

example of the some of the potential pitfalls of using semiotic analysis. It lends itself to 

the analyst's own interpretation, which is at the same time its strength and weakness. 
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Being able to justify not only the terms of evaluation, but also the conclusions drawn 

based on those terms is a difficult, but necessary, part of conducting a successful semiotic 

analysis. 

The third text I review is Hirschman's look at the advertising of "rugged 

individualism" in print advertisements for guns and cars. The author uses a semiotic 

analysis to evaluate magazine advertisements that appear in publications predisposed 

towards individualized narratives. Hirschman (2003) takes a similar approach as 

Mortelmans in that she uses an overarching theme (rugged individualism) as a concept 

through which to understand the advertisements. This concept is thoroughly developed— 

the theoretical and historical perspective within which the concept is situated is explained 

in detail. Having established this frame, Hirschman (2003) gives this analysis, "through 

its visual rhetoric of man and horse, solitude, and nature, the ad suggests the protagonist 

is returning with his trophy, his meat provisions, and his selfhood gained" (p. 13). Where 

Marcellus' statement came off as simply her opinion, Hirschman's statement holds more 

meaning because she set up the lens through which her analysis was made. 

The second part of Hirschman's article focuses on seven different bipolar parings 

that she identifies as part of many of the ads. Examples of the pairings include things like 

individual freedom versus rule of law, instrumentalism versus anthropomorphism and 

nature versus culture (Hirschman, 2003). These pairings allow the author to investigate 

themes among the different ads that are identified as part of the rugged individualism 

theme. They work in the same way as the overall theme, giving the analyst a structure on 

which to place and evaluate the advertisements. It also gives the analyst a means to talk 

about interesting contradictions and unexpected findings. Hirschman (2003) describes the 
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ironic tension in ads for certain handguns displayed on top of images of the American 

flag. The strategy of highlighting images that seem to contradict the theme of rugged 

individualism adds another layer of analysis to Hirschman's argument. The conclusions 

drawn are generally supported by the data she draws from and the type of analysis she 

makes. One example of this is "as the advertising and other texts I have examined here 

indicate, those who embrace the ethos of rugged individualism view themselves and their 

lifestyle as under attack" (Hirschman, 2003, p. 20). The attack she speaks of is evident in 

her analysis of the sample of ads (and in editorial comments noted from readers of the 

magazines). The amount of work done in the theoretical discussion about the concepts 

being investigated hold Hirschman's argument to a higher standard than some of the 

other articles reviewed here. Her work is more compelling and meaningful because of 

this theoretical background. 

The strongest semiotic analyses in this small review are those that employ a 

certain concept to the body of texts that are under investigation. The concepts behind 

both Mortelmans' and Hirschman's arguments help each author frame their analysis in a 

specific way that focuses the analysis and strengthens the arguments each make. 

Marcellus' argument lacked an appropriate frame that set up the direction of her analysis. 

Semiotics as a methodology is best used when a frame of analysis is thoroughly 

explained and applied to the sample. 

B. The Lens of the New 

In my project, the lens used to view the advertisements is the idea of "the new". 

The debate about old and new technology is wrapped up in ideas about what it means for 

something to be new and why those meanings might be important for consumers. The 
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academic debate around media and technologies in transition was presented in the 

introduction to this project, but I will reiterate some of the main points here as they 

inform the lens through which I am performing a semiotic analysis. Thorburn and Jenkins 

(2003) discuss the ways in which media are conceptualized (particularly when it comes to 

themes of change and transition). Their edited collection gives many different examples 

of how media are understood in terms of the new and the changing. One example is from 

Gitelman (2003) who explains that new technologies are adopted not because they are 

more convenient, but because there is a social condition in place that makes them work 

within a society. She argues that the idea of new media is problematic by stating, "media 

themselves are denizens of the past. Even the newest media today came from somewhere, 

whether that somewhere gets described broadly as a matter of supervening social 

necessity, or narrowly in reference to some proverbial drawing board and a round or two 

of beta testing" (Gitelman, 2006, p. 5). Gregory Crane (2003) argues that newer forms of 

writing technology are not inherently more valuable than the forms of writing that 

preceded them. According to him, the book is no more valuable than a scroll or a clay 

tablet, it is simply better suited to how we access words today. It could be argued that 

electronic text has supplanted the book as the dominant mode of written communication, 

but that newer technology should not be looked at as more valuable. Another interesting 

point made by Crane (2003) is that there is always more history than we see at first 

glance when considering a technology. The narrative form of television sitcoms have an 

extensive history that often goes unexplored because they are categorized as being "new" 

in the 1950s—when the technology was "new". Humans have been storytelling for much 
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of their history, but this is disregarded in most discussions of the development of 

television sitcoms. 

Recent academic literature on the subject of television commonly addresses with 

the notion of change, upheaval, and transition (all concepts that deal with newness). 

Examples include Henry Jenkin's 2003 book, Rethinking Media Change: The Aesthetics 

of Transition, as well as his 2006 contribution, Convergence Culture: Where Old and 

New Media Collide, Amanda Lotz' 2007 book, The Television Will be Revolutionized, 

and Jostein Gripsrud's 2004 work, Television After TV: Essays on a Medium in 

Transition (Console-ing Passions). This body of work is just a sample of the literature 

currently being produced on the subject of television, but it is indicative of some of the 

major trends found not only in academic discourse about the topic, but also in popular 

conversation about media. 

Given the literature on technology and television that I have reviewed throughout 

this project, I believe that the concept of the new is the most appropriate lens through 

which to perform this semiotic analysis. The theories about technology that I reviewed in 

the previous chapter, the scholars who talk about current media in transition, and the 

works reviewed for their previous research on the RCD all underscore this theme of the 

new in one way or another. Technological determinism implies that the development of a 

new technology should changes the social world by its very existence; thus, the new 

technology should be highlighted. Many of the transition theorists I reference talk about 

technology as an ever-evolving invention process, but one that is often mistakenly 

presented as revolutionary. The work of the RCD scholars also points to a great interest 

in the development of the remote as a new part of television viewing in the 1970s and 
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1980s. The popularization and use of this device spawned a body of research that tried to 

address the way people used it and what that meant for the television industry. These 

different focal points in this project all point to the theme of the new as the most 

appropriate lens through which to conduct this semiotic analysis. 

C. My Semiotic Approach: Saussure and Barthes 

In terms of my specific approach to the texts I am investigating, I am going to use 

a combination of Roland Barthes' ideas about myth and a classic Saussurean semiotic 

analysis. Both approaches to semiotic analysis strive to denaturalize signs—a process that 

involves making people aware of the symbolic meanings that they have come to take for 

granted (Chandler, 2007). Denaturalizing the sign means shaking it out of its everyday 

context and investigating it—turning it on its head and seeing what meaning falls out. 

This deconstruction process allows me to access the kinds of meanings being 

communicated. As Chandler (2007) explains, "the medium of language comes to acquire 

the illusion of transparency: this feature of the medium tends to blind its users to the part 

it plays in constructing their experiential worlds" (p.77). The point of this semiotic 

analysis is to investigate the seemingly transparent language used in the remote control 

ads. I will use the methodology of semiotics to look at the symbolic meaning 

communicated by both the text and the visual images. 

The driving force behind Saussurean semiotics is the two-part model of the sign. 

Saussure was a linguist and his theory of semiotics is based largely on language as a sign 

system (the gaps that this leaves in my analysis will be covered by the use of Barthes' 

concept of myth). The first part of the sign described by Saussure is the signifier, which 

is "the form a sign takes" (Chandler, 2007, p. 14). The second part of the sign is the 
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signified, which is "the concept to which the sign refers" (Ibid.). The following figure is a 

recreation of Saussure's model of these two components of the sign. 

/ Signified \ 

^ \ Signifier S 

Figure 1: Saussure's Model of the Sign 

According to Chandler (2007), "the relationship between the signifier and the signified is 

referred to as 'signification', and this is represented in the Saussurean diagram by the 

arrows" (p. 15). An example of a sign is the concept of a device that changes the channels 

(the signified), and letters in the word "remote control" or a picture of a remote control 

(the signifier). How these two components interact with each other in the mind of the 

person experiencing the sign is the process of signification (as indicated by the bi

directional arrows in the above symbol). Saussure makes a distinction between two types 

of analysis, synchronic and diachronic. According to Berger (2005), synchronic analysis 

involves looking at the relationships that exist among the elements of a text at a certain 

moment in time. A diachronic approach, on the other hand, involves looking at the 

historical progression of the narrative (its evolution over time). The analysis I conduct 

falls into the synchronic category as I do not attempt to make long-term comparisons 

about the narrative in advertisements of RCDs, but instead look at a specific period of 

time and the specific messages communicated during that time. Saussure's model fails to 

address more complex processes involved in the creation of meaning; his model lacks a 
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mechanism for going beyond the isolated unit of the sign and combining many signs into 

a system that can then be analyzed. Saussure's semiotics focuses on discovering 

meanings that are denoted by the symbol. Roland Barthes, on the other hand, focuses his 

semiological method on explaining connotative meanings. 

In line with Saussurean semiotics, Barthes (1972) contends, "semiology is a 

science of forms, since it studies significations apart from their content" (p.l 11). Parallel 

to the linguistic concept of signifier and signified constituting the sign, Barthes (1972) 

created a concept of myth, which uses a form (signifier) and concept (signified) to talk 

about the process of signification. According to Barthes (1972), "myth has in fact a 

double function: it points out and it notifies, it makes us understand something and it 

imposes it on us" (p. 117). Myth refers to a process of communication where both a 

literal meaning is communicated as well as a larger symbolic meaning that is not 

explicitly stated. Barthes (1972) provides a theoretical guide to deciphering myth in a 

text. He explains how he approaches this task: "if I focus on the mythical signifier as on 

an inextricable whole made of meaning and form, I receive an ambiguous signification: I 

respond to the constituting mechanism of myth, to its own dynamics, I become a reader 

of myths" (p. 128). The process Barthes describes uses the two parts of his myth (meaning 

and form) to create an understanding of symbolic meaning that fully represents the 

mythical situation. Analyzing only the form of the text (only the words or pictures) or 

only the symbolic meaning creates an incomplete picture of the communication act. The 

very essence of the myth is the interaction between these two components. 

He further explains that myth is a naturalizing process, one that should be 

deconstructed by the myth reader: "the very principle of myth: it transforms history into 
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nature...what causes mythical speech to be uttered is perfectly explicit, but it is 

immediately frozen into something natural; it is not read as a motive, but as a reason" 

(Barthes, 1972, p. 129). The act of speech naturalizes the meanings imbued in the text 

being spoken. Deconstructing myth and finding it within the texts we encounter is one 

way of dealing with the problem of naturalized meaning. The myth reader looks for 

patterns of ingrained cultural belief that are imbued in texts; these beliefs are the myths 

that guide our interaction with cultural texts and products. Looking at myth also involves 

identifying the literary functions of a text. Barthes' (1972) method seeks "a reconciliation 

between reality and men, between description and explanation, between object and 

knowledge" (p. 159). The understanding of myth is an attempt to bridge the gap between 

the texts we see and the meaning we make of them. The value of this theory is that it 

allows the researcher to make conjecture beyond the simple mechanism of the text. 

A third portion of my analysis will come from analyzing literary devices within 

the texts. According to Chandler (2007) identifying elements of literary style like 

metaphor, irony, synecdoche and connotative meanings is an important part of 

challenging the literal meaning of the text—moving beyond the level of denotation 

identified by Saussure into a symbolic analysis into the level of connotation that Barthes' 

method aims for. Identification of literary devices helps denaturalize language because 

the process specifically investigates language from a symbolic perspective. According to 

Berger (2005), the study of metaphor and metonymy specifically work to reveal symbolic 

meanings in a semiotic analysis. We take metaphors for granted, and this type of close 

analysis allows the reader to re-evaluate the role of language in symbolic communication. 

Understanding what is being represented, how it can be interpreted, and the context in 
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which it was created help the analyst establish an understanding of the sign systems and 

how they work to communicate information. 
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Chapter 4: Case Study: Newspaper Advertisements for the Remote 
Control Device 

A. Sample 

The subject of my research is a selection of printed newspaper advertisements 

from the period 1975-1985. The specific sample I have selected consists of print 

advertisements from three major newspapers: The Times (London), The New York Times 

and the Washington Post. The sample group was selected because of the availability of 

online access to these archives and the ability to search the databases specifically for ads 

that contain remote controls. After considering other sources like popular magazines, 

television advertisements, and store-specific weekly flyers, I chose the newspapers ads 

for the reasons that follow here. Newspapers are a widely distributed communication 

medium; the advantage of using newspapers over magazines is that they are targeted 

toward a broader audience than most magazines (which are comparatively niche-

oriented). I must of course acknowledge that newspaper audiences are not without their 

own demographic tendencies, and that the three newspapers I have chosen each have 

somewhat liberal, elitist leanings. I do believe, however, that given the nature of this 

examination and the types of questions being investigated, the ideological biases of the 

papers chosen do not adversely affect this study. The newspapers represent the 

advertisements available to the general public for average television sets. I want to talk 

about a general discourse surrounding technology, and it is important that my sample 

reflect an average population. My choice to undertake a textual analysis instead of an 

image-based analysis is based on the fact that newspapers are largely a print medium. 

I also considered focusing on a Canadian publication, but the availability of 

searchable databases (and the time allotted for a thesis project) led me to the two 
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American newspapers and one British newspaper. I am also choosing to focus on 

American publications because my background research focuses on the television 

industry in the United States. I selected the time period between 1975 and 1985 because, 

according to my research, in the late 1970s and early 1980s wireless RCDs began to 

appear into many households. At the outset of my research, I thought it was important to 

see how the devices were marketed before they became an accepted part of television 

viewing because I was under the impression that the time of acceptance would be in the 

early 1990s. I wanted to see how they were sold to consumers who did not previously 

own them, and I believed that this time period would reflect that research question. My 

perspective changed after going through the analysis of my sample, but this was my 

initial orientation. 

I located a large pool of newspaper ads that specifically mention or picture a 

remote control device from the three newspapers and from the time period of 1975 to 

1985. My method of selection for The Times was to take every advertisement containing 

"TV" and "remote control" from the time period—which resulted in forty-five images. 

Selection for the New York Times group followed a similar pattern, where I took almost 

every ad that came up in this search (leaving out ads that were reprinted on multiple days 

or weeks). This resulted in twenty-six possible ads to use. The sample of ads collected 

from The Washington Post came from a much larger group. For the period of 1975-1985, 

I collected almost 100 ads. The selection criteria for the Post ads was based on finding 

those that described the features of the remote control specifically, as well as those that 

represented the bulk of ads about televisions for sale at the time (that may or may not 

have prominently featured the remote control). This sample was too large for detailed 
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analysis, but it accurately represents the available ads on televisions and remote controls 

from this time period. 

I focused my analysis on 17 specific ads that came from each of the three 

newspapers and represent a wide range of ads available to newspaper readers at this time. 

In general, the ads I have gathered can be broken down into two categories: 

1. Ads which feature multiple television sets on one page, with multiple brands and 

in a variety of price ranges and styles 

2. Ads that are brand-specific and focus on one or two models of a television set 

(these ads are generally more textually descriptive than the multiple brand ads). 

It is the second category of ads that yielded more detailed data about the remote controls 

and the television sets themselves, and as such, these are investigated in greater detail. I 

also include an analysis of the numbers of ads that fall into each category and the possible 

interpretations of those numbers (my hypothesis going into the analysis was that there are 

far fewer ads that specifically feature the remote control and that this lack of 

representation speaks to how new technology is regarded in the industry versus how it is 

actually presented to the public). A full explanation of the semiotic questions I developed 

to ask of the texts can be found in Appendix A. 

This methodology allows me to ask questions about representation, symbolism, 

and communicated meaning. It greatly privileges my interpretation as the reader of the 

text, but this interpretation is backed with literary modes of analysis and the process of 

identifying themes within the text. It is a largely structuralist approach because it holds 

there are structures (symbols) that exist within these texts that can be identified and 

further analyzed. The value of this kind of analysis is its ability to denaturalize language 
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and symbols that are often regarded as facts. The potential downfall to this kind of 

analysis is that it relies so heavily on the researcher as the interpreter. I say potential 

downfall because I believe that if this issue is properly addressed, there is only strength to 

be gained from having a personal interpretation of a text. I plan on addressing this 

problem by putting a great deal of self-reflexive thought into the analysis I do and by 

being upfront with the position I take as a researcher in this project. Judith Williamson 

(1978) outlines the unique position in which advertising leaves us: "there is a space, a gap 

left where the speaker should be; and one of the peculiar features of advertising is that we 

are drawn to fill that gap, so that we become both listener and speaker, subject and 

object" (p. 14). If we are drawn to fill this gap as consumers, it makes sense that as a 

researcher, I take on this role with an understanding that this is a process that everyone 

works through in some way or another. This particular methodology will allow me to 

access specific trends and ideas that are present in the advertisements; it will allow me to 

draw meaning out of those themes when placed in a larger context established by this 

project. 

B. Analysis of Overall Content 

To begin my analysis of newspaper ads from the mid 1970s through the mid 

1980s, I first establish the different groups my ads fall into and the ways in which I will 

categorize them for the detailed semiotic analysis. I am not performing a formal content 

analysis, but rather discussing the major categories my ads fall into. As outlined in my 

methodology section, I am dealing with a sample of 120 advertisements from three 

different newspapers (taken from the period of 1975-1985). Of these 120 ads, eighty 
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come from the Washington Post, fourteen come from The Times (London), and twenty-

six come from The New York Times. 

As I identified in the previous section, the ads fall into two broad categories: those 

that feature multiple television sets on one page, with multiple brands and in a variety of 

price ranges and styles and those that are brand-specific and focus on between one and 

four models of a television set. The former category will be called "multi-ads" and the 

latter will be called "single-ads" for the purposes of this analysis. For the WP sample, I 

assigned forty-seven ads to the multi-ad group and twenty-three to the single-ad group. 

To further the categorization of the ads and limit the sample that I will investigate in-

depth through semiotic analysis, I selected five of the twenty-three ads from the single-ad 

group and two of the forty-seven ads from the multi-ad group. I chose these proportions 

because the multi-ads are very similar to each other in terms of content and two ads 

provide reasonably representative data from that group. The single-ads, being more 

descriptive, are much more varied in content and thus warrant further in-depth analysis. 

The ads were chosen on the basis of the following criteria: I selected ads that were unique 

from each other, that represented as many different brands as possible, that came from 

different years and included both ads that spoke directly about the remote control and ads 

that did not mention the device. 

The same selection method was applied to The New York Times (NYT) and The 

Times sample groups. The NYT group yielded eight multi-ads and sixteen single-ads (two 

were deemed unusable because one was an advertisement styled as a news article and one 

dealt with a gaming system instead of a television remote control). Of the eight multi-ads, 

three were selected for analysis, and of the sixteen single-ads, three were selected for 
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analysis. Again the selection was based on the four criteria presented above. Of the 

fourteen ads that I found in The Times, five were categorized as multi-ads and nine were 

categorized as single-ads. Given this sample size, I selected one ad from the multi-ad 

group and three ads from the single-ad group. The table below illustrates a summary of 

all the ads found, the categories assigned to them, the numbers selected from each 

category. 

Newspaper 

Washington 
Post 

The New 
York Times 

The Times 

Total 
Number 
of Ads 

80 

24 

14 

Multi-Ads 

47 

8 

5 

Multi-Ads 
Selected for 
Analysis 

2 

3 

1 

Single-
Ads 

23 

16 

9 

Single-Ads 
Selected for 
Analysis 

5 

3 

3 

Table 3: Summary of Data Set Selection 

Before continuing on with the formal semiotic analysis, I will comment on the 

general trends identified here in the newspapers. This is not a formal content analysis so 

the conclusions I draw are not meant to provide data that speak to overall trends in 

newspaper advertising of remotes, but I wish to expand upon and explain some of the 

questions that come up as a result of my dividing the sample into these two groups. The 

first significant trend that is apparent from Table 2 is that there are more multi-ads than 

single-ads. This is absolutely representative of the overall trend I observed when 

selecting the newspaper ads. There were far more multi-ads than single-ads; when I went 

through the newspapers, I selected almost all of the single-ads that I saw, and only took a 

fraction of the multi-ads that appeared in the newspapers. This choice was deliberate, 

because, as explained above, the multi-ads contain less information dealing with the 
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remote control (visual images and text). The multi-ads are also more similar to each other 

than the single-ads, so selecting large samples of multi-ads would not allow for more 

insightful analysis than selecting a smaller proportion of these ads. The multi-ad was the 

dominant form of advertising for the television and remote, particularly in the WP and 

NYT sample groups. The multi-ad format was also dominant in The Times group, but to a 

lesser degree. This trend is significant in that it shows that televisions are usually sold in 

large groups, where quick comparison of features between sets is possible. 

As part of the process of understanding the meanings in the advertisements 

identified here, I will take some time here to describe the assumptions I held when 

beginning both my search for the ads and in the actual analysis. According to Willamson 

(1989), Chandler (2007), and Danesi (2007), self-reflexivity is one strategy for dealing 

with some of the criticisms that can be levied at the semiotic methodology. Here are the 

major assumptions that I carried into the project. The first is that I would find remote 

controls advertised alongside the televisions. The second assumption I made was that I 

would find the features of the remote described in such a way that reflected how people 

would use them, and in terms of what the remote would do to change the viewing 

experience for the consumer. The third major assumption I held was that the remote 

would be prominently featured in the ads, either through an image representation or 

through a textual description. These three assumptions informed how I conducted the 

initial search and how I initially began selecting the ads for my sample. I will address 

each assumption in turn and draw out the conceptual framework each represents. 

The first assumption, that I would find remotes advertised along side televisions, 

seems fairly straightforward, but it actually presented a greater problem than I 
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anticipated. I did not find advertisements for remote controls in the places I expected to 

find them. I started my search for ads in Canadian and American magazines and spent a 

good couple of weeks in the library only to come up empty handed. My choice to start in 

magazines reflects the belief I had that remote control technology was in the same 

category as other products like fashion items, automobiles and luxury products like 

jewelry. Looking back at this, it seems almost silly to think that remote controls fit into 

this category of consumer products, but my actions imply that I did hold that belief. This 

shows a certain amount of technologically deterministic thought on my part—something 

along the lines of "the remote control was a new technology and so it must have been at 

the top of the list of desirable products to advertise". 

This leads to my second assumption about how remotes would be advertised. I 

assumed that they would be described in detail and that the features they offered would 

be presented to the consumer in an overt way. In conjunction with this, I thought that 

there was a good chance that at least some of the ads would talk about what the remote 

would do for a person's experience of viewing the television (and I remember being 

extremely relieved when I finally found one that did this- one of over 400 ads that I 

skimmed in my selection process). This assumption shows that I held preconceived 

notions about how I thought advertisers would approach their audience. The time frame 

of my research is significant here because I started looking for my research sample in 

January of 2009, and I finished writing my literature review in December of 2008.1 

believe that the things I saw in that literature review (which focused almost entirely on 

research of remote control usage in different populations) greatly informed the 

expectations I had when starting my search for data. 
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The third assumption I identify here as significant to my sample is that I assumed 

I would find the remote featured prominently in the ads. Again, this assumption reveals a 

technologically deterministic attitude about the importance of the new technology for the 

advertisers and the consumers. I started my search with the idea that remote controls 

themselves might be featured as the only part of the ad (again, I think I found one in the 

over 400 that fit this bill). Of course a few rounds of searches in the various newspapers 

revealed that it was not only extremely unlikely that this would be the case, but also that I 

would have to really search to find the remote control featured at all. Finding an image of 

a remote control was a bonus, and finding a textual description of features or effects was 

extremely rare. These assumptions are interesting to look back on because they show 

some of the technological hang-ups and expectations I had going into the project. The 

surprises that I did not anticipate at the outset of the project ending up helping me create 

the majority of my argument. 

C. Semiotic Analysis 

Having addressed some of the assumptions I held going into the process, I will now 

undertake the formal semiotic analysis. As outlined in my methodology chapter, I am 

asking questions based on Saussurean semiotic theory as well as Barthes' conception of 

myth. The lens through which I am asking these questions deals with the concept of 

newness, innovation and change. The three main questions I am asking of each ad are: 

1. What are the main signs and what are their constituent signifiers and signifleds? 

2. Given the form and concept identified (the signifler and the signified), what 

meaning is being communicated through the relationship between these two 

components of myth? 
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3. What rhetorical and literary devices are employed in the ads? What does the 

content of metaphors, similes, and other literary devices say about how 

technology is communicated about in the ads (and what references to newness or 

change are made through these literary devices)? 

The other questions listed in my methodology section and in Appendix A will be only 

applied to ads when the ads are suited to those questions (things like physical location 

and visual arrangement will only apply to certain types of ads). 

I have arranged the analysis section according to major themes found within the 

ads (after my analysis). It is important to note that many of the ads could be placed in 

multiple categories because their content addresses multiple themes. These categories are 

not meant to replace the lens of the new (which was applied to all ads), but to help 

organize some of the major themes that emerged in the analysis. That being said, these 

categories are not meant to define the ads in absolute terms. It is also possible that I read 

signifiers into the ads that were less prominent than others, but my choice to do so was 

based on the parameters I set out in the methodology section of this document. The five 

major categories I came up with for the content of the ads are utility, the human user, 

luxury, convenience, and the new. All of the ads can be viewed in Appendix B and some 

have been included within the sections below for reference. The appendix is arranged 

according to the order that I analyzed the ads in, and I group the ads under the themed 

categories I have assigned them to. I have labeled the ads according to a formula that 

indicates their type (MA or SA for multi-ad or single-ad), their newspaper of origin (WP 

indicates The Washington Post, NYT indicates The New York Times and Times indicates 

The Times (London), and the year the ad is from. 
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Utility 

The theme of utility is one that most of the ads could fall under. By utility, I mean 

those ads that focus on the use-value of the remote control. The ads in this category are 

generally straightforward and describe features of the remote control in banal, everyday 

terms. The first ad I analyze is from Bloomingdale's and is the only ad selected for 

analysis that features no image of a television or remote. It is the most basic form of 

advertising addressed here and I include it to show the range of material I found in the 

newspapers. The ad (called MA NYT 1975) contains one-line descriptions of twelve 

different products, including stereos and televisions, two of which feature remote 

controls. The line of text describing this television reads, "25" diagonal Magnavox 

remote control color tv. Contemporary cabinet. Orig. 750.00 495.00" (Appendix B, 

MA NYT 1975). This line is very similar to the other on the ad that talks about a remote 

control. Given the space of the ad and the obvious brevity of the description, it is not 

surprising that little information is given about the features of the remote control (or of 

the television, for that matter). This being the case, it is fairly significant that the remote 

control is mentioned at all in these two lines (when it is not listed for two other television 

sets). This signifies that the remote control is a feature of the television that warrants 

inclusion in the ad alongside whether the television transmits a color picture or a black 

and white picture and what the screen size is. 

The next ad that fits into the utility category is a multi-ad from February of 1981 

and advertises instant savings on different models of RCA televisions (the ad is labeled 

MA NYT 1981). The graphic shows three television models, and one of these three 

features an inset circle with a remote control being held by a masculine hand (compared 

to other ads that feature a more feminine hand—no fingernails are shown). This inset is 
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the central figure in the image of the three televisions and is proportionately much larger 

than actual size when compared to the dimensions of the televisions. The television with 

the remote is actually called the "Remote Control XL-100 color TV" highlighting the 

prominence of the remote for this particular unit. The textual description of this television 

includes the line, "select from decorative console models or a table model all with 

ChannelLock Remote Control. Turn the set on and off, adjust volume or select any 

channel from across the room" (Appendix B, MA NYT 1981). The two signifiers of 

greatest interest here are the brand name "ChannelLock Remote Control" and the ability 

of the user to act on the television from across the room. The ad does not describe in any 

detail what the features of the ChannelLock Remote Control are, or why it might be 

better or different from a regular device, but it does highlight the technology by assigning 

it a specific name. The discussion of the remote control places the user in physical 

location that is separate from the television unit (across the room). This signifies freedom 

from the older versions of the television, but this relationship is completely inferred by 

me as the reader of the ad. The copy of the ad makes no reference to the concepts of the 

new, the changing or the innovative. 

One single-ad that fits into the utility category is for a Tandberg television set 

featuring a large picture of a television set and a fairly long textual description (the ad is 

called S A Times 1978). The remote control is not prominently featured in this ad, and is 

mentioned only briefly (I should note that the image quality of the .pdf file is quite dark, 

and though I am fairly sure there is no remote control pictured, I cannot say this with 

complete confidence). The discussion of the remote control is presented among a long 

description of many other features, including references to sharper colour picture, crisper 
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sound quality, easy servicing, and better signal reception. The description of the remote 

and the lines preceding it read, "the set runs cooler, lasts longer. Plug-in models for easy 

servicing or repairs (rare with Tandberg!). And full remote control models are available" 

(Appendix B, SA Times 1978). The reason I included some of the accompanying texts 

with this description is to show that the rhetorical strategy of the ad is not as literal and 

descriptive as the line of text that features the remote control. The ad employs the 

exclamation mark as a way of stressing one of the selling features of the product; it shows 

that the company is comfortable using excited and amplified language to sell aspects of 

the set. The contrast between the two lines shows that the signifier of the remote control 

could be talked about in a more theatrical way (using more interesting and excited 

language), but it is not. This ad presents another example of how the remote control is 

talked about in a very simple, straightforward way (even when the rest of the ad employs 

a different rhetorical example). Again, I expected to find something that sold the remote 

and its uses to the consumer in a very specific way, and I do not find that here. 

Another ad selected for this category is from The Hecht Co. and is labeled SA WP 

1975 (this ad is included after its description for reference). This ad features the remote 

control in both image and description, and in addition to the four televisions pictured, the 

remote is one of the dominant visual images. The image of the remote is placed adjacent 

to the television, and it is also slightly foregrounded. A feminine hand is holding this 

remote control, which features three large buttons. On the picture display of the television 

is a drawing of football players in action. The description of the remote control describes 

that the product is a "19" diag. videomatic© color tv with remote control. Now, arm chair 

tuning of up to 12 VHS and 9 UHF channels, on/off and volume adjustment tool" 
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(Appendix B, SA WP 1975). The description is very brief and uses few descriptive terms 

or unnecessary words. 

The signifiers I focus on here are the three features of the remote control 

identified. Arm chair tuning is similar to the reference to the easy chair found in the last 

ad in that it implies a position of the user in a piece of furniture, separate from the 

television itself. The on/off and volume adjustment tool is simply description of the 

function of the device, and gives little else in terms of how or why the remote can be 

used. This ad offers no literary devices or overt rhetorical strategies that use persuasion to 

sell the product. It is similar to Leiss, Kline and Jhally's categorization of the product-

oriented approach in that it employs technical description and rational logic to sell the 

product. Features are listed as they appear and the product stands on its own outside of 

metaphor or persuasion. 
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Display Ad 54 - No Title 
The Washington Post (J 974 Current file); Nov 16,1975; ProQuest Historical Newspapers The Washington PosE (1877 - 1992) 
Pg.27 

19" cfiog. vidfioitwHe* color 
tv with remote control Now, 
orm chair tuning of op to 12 
VHF&VUHf channels, en/ofi 
and v&hjjns adjustment too! 
This set has c 100% solid stffiO 
chassis, one-button Video* 
motic*' color i/stem that even 
•djusts rochanges in room 
liohlt Reg.579.95L 

MAGNAVOX WEEK 
this week save $30-$100 on selected color tv's, console stereos 

sale 319.95 
13"(5ag. 100% solid slate 
vid&omatie1' color tv. Adjusts 
la chcuging roam light automatic
ally. Has precision in-line 
citturo tvbe, one-button color, 
'H\K\ morel Rag. 349.95! 

sale 599.95 
25" diotj.100% solid date 
videomotk'1 console color 
tv. Great leoki ng on or off. 
Kosono-bulton color tuning, 
ootomoKcodiuitni&ntto room 
light changes, prao'ston In-
Uire picture tube1/ electronic 
voltage regvfation. Reg. 699,95! 

sale 499.95 
spontsK style console stereo. 
Hos wlidstate Stereo fM/AM 
radio, itereo record changer, 
bwltnn 8'tradc tope player 
built-in 4-chaprwl Matrix 
Sound decoder. Reg. 549.95! 
TV* S Consols Stereos, oU stow 

nioht. 

•7MEHECHI CO. HOMIriAMrS CMDiTvVOCOUNt l U l H l «i m.-B.'v H-^. . - ; . . .«• j* f . j i | j t .>«ri»i«* 'Wiiol iHSi ' '*«" 'Ti ' " i*"«*i*a«' ' * * - ^ U ^ M * - WnAi y«v*>f*wtmr w i r j i * «>d J RNAWCl CBABCC II 
rjr. nL-HKANCECHABCtl- gttti t * j va mutiWmt M iwtweV m Wb'kPn-i-' * i» (rf.|itrtiiFil*w*lir..30il'f 'f*«**''"«'"' ,('"»«"«*fc**™i*«'«il •** USANCE CHMU **wmfe.*iv «$!»•»< * o * l , pnndrWt 
, { ] W$ b. lb. 'Mw,j# an, tii-,0" •* i , iWO HH& ANKIiAL PlVINtACI RAW «>1»IIMBIBT w ™ * - « m 1 ^ In w warn »«•»< tw-,JSI» t i l * ANNlMl PEfiCMYACE M i l l . I - Aw-tr 11.11, ft.<*-t.f h iMntauo' bf Mffq 
if*<mi"Dt«»iw>n;i. n fT.jio.Bi i r . i l •!«•.( ik> mwi inlr r« ittrB^ itr >i/\ HII-WMII*** ol a * n to bHin*tr* *•» oJiWirn'ahiM 1% nw arauM bcJibdarf4pMriflM* :»>tl^|iM :vt*4f u ^ t v b h 3*7<ina> DIJUPW P«JI* 
I,,.* - . . . - , „.:,, -,.,. •* IWVA't dMtCC »i) >.«,„../ it (-«bi l jvn. - .,*:•.-itppsi-ii - l i .«*KlAi>f"- Ir =bi-T|»r—*-•"»«"*">•*<&• f ^ l m i j l U r - 1^ . ^11 , j , , . , -

Figure 2: SAWP 1975 
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The final ad in the utility theme is MA WP 1980—an ad from George's 

department store that appeared in December 1980. The ad is pictured on the next page for 

reference. This ad features not only televisions, but also other home appliances like 

washing machines and stereos. Twelve television models are featured (with images and 

description), with three descriptions of remote controls accompanying the television. This 

ad features two remotes that are pictured alongside their television models, both in inset 

boxes that highlight the technology as separate from the TV. The signifier I focus on 

here is the picture of the remote control device, and the signified represented by it is first 

the device itself, and second, it is a way of changing the channel from across the room. 

The text describes the device as a "programmable scan remote control", which implies 

that the remote can be used in a way that is designed by the owner. How things are 

programmed or what the benefit of programming might be are not offered in the textual 

or visual descriptions. This ad offers little more than a visual image of what a remote 

control looks like—and as such, I cannot infer much symbolic meaning past the most 

basic understanding of what the remote might mean to a consumer shopping for a new 

set. As for the question of rhetorical strategy or literary devices, this ad is similar to MA 

WP 1975 in that it focuses mainly on a straightforward description of the products and a 

technical rundown of their features. The small title above the bank of television sets 

reads, "Enjoy a colorful holiday", which again references that the color television is the 

selling feature of the ad. 
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Display Ad 21 - No Title 
The Washington Post (1974-Currentfile); Dec 9,1980; ProQucst Historical Newspapers The Washington Post (1877 - 1992) 
pg.A25 

TODAY & WEDNESDAY 
9 A . M . - 9 : 3 0 P.M. 
SEE INDIVIDUAL STORE HOURS BELOW 

^ V f V * * ^ * 
HOME ENTERTAINMENT, APPLIANCES 5 

AND BEDDING VALUES TO MAKE SSSSSSB 
YOUR SHOPPING EASIER! § i P » 

Figure 3; MA WP 1980 
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The Human User 

The next group of ads I analyze are those that reference the human user in a 

prominent way. The first is called MA WP 1981; I have included it below for reference. 

This ad was printed in November 1981 and features nine different televisions with textual 

descriptions and visual images. This ad is almost a combination of a multi-ad and a 

single-ad in that it features one television prominently and the other eight in smaller 

boxes with less description. This split focus is one reason the ad has more time and space 

to discuss the features of the remote control (something not usually found in the multi-ad 

group). 

The important signifier in this advertisement is the combination of the remote 

control and the hand that is holding it. The remote control is narrow (by modern 

standards) and has six buttons on it that are not clearly described and the hand holding it 

is slender with longer fingernails, indicating perhaps a female user. Together, the two 

symbols work together to signify something meaningful about using the remote control. 

This is the first example of an ad that unites the technology and the human user behind it 

in one image. One of the major headlines on the ad reads: "Circuit City Reports on the 

RCA Remote Control". This headline implies that some sort of account of the remote 

control might follow, but no such account is found. Instead, there is a picture of a 

television with a hand holding a remote control in front of it, a large price listed over the 

image and the following list of features accompanies this image: ColorTrak- automatic 

color control - light sensor - LED channel indicators- infrared remote control - handsome 

woodgrain cabinet -17 inch diagonal screen. 
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Circuit City reports 
on the 

BOA Remote Control 
• ColorXrak 

• automatic color control 

• light sensor 

• LED channel indicators 

• infrared remote control 

• handsome woodgrain 
cabinet 

17" diagonal screen 
111541 

RCA'3 TantaBttc CclopTrak gives you the moat brilliant, lifelike color evarl 
Eight autoin&tla systems work together for color control, brightness, con
trast and energy savings. Qusrta-cryflta) tuning and infrared remote scan 
control give you accurate tuning with chalrslde oonvetUencei 

Smith 18" Diagonal Portable 
Color IV 
• translaterued tunmj 

'869 SAVE 
•90 

1 9 " Diagonal Portoole Color 

ir tint control 
• lOO"b solid Btata chaasia 
• quick-B tart picture Uibo 

." 'lj~ 
aM_ 

LCSJ 

®1 
v® 9 

man 
•298 tff 
BOA 19** Diagonal Portable 
Color TV 
• automatic nolop nrcic-oi 
• enlld s tate tuning 
• XiendedLlfe chasai* 

S O N Y 
$ 4 @ @ %vsE 

Bony IB" Diagonal Portaolv 
oeior TV 
• fabulous Trinitron oolo;1 

• 14 outton soft-touch tuning 
• model KV-18E3 

JVC 

'888 SAVE 
$«1 

• full-logic aontrwta 
• on-corean apuad March 
• remote control 

499 
Magoavox M " Diagonal GOB-
M I B Dolor TV 
> solid a u t o ohoegie 
• handsome Mediterranean 

s ty l ing 

Colu-XV 
* ChHnnelLDCk pemotsconuol 
• auto color oontrol nMtafwfl 
» oolonisl styl ing [IMUM \ 

II•!!?!• IIl'lM l l l l l l l l l l j" 

TOSHIBA 
SAVE 

100 »699 " 
XomhitM T - D B J Programmable 
Vtdnn Oaaaott* Becordsr 
• Super-Scan aoarch 
• etlll frame « remote control 

• »>«-• Br. VHS-raima* Vl0*> aftanUilUai VmVMO SMI U " MsfBBal *or»ab» BtosK * 
! • • > l a m i w i i p * c o n i walls rv 
CDSIIIM D*M>VBrmat I.T4JM • rwra imnxiw pamuu Ins Beta Or • 10OT. oulid sun* Missel* 
— — - — " - - ' 1 • nuUHi-on picture luba 

*14*7 *89rs*vsno 
" 8 7 9 SAVK »ao 

Vpaaionts MUnl-rertafaU AOfDC 
c. Blamk & rrulia T T 

• ear b t i u t y nHRjimt ftiirrt in* 

•119 ^ 
SATE $14 i—~~*C1 

SERVICE, SELECTION. SA TtSFACTiON, SAVWGS 

Figure 4: MA WP 1981 

The next ad I analyze in this category is a single-ad called SA Times 1981 and 

features a Philip Teletext television set (the ad is printed on the next page for reference). 

The ad is quite involved (compared to most in this sample) and describes not only the 

television, but also the remote control and the ways this set allows users to view 
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cinematic content. This ad portrays the television as an information device in addition to 

its regular use as picture projection machine. 

DONTGO TO THE CINEMA 
WITHOUT ASKING YOUR TV. 
Reviewing the latest filmsjsjust one of the 

things a Philips Teletext colour;'^enjoys. You can 
summon up any of al,000 pages. 

Everything from the latest news and weather 
to localised baffle repots and the daily recipe, 

~~ ifou don't wait 
around for Teletext Just 

tap out the page 
numbersonthe-TV' 

y;-reWiote'coim!:andin 
> seconds ft comes up 

on your screen. 
Teletext is a free 

service broadcast by BBC 
(Ceefax) arid n v {Orade). 
Vbu need a speciaJtiVset 
to receive it and thati 
wherePhi!ipscomein.When 

you buy a Philips colour;TV with Teletext you enjoy 
more than just information on tap.You enjoy the 
colour that makes Philips the most watched name 
in television. If youre thinking about a new colour 

•$H why not test drive one of the range ot Teletext 
sets at your Philips dealer. bmUM] 

It could answer all your problems. G T N 

Philips VideaSimplyyears ahead.s 

PrIIUPSTELETEXT. 

Figure 5: SA Times 1981 

The major headline on the ad reads, "Don't go to the cinema without asking your TV". 

This line references the ability of the teletext television to display other types of 

information. The description in the ad explains that, "everything from the latest news and 

weather, to localised traffic reports and the daily recipe. You don't wait around for 

Teletext. Just tap out the page numbers on the TV remote control and in seconds it comes 

up on your screen" (Appendix B, SA Times 1981). 

Another reference to the remote control is presented underneath an inset image of 

a remote control with thirty-two buttons being held by a masculine hand—the text in this 
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case reads, "information at the touch of a button". The major signifiers that interest this 

discussion involve the notions of speed and interaction. The ad references information 

that comes up in seconds and the ability of the user to simply touch a button and receive 

this information. These two signifiers—speed and ease—communicate the ways in which 

the company expects the user to interact with their product. They hint at futuristic ideas 

about how the world can be accessed through a technological product that delivers new 

ideas and information to your screen. The signifier of ease has been found in many of 

these ads, and here again it references a life made better through the technology being 

represented. Much like the agricultural machines that changed the American landscape 

and farming practices in the nineteenth century, the remote control is advertised as 

performing formerly labor-intensive tasks (relatively labor-intensive) in a mediated, 

easier way. 

The final ad I analyze in the human user category is from The Times sample and is 

called SA Times 1980. The ad features both a detailed picture of a television set and a 

remote control and a lengthy description of the product (it is also pictured on the next 

page for reference). The image is a photograph of a living room with a television set on a 

wheeled stand in front of a window. There is a potted plant to the left of the television, 

sitting on the floor. The living room also features a coffee table, and on the coffee table 

are a rotary-style telephone and a remote control with several buttons. The photograph of 

the living room setting is an important signifier in this ad. 
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PHILIPS 

ANY QUESTIONS? 
The GPOs Prestel system allows access 

'to an almost unlimited source of information. 
And Philips 26"and 22'Viewdata sets-

are fully compatible with the latest develop
ments in television technobas 

Wth a telephone, they can be linked to 
Prestel to gve information on subjects rangng 
from farming to air fares, share prices to 
sports repoteand a hostof others. 

Both models also receiveTeletextarid 

the threetV. channels in the usual way. and 
come complete with FJ t terrsoteControf. 

Tneyre just pa't of the Phi'ips range of 
advanced domestic video products, whk;h 
irdudestheV2CO0 eight hourvideo cassette 
system, teletext receivers and video ĵ mes. 

If you'd like to know more, write to RO. 
Box3.horie^Surrey.OrvisityourPhilipsVideo 
dealer.Wfetever.your questions, he'll Wiuwl 
have the answers. . • B £ J 

Philip$V!deo.Simpiyyears3head.\5p 

VfEWDATATVFROM PHILIPS VIDEO 

Figure 6: SA Times 1980 

The signified the living room invokes involves around sitting down, probably with a 

family, and relaxing after work or school. It is a communal place, and the presence of the 

telephone implies that this is a space in which not only the immediate family comes 

together, but also where communication with the outside world is made. The telephone 

and the television are technological links to worlds outside of the domestic life 

represented by the home. 

The textual description of the television set includes a mention of the remote 

control; it reads "both models also receive Teletext and the three T.V. channels in the 
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usual way, and come complete with Full Remote Control" (Appendix B, SA Times 

1980). The signifier that catches my attention in this ad is the word complete, as it 

signifies that the remote control helps to make the purchase of a television set a whole 

entity. It implies that without the remote control, the set would be missing a key element, 

a part of that whole product. This level of integration with the purchase of the set implies 

that the remote is an essential part of the viewing experience that the owner of this new 

television set will have. The ad further describes how these models are a part of a larger 

product line of Phillips products that enhance television viewing: "they're just part of the 

Phillips range of advanced domestic video products, which includes the V2000 eight hour 

video cassette system, teletext receivers and video games" (Appendix B, SA Times 

1980). The word advanced used in this line is a signifier that connotes improvement, 

development and progress. The advertisers for Phillips use the term advanced to show 

how this particular product line fits into the timeline of technological development—it is 

better and further developed than other models (presumably offered by competing 

companies). The notion of advancement is one that fits into the theoretical background of 

technological determinism in that it is seen as a building process, where older 

technologies are replaced by newer, more advanced models. Again, this connection is not 

directly stated in the ads and is something that I, as the semiotician, have pulled out from 

the connotated meanings I read in the ads. 

Luxury 

The theme of luxury among the ads is the next that I address. I found only two ads 

that fit in this category and their relevance to the overall myth of remote control 

advertising will be further addressed in my discussion of these findings. The first 
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example of this theme is a multi-ad called MA NYT 1982 and features two RCA 

televisions in a group of ads for televisions, color video cameras, and videocassette 

recorders. This ad appears on the next page. The ad features the two televisions 

categorized as either black and white or color sets. There is no image of a remote control, 

and the reference to it comes in the description of the color sets: "everything from 9" 

portables to magnificently styled 25" (diagonal) luxury consoles.. .with or without remote 

control...and many are 'Cable Ready' with direct access to as many as 127 channels" 

(Appendix B, MA NYT 1982). The interesting signifiers here are the choice presented in 

the term "with or without" and in the reference to cable television. With or without 

remote control signifies that it is up to the consumer to decide whether or not they would 

like to use remote control technology when viewing their television. 

The fact that the ad references cable television is interesting because the idea that 

the consumer might be accessing 127 channels implies that they might need or want a 

remote control to help them manage that overwhelming number. It is interesting that the 

issue of cable channel selection is not referenced in any other ads I analyze here. Given 

the history of the remote that I explained in the introduction to this project, I assumed that 

the two were more closely linked. It could be that the introduction of cable occurred later 

in the 1980s and 1990s and that the connection between channel surfing and cable was 

further developed at that time. 
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Figure 7: MA NYT 1982 

The other signifier I wish to address here is the word "luxury". This ad shows that 

the company is selling a range of products, and if the consumer chooses to identify with a 

luxury brand, they can find that at this store. The signified that luxury invokes is one of 

excess, quality, and cost. The idea of the cable channel selection invokes some of these 

same signifieds. Tied up in the notion of luxury is the idea of choice and selection, which 

is also signified by the remote control. 
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The other ad that fits into the theme of luxury is from the NYT group. The ad sells 

the television in a package with other items, like a videocassette recorder and speakers 

(more akin to what we know as a home theatre system today). This ad is labeled SA NYT 

1982 and can be found on the following page. The major feature of the ad is an image of 

a "giant screen TV" with a photorealistic image of a football player on it with a man 

standing beside it for reference of size. There is quite a large amount of textual 

description, much of which describes the size of the screen and the technology behind the 

projection television system. The only mention of remote control technology comes in a 

list of other features of this television. Under the title of "From Henry Kloss, the world's 

leading designer of large screen TV - here's the brightest, sharpest, 6 lA foot large-screen 

unit available for home use today", the ad lists the amount of light given by the unit and 

the tube technology being displayed as well as a "wireless remote control" that 

accompanies the purchase (Appendix B, SA NYT 1982). 

The signifiers that are featured prominently in the ad are the screen size and 

mechanical technology, whereas the remote control is featured as an ancillary item. This 

section of the ad concludes with the line "It's simply the best in its class" (Appendix B, 

SA NYT 1982) which signifies the idea of luxury and status, much like the ad labeled 

MA NYT 1982. This ad is using the rhetorical strategy of stressing luxury and top quality 

items instead of the idea of the new that I expected to find in this sample. The fact that 

the two ads that reference the idea of luxury and class are from the same year (1982) 

could be coincidence or it could be the result of other processes (like the particular 

economic factors of the time period). The semiotic methodology does not allow me to 
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address this type of question, but it might be something that future research could address 

in a more systematic method (like a detailed content analysis). 
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Convenience 

Another theme I address that came up throughout both the multi-ads and the 

single-ads, but more prominently in the single-ad sample is the signifier of convenience. I 

highlight this particular sign because it was the most common theme that was used to 

address the remote control specifically. In hindsight, it makes sense that convenience is 

the most marketable feature of the remote control—if the device does anything for the 

user, it makes the viewing experience easier and more convenient. Convenience is a 

selling feature that is often used in the marketing of domestic goods (particularly in 

products aimed at making housework easier). 

The first ad I analyze within the theme of convenience is from 1977 and is labeled 

SA WP 1977 Panasonic (again the naming scheme follows the formula of single-ad, 

Newspaper, year of publication, but also includes the brand name of the featured product 

because of multiple ads from this year). The ad features only one television set and it is 

found among many other ads for home appliances and goods like china sets and vacuum 

cleaners. The ad itself shows a television set with a picture of a government building, 

possibly The Capital building in Washington. This ad features an image of a remote 

control more prominently than previous ads; the image is in front of the television and is 

larger (according to the proportion of the two images) than it would be in real life. 

Significant here is that a hand (with the female features of longer fingernails) is holding 

the remote and pointing it at the screen. The textual description that accompanies the ad 

contains the line, "Super convenience with two direction channel change, 'quick on' 

picture tube, Panalock© AFT button" (Appendix B, SA WP 1977 Panasonic). Again the 

signifier I wish to address here is the idea of convenience. The signified connotation is 
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that the remote control device will affect the experience of watching the television by 

making it more convenient. This implies that without this technology, the experience 

might be inconvenient in some way. Ads like this one that target convenience work under 

the assumption of the technological fix that is a part of a technological determinist 

framework. This ad is one example of how the technologically deterministic rhetoric that 

is found in academic literature is reflected in the advertising of the devices. 

The next ad in this category that I analyze is also from the WP sample and is 

labeled SA WP 1980; this image is printed on this page for reference. It features three 

pictures of television sets, and the main title reads "You could use a little color this 

winter". The other image in the picture is a coffee cup, placed next to the television. The 

coffee cup is a signifier that invokes the signified of a morning routine or a part of daily 

life. The coffee cup also suggests that the location of this television might be near or in a 

kitchen or other eating area. The reference to the remote control in this ad comes not 

from the images, but in the form of text. The copy reads, "The Trinitron on the right (19" 

measured diagonally) has remote control. It lets you change channels and adjust the 

volume instantly...and from your easy chair" (Appendix B, SA WP 1980). Here again, 

the signifiers that stand out are the words instantly and easy chair. Convenience is the 

idea being sold, and the easy chair references the position of the viewer in relation to the 

television. The easy chair is a product that could warrant its own analysis, but for these 

purposes, I will just highlight that this particular type of chair signifies simplicity, 

comfort and ease. The symbol of the easy chair is one that involves the viewer's body in 

the selling of the television (through the remote control). The literary devices found in 

this ad deal with the feature of a color picture more so than the remote control feature. 
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For great color tbis winter, take a trip to your nearest Sony dealer. 

Figure 9: SA WP 1980 

One example of this is in the product description, which reads, "because a little 

color from Sony can do a lot to improve your image" (Appendix B, SA WP 1980). This 

metaphor compares the color technology offered by Sony with the social image a person 

projects by owning this television. It is the kind of metaphor the advertising studies 

scholars identified in my introduction refer to most often when talking about ads. It is one 

of few ads in this sample that sells us ourselves, to use Judith Williamson's terminology. 

I point it out here to contrast the type of language and imagery that is found about 

remotes in this analysis. Very few ads seem to connect the remote control with the user 
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and even fewer draw metaphors between what the remote does and how that changes 

viewer experience. This relationship just is not highlighted in this sample of ads. 

Another ad that I have placed in the convenience category is labeled SA NYT 

1979 and does not clearly show what company or product brand is being advertised. The 

ad features a hand holding a remote control (the gender of the hand is unclear because the 

picture is so dark), and the remote is pointed at some other device (not a television). 

There is accompanying description with this image, which reads, "This is the last word in 

lazydom. A cordless remote control device that turns on/turns off anything plugged into 

its companion unit—lights, TV, stereo, or any combination up to 400 watts within a 50' 

range. No batteries, No problem" (Appendix B, SA NYT 1979). The title of the ad in this 

instance is also interesting: "Christmas at the dawn of a decade" with the subtitle, "With 

the whistle switch, you're the master of current events" (Appendix B, SA NYT 1979). 

This ad represents the only one in the sample that sells a universal remote (to use modern 

terminology). 

The signifiers that stand out in this ad are the concepts of "lazydom" and the 

metaphor that this device makes a person the master of current events. Laziness is an 

interesting concept in this context because it has a generally negative connotation. People 

do not usually strive to be lazy, but instead strive to be productive, active members of 

society. It is interesting that this concept is tied to the suffix "dom" indicating an area of 

rule (like a kingdom). This rhetoric fits in with the idea of being master of current events 

because both terms signify control and dominance over a certain realm. To be the master 

of current events means having ultimate access to information and to different types of 

media available to the consumer. The signifier "at the dawn of a decade" is also worth 
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noting here because it references the word dawn (a reference to a new beginning). The 

company draws on the fact that the calendar year (1979) is changing to a new decade (the 

1980s) and this opportunity means a chance for people to experience a new type of 

technology with the whistle switch device. 

The New 

The final theme that I use to categorize my analysis includes ads that directly or 

indirectly reference the major lens used in this project, the new. I have identified four ads 

that do this, but only two reference the word "new" directly. The first ad in this category 

is a single-ad and is notable because it takes a narrative approach to the sale of the 

product, which is something that is rare among this sample of newspaper ads. The ad is 

called SA WP 1979 Sony and features one television set and a long textual description. 

Part of the narrative of the ad tells this story: "Introducing the 26" Trinitron from Sony. 

His Mother was 19". His Father was 21" ". The remote control is also featured in this 

text: "we also added our all-new, Express Tuning keyboard and Express Commander 

remote control unit that let you tune into the station you want instantly, at the touch of a 

button" (Appendix B, SA WP 1979 Sony). 

Significantly, this is one of only a few ads that I found that used the word new. 

The signifier of the "all-new" tuning keyboard and remote control is linked to a signified 

that deals with something that has never been available before. The technology is novel 

to Sony and to the consumer. The second important signifier in this ad is the phrase 

"instantly, at the touch of a button". This descriptor refers to technology that increases 

speed and emphasizes the ease with which it can be used. These are themes that have 

come up in previous advertisements as well and that are common to academic writing on 
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technology. Again, this ad evidences that the advertising companies used some of those 

themes I identified as a way of selling products to their consumers. 

The next single-ad that I am addressing in this group is labeled SA WP 1977 Sony 

(this ad is printed on the next page for reference). This is a very simple ad that features 

only a single Sony television and a few words of description. The ad does feature a 

remote control, placed in the foreground of the image, at the base of the television set. 

The picture on the television is, again, a football player. The textual description of the 

television reads, "This Trinitron set is designed with an all-electronic remote control 

system and triple function commander that adjusts volume, changes channels, turns 

picture on or off (Appendix B, SA WP 1977 Sony). Of note here is the mention of the 

all-electronic remote control system because it highlights another feature of remote 

control that has not been previously addressed in these ads. 

Save 130.00 on 
Sony 19""colorTV h: 

Figure 10: SA WP 1977 

The remote control being electrically driven signifies some connection to the 

futurist ethos identified in the theory section of this project. As noted there, electricity 

was heralded in America as a solution to the problems created by mechanistic technology 

in the 1800s. Although the word "new" does not appear in the ad, the ideas that it 

encompasses are indirectly brought up through the mention of electricity. Another 

signifier that warrants mention here is the triple function commander, which signifies a 
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mix of features on the remote that were perhaps not available before. This is of course, 

not the case, as other remotes I have analyzed talk about the three functions this remote 

performs, but in naming it something unique, Sony highlights it as something different 

than a competitor's device. 

Another ad that I place in category of those dealing with the new comes from The 

Times group and is called MA Times 1983. This ad features the images and text 

describing a number of black and white televisions, a number of color televisions and a 

portable television. The remote control is featured in textual description of just two of the 

models featured in the ad. It is also pictured with one television, but as a part of the set, 

not separate from it. The two mentions of the remote control come in the product name of 

one set and in the features description of another. The set that is named with the remote 

control in mind is called the "20" Contec Remote Control Colour TV" and the description 

of the remote is as follows, "Remote control handset is magnetised so that it can be used 

on the control panel or away from the set" (Appendix B, MA Times 1983). This way of 

selling the remote, as a device that can function both as a remote and as a traditional 

panel control (on the face of the television set) interests me because it incorporates both 

the new technology and the old technology in the same product. This example does not 

show an overt use of the text "new" or "old", but it does reference the concepts in its 

design and description. The product gives the user a choice between the older way of 

doing things and the newer one, and the design of the remote control (in that it is 

magnetized to adhere to the physical body of the set) suggests that the device can and will 

be used in either way. The year this ad was printed (1983) is one of the later of this 

sample, and as such, it is speaking to an audience that may have had some experience 
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with the technology. This is purely speculation, but this design might also be in response 

to the problem of people losing the remote control in the television viewing room (a time-

honored tradition still practiced today). This is one of the limitations of this semiotic 

approach; the intended meaning of the ad is not always apparent from the printed material 

and these kinds of conjectures are based only on my knowledge of the context of the ad. I 

feel it is important to show what my lens reveals about the technology when looking at 

the ads, but I also feel that it is important to clarify that this is just one possible reading of 

this particular ad. 

The next ad I analyze is called SA NYT 1980 and features RCA remotes (this ad 

is printed on the following page for reference). This ad contains an image of thirteen 

televisions grouped together, and above this image is a very large picture of a remote 

control (being held by a masculine hand). The remote is at least three times bigger than 

any of the televisions in the image, and is the dominant image in the picture. This remote 

control model has seventeen different small buttons on it (much more than most of the 

other devices pictured in ads). This ad is one of few that features the remote in an overt, 

central way. The title of the ad reads, "$120 Off RCA Remotes when you trade your old 

TV for a 1981 RCA Remote Control ColorTrak" (Appendix B, SA NYT 1980). The 

textual description that accompanies the picture describes the remote in greater detail: 

"RCA's New Infrared ColorTrak remote control. RCA's most advanced remote control 

ever. Select any VHF or UHF channel either directly or by scanning up or down, 

stopping only at the channels you have programmed into the TV's electronic memory" 

(Appendix B, S A NYT 1980). The signifiers I address here are the terms used to describe 

remote as the old, the new, and the advanced. 
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RCA REMOTES 
WHEN YOU TRADE YOUR OLD TV FOR A 
1981 RCA REMOTE CONTROL COLORTRAK 

L I M I T E D T I M E INTRODUCTORY OFFER. Mow ^uf f fd« lQ. tTV-rward l«s*o l i ts .age,makear eond.Elon-iewertn 
3120 intten you liade it in for a stand naif 196! Remote Control COTO'Ttak COIUKT-S; t i l l ; most Btfvanced in RCA hlsiory Once you 
vraleh TV * i l h RCA* C^ofTrak Reraotn Control, you II nevBf WEKUlOViatChTVwilhciut i l You can sotacleny VHFor UHF i;tWHfWl 
vam lOVO-lHlIIOii eaM. turn tnc set on andorL Adjust volume. Of mule il COmutetelV-all from thQtwrniortcfyttirchoiLBesiO-l 
83, yo« get RCA* famous CtfOrTrak duality. Quality that include* Quartz Crystal tuning. RCA's e*dusJwj Dalai processor. Am* 
othar cuicmftiic features that toe* in urrsurpaswd pictuic pcrlormance. Husa Aide selection01 tfdvxe Furniture tfyles to choose 
tram. So cnmfl In during RCA 1 Bejt tor Less Remote CcnJro! P&ys aid oel 5120 ofl you* (Jealer'fc rCgubr prion when you l iedeM 
your old ontof TV taf a new tftfil HemoTe Contrtl ColOrTiak. OHaigoodon models GER 760H-7 64ft-765R-768*-CERT 70R-780R-
73QR-GER9MR-335rW36R-93$R-988R.OFFeR ENDS OCTOBER 12th. 

GET $100 OFF WHEN YDU TRADE IN FDR AN RCA XL-100 REMOTE 
*::.iM*|HiKru[IS];fiolpir»HrS"ta*yrr>;i«tfmHIt[Blili^ 

GET $50 DFF WHEN V0U TRADE IN FOR A 5981 RCA 2 5 ' diagonal NON-REMOTE, TOO! 

Figure 11: SANYT 1980 

Perhaps it is no coincidence that the one ad I found that featured the remote 

control as the central problem is also one of few that addresses the theme of the new. The 

signified represented pairing of the old television model (that the consumer is urged to 
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trade in) and the new remote control (that is given as a bonus for this trade in) highlights 

the theme of innovation, change and difference. This ad fits with what I expected to find 

in terms of a technologically-oriented ad that sells the consumer on the idea of the future, 

the next thing, the most advanced technology. The functions of the remote are listed in 

detail, and the television is actually being sold through the features of the remote control 

(not the other way around which seems to be the norm in this sample). The rhetorical 

strategy present in the ad suggests that if you trade in your older model of television, you 

will be rewarded with a new piece of technology, the "most advanced remote control 

ever". As I said, this is exactly the type of ad I expected to find throughout the 

newspapers, but it is certainly much more an exception than the rule. 

Comparing the Analyses: What does it all Signify? 

I will now comment on the overall trends that I see in this sample; I will use the 

trends and patterns to describe the possible myths that inform the area of newspaper 

advertising of the remote control device. First, among multi-ads, I found that of the eight 

multi-ads I looked at, only three (MA WP 1980, MA NYT 1981 and MA Times 1983) 

described the remote control and its features in detail beyond simply naming the device. I 

would also guess that this ratio is an inflated representation of the actual percentage of 

multi-ads that feature this level of description because when I was looking for my 

sample, I wanted to find the ads with the most descriptive information on the product. 

Another trend I found in the multi-ad sample was the use of small icons and images to 

visually highlight the presence of the remote control. Of the five multi-ads that feature an 

image of a remote control, three of them presented it in inset boxes or circles that 

demarcated the space of the remote control as separate from the rest of the image or 

description. These boxes could be interpreted as a means of highlighting the remote 
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control or as simply a way of keeping their visual space apart from the rest of the 

advertisement. Another trend in the multi-ad sample is that the overwhelming majority of 

ads (specifically for the WP sample) fit into the multi-ad categorization. The existence of 

this type of ad says something about how televisions are shopped for by consumers. It 

implies that advertisers are generally uninterested in selling the ad in very specific, 

focused formats that go into great description about the product's place in the consumer's 

life. The multiple ad format gives consumers a side-by-side comparison of different 

models, brands and features and allows them to calculate quickly a cost-benefit analysis 

of choosing a larger screen size on a color set. Those two features, screen size and color 

resolution are the two most commonly cited by the ads (in all samples). In the multi-ad 

samples, it seems that advertisers prefer to give the consumer those comparison 

opportunities than to try to sell the device through an elaborate rhetorical strategy. This 

observation speaks to the possible myths that the sale of televisions (and remote controls) 

invokes. These are not products that advertisers personify in order to sell a lifestyle as 

much as a product (even though this time period is precisely when Leiss, Kline and Jhally 

(1985) characterized lifestyle format advertising as being the norm). According to this 

sample, these products are simply devices that should be selected based on what features 

the user values most. 

The single-ad samples tell a slightly more detailed story about the possibilities for 

remote control usage in the 1970s and 1980s, but it is still largely a story that is based on 

use. The bulk of my analysis of the single-ad samples focuses on textual description of 

the remote control, even though images of the remote are quite abundant in this group. 

The reason for this that the textual analysis gives more information that can be interpreted 
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and considered using this semiotic method. There is greater potential to find a persuasive 

strategy in a sentence describing remote control use than in a static image of a remote 

control (especially when the images of the remotes in this sample tend to be adjunct to a 

larger persuasive message). I mention this to highlight the fact that the images of the 

remote control are not central to the messages being communicated by the 

advertisements. The remote control is not a visually flashy or exciting device, and it is 

likely because of this that I did not find high-quality, detailed images of the device. This 

sample of ads implies that people do not purchase remote control devices because of their 

design appeal (the way they might with other consumer goods like automobiles and 

fashion items). The televisions are more often shown in greater visual detail and with 

some emphasis on design or appearance (particularly those that are marketed as pieces of 

furniture like SA NYT 1980 and SA Times 1978 as well as others within the multi-ad 

group). While some examples of the television being sold as a designed feature of the 

home exist, I still would not categorize that as a major part of the myth used to sell this 

technology. 

One major feature I found in the textual descriptions of the single-ad (and some 

multi-ad) samples was the use of brand name remote control devices. The brand names I 

found were the Panalock© AFT Button, Magnavox Remote Control, Channelock Remote 

Control, RCA Infrared ColorTrak Remote Control and the Contec Remote Control. Some 

of these names (particularly the Panalock, Channelock and ColorTrak devices) imply 

different things about what the remote can do for the user. The others simply highlight 

the brand name of the television and the corresponding remote control device. This 

component of the advertisement speaks to the competition within the industry by the 
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different brands. This competition goes back to the early days of television and VCR 

manufacturing, when companies from the United States (RCA) and Japan (JVC) 

competed for market dominance in America. The ads do not overtly explain the 

difference in quality between the various brands, which suggests that consumers of the 

time were familiar with the reputations of the branded companies. Branding of products 

is extremely common in modern consumerism (a car made by Honda holds a different 

cultural value than one made by Saturn, for example), and it is likely that these brands 

also held cultural connotations that affected consumers' decisions. The obvious presence 

of brand information in the advertising (not only for the remote controls but to a larger 

degree for the televisions themselves) suggests that part of the myth advertisers use to 

communicate their products involves branded identity. 

Another theme I identify throughout the single-ad sample involves the use of 

furniture as a selling point of the televisions and remote controls. In addition to the 

cabinet-sets I mentioned earlier, I saw a number of ads that featured descriptive language 

about the physical environment that the user views the television in. In particular, SA WP 

1975 features the phrase "arm-chair tuning" which describes the position of the viewer in 

the television viewing room (from their arm-chair). SA WP 1980 also references the 

environment through a detailed living room image that includes a cup of coffee and 

reference to an "Easy chair". A third advertisement that involves the physical 

environment is the SA Times 1980, which depicts a full living room scene with a coffee 

table, potted plant and a television set on wheels. These three ads reference not only the 

pieces of furniture that are involved in the physical experience of watching television, but 

also types of interactions this furniture suggests. The arm-chair and easy chair reflect the 
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advertising company's desire to market the remote control and television within a myth 

of simplicity, comfort and ease. 

It could be interesting in a future project to look at the sale of televisions (and 

their accompanying peripheral devices) in terms of a gendered discourse. My 

observations about the gender of the hands present in many of these ads was simply the 

result of cataloguing what types of images appeared, but it suggests that there maybe 

more to this line of questioning than I would have thought going into the project. Another 

aspect of the gendered discourse that may warrant further investigation is the fact that so 

many of the ads featured sports programming on the television screens. 

Two of the ads also touch on the theme of luxury as a way of selling the products. 

MA NYT 1982 and SA NYT 1982 both talk about the television set in language 

describing them as the finest in their class or the most luxurious. I am hesitant to 

categorize luxury as part of the myth used to sell remote controls because these are just 

two examples from a large sample. I think it is likely that I chose these ads because (as 

presented in the introduction to this section) I expected to find the remote presented as a 

device that would change user experience. Due to this orientation I had while finding the 

ads, I do not feel that luxury could be understood as part of the myth of the remote 

control. 

In conjunction with this theme of luxury, the idea that the technology is more 

advanced than a previous version of the technology is also referenced. The myth of 

advancing technology is one that I feel more comfortable claiming because it was seen in 

a great percentage of the ads (and because it is something that is supported by the theories 

I investigated at the outset of this project). Some of the ads draw on the idea that their 
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company's product is more enhanced version of a product a consumer might already be 

familiar with. As I mentioned in the analysis section, the percentage of ads that talk about 

advanced products in this sample is nowhere near as large as I expected to find at the 

outset of my research. 

This is also true of the signs surrounding the theme of the new that I used as my 

lens for the semiotic analysis. To put it mildly, the new just is not a factor in the 

marketing strategies of the remote control (and the television) in this time period. A full 

discussion of the possible problems with this lens and the implications for this semiotic 

analysis follows this chapter, but for the purposes of categorizing and accounting the ads, 

I will point out that only two of the twenty-one ads I performed a semiotic analysis on in 

this project used the word "new". The first ad that did this is SA WP 1979 Sony that 

talked about its "all-new, Express Tuning keyboard and Express Commander remote 

control unit that let you tune into the station you want instantly, at the touch of a button" 

(Appendix B). The second ad that referenced this sign was SA NYT 1980, which 

described its "New Infrared ColorTrak remote control. RCA's most advanced remote 

control ever" (Appendix B). Only two other ads indirectly referenced concepts that can 

be construed as dealing with ideas that are similar to newness, innovation, or change 

(these were MA Times 1983 and SA NYT 1979). The overall impression this sample 

gives is that the concept of the new is not one that advertisers use to sell the remote 

control to their potential consumers. 
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Conclusion 

Before beginning the research for this project, I thought I wanted to talk about the 

changing world of television today. The readings I encountered in that stream of thought 

gave me plenty to consider and analyze, but the idea that caught my attention was that the 

way scholars talk about media in transition might be problematic. The works I read were 

all very much concerned with the industry, the technology and the changing role of the 

viewer as an intermediary between the two. What I did not see very often in these works 

was an approach to the idea of transition that spoke to the actual interaction between 

consumer and product, particularly at a mass media level. I think the literature on 

television in transition today overlooks the ways that television actually stays the same. 

None of the works I read talked about how the majority of Americans still watch 

television in the primetime hours, on one of the four major networks (or any of their 

cable subsidiaries). None of the works I read spoke to how the basic format of the 

television sitcom and drama remain remarkably similar to those that came before them in 

the preceding five decades of broadcast television. In some ways, I understand why I did 

not find these stories being told in the literature on television today—it just isn't as 

exciting to talk about how things stay the same. I would rather talk about change, 

evolution, revolution and the new frontier of the digital age too. The problem with this is 

that it misrepresents the situation as it is happening. 

But what does the narrative of change in media studies overlook? What does this 

type of story do to our understanding of history and what other stories are left out when 

this one takes over? This project is an attempt to answer some of these questions by 

looking back in history to another time when the medium of television was thought to be 

"in transition". A mere mention of the remote control by Bruce Owen in The Internet 
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Challenge to Television sparked my investigation into the time period of the 1970s and 

1980s and changes within the television industry that took place during that time. I found 

that there were three major developments around this time period that were cited as 

important driving forces behind a changing industry—the sale of the VCR, the advent of 

the remote control device, and the development of the cable television system. These 

three products do not stand alone from one another, but rather spur each other's 

development during this time period. The VCR allows people to tape previously fleeting 

material and the remote control is used to scan through those programs and give the user 

control over the time and manner in which they watch their televisions. The remote 

control allows viewers to move through the channels from a comfortable physical 

distance away from the television set, which is all the more necessary when cable 

television and its influx of channels enter the home. The abundance of new programming 

means that viewers might want to watch one program live and store another program for 

a later time by taping it. The remote makes it more comfortable to spend significant 

amounts of time around the television, meaning that watching more television (either 

through the VCR or through cable) is possible and likely. The nature of this triad is such 

that I cannot claim that any one of these technologies drove the changes in the television 

industry during the 1980s. They all contributed to a changing media environment, as did 

many other social, cultural and economic forces. I chose to focus on the remote control 

device because it seemed to be highlighted as a major factor in this changed media 

environment, in much the same way that computer and internet-based television is 

highlighted today. 
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Given this starting point, I consulted the literature I could find on the subject of 

the remote control device in the context of the television industry. The results of this 

inquiry are found in the literature review for this project. I found that when researchers 

studied the remote control, they did so to help create a better understanding of the 

processes of "zipping", "zapping" and (to a lesser extent) "grazing". The idea presented 

in work on the RCD is that each user's experience becomes individualized and 

personalized based on what they choose to watch in any given moment of their time in 

front of the screen. According to the literature, these two viewer actions caused a great 

deal of concern within the television industry because they threatened the economic 

model on which television at the time was produced. Large corporations bought airtime 

in between sections of programming for large amounts of money. In return for their 

investment, they were given access to millions of American homes and (presumably) the 

attention of millions of Americans. These commercial spots allowed the expensive 

medium of television to be produced and created at a high level of quality and to be 

distributed at a relatively low cost to consumers (either free, through broadcast signals or 

for a small fee through cable networks). I found that the VCR was also mentioned within 

literature about the RCD. Studies of the VCR often implicated studies of the remote 

control and vice versa. Due to this interrelation, I chose to look at some studies of VCR 

use in addition to the RCD studies because the two technologies significantly influenced 

each other's use and popularity. It is the overall focus on use that I saw in both of these 

bodies of literature that directed my questioning of the way technologies are categorized 

and discussed. 
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The work by Ainslie (1988) incorporates some data from use-based research, but 

it also tells an interesting story about the place of the RCD in the popular media. Ainslie 

(1988) writes about the "nation of grazers" that he sees as a part of the new media 

landscape in America at this time. He categorizes the viewer as the active force in the 

relationship between television producer and consumer (a shift that continues to be 

lauded today). More significantly, Ainslie (1988) puts the impetus behind this shift in the 

hands of the consumers through the remote control. This magazine feature gives insight 

into industry executives' fears about the changing landscape of their businesses and the 

responsibility of the producers to create better content to "lure back" an audience that had 

somehow escaped their grasp. I mention Ainslie's (1988) work again because it shows 

the connection between the academic research on the RCD technology and the industry 

panic that likely allowed for the majority of RCD research to be funded. 

The literature I consulted assumed that the "new" technology of the remote 

control (along with the other technologies) had the power to turn the industry on its head 

and change the way the financing of television took place. The way this literature talked 

about the technology indicated that the scholars of the time saw the remote as an 

adolescent technology—one finding its place in the user's hand and viewing routines. 

Both the consumers and the industry had to adjust to allow for the consequences of a 

television world with a remote control in it. Based on this perspective, I expected to find 

evidence of this tension and struggle in the advertisements I viewed in my semiotic 

analysis. The fact that I did not find anything close to this is what made me reconsider the 

life cycle stage that the remote was in at that time period. 
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I began to question what the use-based research implied about the way academics 

understand technologies in times of transition. I looked at this body of research and saw 

that most of the scholars focused on the technologies as if they were the major factor in 

an equation that looked something like: 

Existing Medium + New Technology = Industry Revolution 

From the studies of the RCD that I found, it seemed that the device allowed people to 

experience media in a whole new way, that it allowed them to direct their own leisure 

time. And from the studies of the VCR I looked at, it seemed that the device gave people 

a never-before experienced level of control over their programming choices, their daily 

(or nightly) viewing schedules and their ability to avoid unwanted commercials. The 

studies sometimes acknowledged the other forces in society or in the television industry 

that made these enormous changes possible, but in the driver's seat of all of this research 

was the device. Researchers looked at either the remote control or the VCR as the starting 

point for their use-based studies. The focus on the devices in this research reflects a 

technologically deterministic perspective, which I investigated next. 

Theories of technological determinism deal directly with the issue of placing a 

physical technology in a position of power within social processes. In my research on 

these theories, I read about a well-established connection between the creation of the 

American government and economy after the American Revolution and the ideas of 

technological determinism and technological progress. In some interpretations of history, 

technological progress is used as a marker of time and culture, and this is particularly true 

of American history. The development of the country can be understood in terms of the 

development of mechanized agricultural farming methods, the development of factory-
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based industry, the creation of an electrical system that created urban centers, and more 

recently, the development of an information economy based on digital and computing 

technologies. This overview leaves out significant detail, but the links between each of 

these technologies and different social and cultural periods in America make a strong 

argument for the idea that technology drives history. 

Many theorists I investigated advanced technological determinist arguments that 

modified or enhanced the core belief that technology drives social life, and still many 

others talked about the ways in which technological determinism is a flawed way of 

understanding the world. Val Dusek in particular writes about how technology and 

culture work together and greatly influence each other. Culture is not separate from 

technology and technology is not separate from culture—the choice to look at only the 

technology in the RCD studies I reviewed in this project undermines this notion. I agree 

with some parts of the technologically determinist line of thinking, particularly the basic 

idea that technologies impact societies. I think my project is a pretty clear indication that 

I agree to a large extent with the primacy put on this relationship. There is no question in 

my mind that the RCD changed some aspects of the user experience of television; there 

is, however, a question about whether looking only at use is the most complete way of 

understanding what that impact was and how it was communicated. 

As I mentioned before, I felt that I needed another point of access to this time 

period and to the technologies of interest here, and I settled upon the cultural remnants of 

a consumer society—advertising. The advertising of remote control devices provided a 

different perspective on the situation in that advertising evidences what consumers were 

being told about the products at this time. They are separate from the academic literature 
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on the subject that makes certain assumptions about the users of technology and what 

those users do with their leisure time. That is not to say that advertising does not also 

make assumptions, but these assumptions come from a very different background and tap 

into a different line of thought about the product and its potential use. Advertisements are 

created by people who make their money by persuading consumers to buy things they do 

not "need" (in the sense of a survival need). As such, advertisements focus on the most 

marketable features of the product—the features that incite consumers to part with their 

hard-earned money. As I decided to look at newspaper advertisements of remote control 

devices, the focus of my project shifted to an investigation of the processes of 

representation. 

Representation is an integral part of modern human societies because all of our 

interactions with one another are based on symbolic processes. When we use language, 

we are using mutually understood symbol systems that allow for the sharing of ideas and 

concepts. When we read written words, we interpret letter systems and visual icons into 

meaningful products of culture. When we look at a newspaper, the images and text that 

we see represent items in the physical world that have real uses and implications on our 

lives. It is this point of interaction at the level of the symbol that I chose to investigate in 

my case study on RCDs. One prominent theorist in this field, Judith Williamson (1978), 

describes the power of advertising to sell more than consumer products—to sell us our 

own self-identity. Modern advertising does the bulk of its work by calling upon cultural 

symbols that have very little to do with the physical properties of the product being sold. 

A new car, for example, is seen as more than a body and a series of mechanical and 

electrical components (designed simply to get a person from one place to the next in 
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relative comfort), a new car is sold as a statement about a person's lifestyle, their means, 

their priorities and their values (consider the choice to drive a large SUV (or minivan if it 

is the 1990s) over a two-door sporty coupe). When I see an advertisement for a Toyota 

Prius Hybrid car, I see more than the technology that exists within the confines of its 

body, I see a young, active, environmentally-minded adult (basically, I see the kind of 

person I think I am or that I think I want to be). Williamson's work highlights the ability 

of advertisements to communicate meaning well beyond the literal or use-oriented 

features of the product. 

The work of Leiss, Kline and Jhally (1990) gives further context in which to 

understand the role of advertising in modern life. They categorize the major stages of 

advertising, and in doing so create a guide that highlights what kinds of advertising work 

in which eras and with which effects. Most significant in this study is the categorization 

of the lifestyle format of advertising. This form is identified as the dominant mode of 

advertising communications in the time period covered by this project. The lifestyle 

format consists of ads that work in a similar way to what Williamson described in the late 

1970s. Ads that fit into this category sell branded images that play on consumers' social 

and cultural standing as much as any other factor. Advertisers create packaged identities 

that can be purchased and used in social life. This categorization and the time period in 

which it was prominent demonstrate that branded, lifestyle advertisements were very 

much a possibility for the ads I chose to analyze. The fact that few of them fit into this 

categorization is partially the result of looking at newspaper advertisements, but it is also 

a result of the type of product being sold and the ways that people use that technology. 
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This brings me to the sample of ads I chose to investigate and the specific method 

I used to perform the analysis. In researching potential cultural texts that could yield a 

different perspective on the study of the remote control, I found newspaper print 

advertisements to be the most appropriate source. They offered a sample of ads that 

spoke to how consumers were being addressed through advertising of remote controls. I 

created a large sample pool (with the help of library search databases) and then set about 

categorizing the ads into two groups for analysis, the multi-ad group and the single-ad 

group. I chose a semiotic methodology because it allowed me to look closely at a number 

of the ads and investigate what common symbols and themes I saw (and, almost more 

significantly did not see) among the group. It also allowed me to make generalizations 

about a specific set of data and to use those generalizations to speculate on the cultural 

climate within which the ads were created and consumed. As was outlined in the 

methodology chapter, the advantage of semiotics is that it allows the researcher to 

interpret and analyze the sample in a very in-depth way. It also allows for the application 

of a certain viewpoint or lens, which I made use of. I used the lens of "the new" as a way 

of focusing my analysis so that I could make a more direct argument about this sample 

and what the messages within it communicated. The framework of the new is one that 

came from those initial readings I did about the changing nature of television media 

today. It is that line of discussion that inspired the project, and it seems fitting that, 

although the subject matter has shifted drastically throughout the project, it is these core 

questions that I return to in the analytical portion of this project. 

I found that for the most part, the ads I consulted did not make use of the themes 

of newness, progress and change in a significant way. The language that was used to 
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describe the remote control (and their accompanying television sets) was direct and told 

the consumer simply about the mechanics and features of the purchase. As I mentioned 

within the case study, I was absolutely expecting to find a great number of ads that spoke 

to the great new technology of the remote control and to how this great new technology 

would revolutionize the viewing experience. The discovery that this was far from the case 

is the point in the story that changed the focus of the project. The ads do not tell the story 

I expected to find based on the RCD literature I reviewed, the work on technological 

determinism I consulted, or the advertising scholarship that contextualized the project. 

This discovery was at first panic-inducing, but as I have worked through the project, I 

have discovered that it points to some possible flaws in the ways we understand 

technology in modern society. The major issue I found in the project was that the 

advertisements did not support the life cycle model that I understood at the outset of the 

research. The semiotic analysis did not evidence the adolescent stage of a technology; the 

language and symbols used did reflect a technology struggling to find a place in the 

consumer's media world. Instead I found the symbolic indicators of a middle-aged 

technology—one that was there, but not flashy or spectacular in any way, one who's role 

seemed accepted and understood. My mistake at the beginning of the project, in thinking 

that this technology was going through a great transition and adolescence resulted from 

the literature I read and the preconceived notions I hold about technologies. Why did I 

expect to find that the remote control had fundamentally changed the act of watching 

television? It is because I put the technology in the driver's seat of my understanding of 

history. I didn't see that the technology had actually been around since the 1950s when 

the idea was introduced to the people and I didn't see that the impact of this device 
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simply being available might not change the way people interacted with their television. 

Much like the way advances in cellular telephones and computer interaction arrive 

without fanfare, the remote control was not a revolution to those who purchased one for 

the first time—it was simply a different (more convenient) way to change the channel, 

which had been possible in most television sets before this time period. Technologies do 

not develop in revolutions, but in slow and familiar ways. It is only the application of an 

historical perspective that makes us think in terms of revolution. 

Future research on the topic of the remote control might investigate the long-term 

history of the device. This is something that came up in this project, but that I did not 

have the time or resources to develop further. The written word, for example, could be 

understood as a very old form of remote control. I argue in this project that the television 

remote control is a static device, kind of a done deal. But if I broaden my definition of 

television or of the remote control to include computers, cellular phones and other 

technological devices like the PVR or the Sling Box, the remote control is anything but 

static. The technology that accompanies television sets could be seen as a starting point 

for the great variety of remote controlling devices we use today. Its acceptance as a part 

of our everyday reality could also be a factor in our almost blase attitude about 

technologies like Skype and Gchat. The ability to speak to someone through a 

"videophone" has been the subject of science fiction for some time, and yet few people 

seem impressed by our ability to do just that. I think the attitudes and opinions about the 

television remote control that developed in the mid 1970s through the mid 1980s might 

be a starting point for investigating this phenomenon further. 
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Another possibility for future research on the remote control would be an 

investigation of its presence in popular culture. Maybe advertising is not the richest text 

to investigate for this subject matter. I am able to make this claim because I have gone 

through the process of looking in-depth at advertising about the remote control. Popular 

texts like television programs, fiction and non fiction literature, movies and music might 

provide a different perspective on the place of the remote control in our culture. Finding 

alternate perspectives could only strengthen the already limited work that has been done 

on this technology. 

This project is an attempt to reconcile the actual changes that took place as a 

result of the introduction of the remote control (and VCR and cable systems) with the 

lack of changes in the user's experience (as found through the representation of the 

device in newspaper advertisements). In order to account for both, I use a redesigned life 

cycle model that places the remote control as an adult technology in the 1970s and 1980s. 

The traditional historical perspective on remote control technology assumed that the 

technology was in a state of adolescence at this time, but my semiotic analysis gave me 

cause to question this assumption. The representational analysis I used gave me another 

perspective that allowed me to consider both the history of the technology and the way it 

was understood by users in a specific time period. The life cycle model of the remote 

control gives me more flexibility to understand the history of technologies. They are not 

cold and detached machines, but significant parts of our lives. Understanding their history 

through a life cycle accounts for the ways technologies undergo transition, and more 

accurately represents the user's interaction with them. 
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Appendix A: Semiotic Questions for the Sample 

The actual questions I will ask of the images selected fall into three categories based on 

Saussurean semiotics, Barthes concept of myth and literary analysis. They will all be 

asked with the concept of the new in mind. The breakdown of questions follows here: 

Saussurean Semiotics 

1. What are the main signs (both image and text) in each ad and how can they be 

broken down into a signifier and signified? 

2. What meaning do the visual and textual signs in the process of signification 

communicate? 

2(a). Where do the signs place the remote in relation to the concept of the new? 

3. What is the spatial relationship between the signs (are they located above/below, 

in front/behind, close/distant, left/right, inside/outside- these particular 

dichotomies are based on Chandler's (2007) summary of both Saussure and 

Jakobson's approaches to spatial semiotic analysis) 

Myth 

1. Given the form and concept identified (the signifier and the signified), what 

meaning is being communicated through the relationship between these two 

components of myth? 

1 (a). How often are the key terms of "old", "new", "innovation" and "change" 

referenced? 

2. What meaning is communicated throughout the entire sample of ads—what 

trends exist within the two categories of ads identified? 
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3. As a body of communicated myth, what do the ads signify about the remote 

control technologies? 

Literary Analysis 

1. What rhetorical and literary devices are employed in the ads? What does the 

content of metaphors, similes, and other literary devices say about how 

technology is communicated about in the ads (and what references to newness 

or change are made through these literary devices)? 

2. What is being represented in the images and texts that are indicative of social 

norms? 

3. How are the messages interpreted by a viewer of the ad (what are the possible 

interpretations that could be made by various text readers)? 

4. What context did the ad arise in? More specifically, what paper is it in, what 

section did it come from, what store or brand is being advertised? 
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Appendix B: Newspaper Advertisements 
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Just 4B - DgitoJ ctocte. 0sS3lc- Colo?, en g . 1ZCO : 7,50 
JjstSO - -Digital abmr, e'ed-'o. VAOrtec Colo's. Cig 15 OO 12.00 
AJSI AO- Slereov/a!r-ia-if::nf5 spsctfe'S. Cr9 1GO-CO SO-OO 

Ŝ necid selectors: 
P13.-1. OOraered onss=tr5 m in 2 -rr.c:: fcptt $ fcr 6.26 
P-'us CQS-erle enri S-trn^: lev•= ^cirs'e'i at;nv:,,n% 

•* i"»i&'__'__H:v- nd l r f v - ^ r v - i .-:.••-..•>•- v.-.r,!=. 'O^iO'; -ra•••«-. '. . 
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ON-THE-SPOT 
SAVINGS 

SAVE UP TO *75 INSTANTLY 
•flight n o w . dur ing . | h e R C A XL-ICO I n a t a n l S a v i n g s £ p e c l f t c u ; t » . 
tha p o p u l a r X L - 1 0 0 is even a j r e a l e ' iaie. B e c a u s e part i cl sat , ,i<; 
R C A t f e a l a r s a r a o f f e r i n g s n - t t i B - t M ! s a v i n g s of ] 2 S , S5D o ; S?5 
o n w l e c t e t f R C A X L - 1 0 0 W a n O J i " d i a g o n a l C o l o r r v a. 
R C A X L - 1 Q 0 o i l e r s t r a d I clonal q u a l i t y a i m c * l u * e p £ r r o u r » i t c < ; 
feet urea a n d l i n e a i y l i n g . 

O u t s t a n d i n g n e r i i w u a i ^ e I . J O I U M S S inc lut te A u l o r i ^ l i g C o l C " Cftrv 
trol a n d F l e s h i e r . * C o r r c d i n e , X le iwJodUIC c P H m i s arttf 5«;p*r 
A c c u L I r e ntr.tiirft I;JL»B. P l u s m&riy m w e f t s h^aluni CTiannstorck 
r t e n o t e C o n t r o l . 
V I S I T a p a - i l & p a i h r a H C A rtearet. t in c j i t u e i r . s i s n s a ^ n g j i c e r -
i i h c a i e a n a S £ * e f n s i a n i i y o n m e R C A XL-1HJ m o a s i o? y o u r 
c h o i c e . 

LlMITEfi TIME ONLY! OFFEfl ENDS MARCH 1, 1981 

Saw 550 on 25" du^*! 
XL-1O0 Color TV 
ATI fcalme * j1om-»h(: CjnlrailfCOIOf T'^C""'?. 
Auio-naLie c o l a - rjoairci s i ' t FlesMone C » 
fcclKii* "Of 8 r-J1'jr»l, lifelike mdure—program 
td pjOJrfiT), I i * n r ( j l tu :hirrr i* l . Ava)i46IO 
enbine l4 j l j9> intfLfjcCtiJC'riM. I rarltl's-ial 
vie Contain s o w y . 
Mo0e> i . FCftEao, 6 E R 8 B 4 . « « . MO} 

Save S75 on 2S" a*z*>mi 
Remote Control XL-100 Color TV 
b!FI«cl *iu»- J«EtiT*:ttQ to rao lo nwrtpfs nr a 
lahli.- marlcl t ; | *J1|i fjfeiwifcll.ocri Kwaolc Can-
n o ! Turn [h i s e t O l t i n O O l l . M j u s l •* nlame at 
S C I T C I any chhi i i t^ *Jorr sC'-^fn the m a n . 
CatHnri a; / les <n;iu;e Onntninpuiarji. I - . i iN-
fecial ani) Colonic 

(Wodet*. *=EflSMFi. 6 = « 8 S a SB3R. 68* f l l 

Save $25 on 19" tfjgonsi 
Table Model XL 100 Coin TV 
RCAV»t<iericj.«<iir..iiri;:iE:KHi!iiftit*«fia»sis 
p i t * Ac lomal ; C s t * C v l r o l a r d Flna*ilone 
Lairrc i iDn a r c f r a t u m o c ' i e n d : ol l-orse W 
nagunal r u d e s . Plus CL-ai^aLac* -Ttn-^lc 
Cun l ia t in inudc:! F E C l B S I l TfnSe Conlwi ' . 
putaiy cub i iu * styles amvtaikr 
rMoUMo F C I l « a , F E R ! e 0 . f C C q e t n i . 

N o * a l l m o d e l s arafcat i le a t a l l M O I B S 

- G E T I fOUR Cr4- l M t S P O T S A V I N G T O D A Y AT T H E S E P A R T I C I P A T I N G R C A D E A I G P U 3 -

»w*X»iU4*rtim Dawftt Whir IMS. mytoXQ 

t i l U i J 

»l*OW ^IJ^Q. 

jo.wmmisiH: 

O D i i u n vwiir.vi 

IfcUlCWSttVEKOM 

taaaaiao 

rau «rra*sT«Din n t 
K K ^ H M X 

au>»fniwroiikj& , 

C i t i t i f i l i f r n i n 

u«Ma rcuruansi 
, ICCJfc D O W M iU.-> COMUMULWOO 
' t t rsa i iHiraiua) 

£TATIIIUUW 
IKDHFrB — 

j S.«C>« •!• l i t raw<M 

JUttf*»*WlEHI» . . . 

I D B I 4 1 I U I I : « < B I — — - -

J t f M nuCUk-iHnlifl " 

— ».#• MUMJl l IMriUfM 

MMM r t l i ' K t t i r i 
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ANEW1ANEMBERG MAKES 
THEDULLEST PROGRAMMES 

IXXKRRKHT 

This is one of Tandberg's most advanced colout jfV ', 
sets, and it gives you a sharper picture, truer colours and 
clearer reproduction than you're likely to have seen on a 
TV before. 

(Automatic Frequency Control and Colour Noise 
Limitation are but two reasons; they mean better signal-
holding and correct colour-balance even in traditionally 
"difficult" reception areas.) 

The sound is crisper and more realistic as welL 
Tandberg make some of the finest hi-fi in the world. This 
set has separate Baxendall* bass and treble controls; what 
goes into that microphone will be very close indeed to what 
comes out of your speaker. 

A few further improvements. Real wood finish. A new 
in-line tube system that uses only 110 watts, about the same 
as most light bulbs. The set runs cooler, lasts longer. . 
Plug-in modules for easyseryicing,9r repairs (rare with , 
Tandberg!).AndfuI(IH^BfiiMmodelsare'also''V:;V \ . 
available. 

Look for your nearest main dealer. There isn't one in 
every shopping centre because we're fussy. But then, 
aren't you? 

Finally, it must be said that the Tandberg colourful 
is not cheap. But then, something good never is. 

TANDBERG 
Tindbc^(UK) liimte481 HrksMRmALe^ 
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1992) 

499.95 
19*" dlog. vide^uqHc* ttlor 
Iv with 'emote control. NDW, 
armchair toning of up to 12 
VHF& 9 UHf channels, en/off 
and volume ddjviljrietit too! 
This set hole 100% solid stale 
cKaisis, ane-by1ttm Vldeo-
natict' color system thflteven 
odju$h>to changes in room 
|ish« Reg. 579.95! 

MAGNAVOX WEEK 
this week save $30-$10© on selected color tv's, console stereos 

sale 319.95 
13' diag. 100% solid state 
rtd&ornoTle*' wfortv. Adjust) 
•a changing room light automatic-
olly. Has precision In-line 
oictuco ft/be, one-button color, 
tnuc'n more! Reg. 349.95! 

sale 599.95 
25'dioft. 100% solid rtoie 
vldeomcfic'1' console color 
tv. Groat looking on or off! 
rtoione*b-Jlton color tuning, 
automatic adfuitmenHo room 
light changes, praefsion In-
Lbe picture tube, electronic 
voltage regutan'on, Reg. 699,95! 

sale 499.95 
US rMlMt* • 

Spanish* style camels stereo. 
Hos »l id state Stereo FW/AM 
radio, iterec record changer, 
bvilf-in 8-trock tope player, 
built-in 4-ctau>nel Matrix 
Sound decooV. Reg. £49.931 
TV's 3 Contois Sfereoi, aU ihve» 

i| yDur wdOf i " WosKiftfon, d\oi 73T-V500 anylimo doy or night. 

•THKNfcChl CD. KOMrMAMW OUDtTAOCOUNt 1«MS. *i Mn-n,y W * - J r . , . _ - Jti.nLt,>ri*ut.i<f T-eitahiito «««••;<,»..•. i.iAi «;,««• >-\ -...M, ,>»»» ;-.iw«. wt.-^n. »btr w - J d . .<d i Hhl«*« C B U C E , H 
« . I*. HKANCEQ«8Glr-*<SJt* <nit i-tii miuHufmi d Ivifcus'di! teli'ii |irt*o fliu W.*iol*fMiabir:3t>top"*"•*•' tH«Htt| tfjlmt nab e.h-aw.:J .>nf ITSAMI CH4RU »AKiiftorjlty *#),>•«« » « * | , ptnutcrta 
.f ] U $ •>. ibt >*nh,jft B̂ H Wt-^' "» •' >™> " t * ANK ÂL tWUNrACl RAlI}«.Jilimit* v-pnui»m w 11, I D n r M » 0W*J™>,!5»HI'S. ANNUM PEflCMIAa MBI. I - *w™(r IUI, ItatrW t. .Jm-rfnri b, <M<? 
i>* an l,<nlnjJ>i)n:(. i-*• n nu l tr .-.•I ilr/iflb- i4>«[iKitt «?4 ltirS!K r» >'i?h-i |-e pjiife* M i jun te bring tr*^ Sit gjiimni liihaM It rht icoinl lu*nht^rf^l:l*>vi^i'i'th«ta|UfCw.;riii:«evt*k jwrnnh in3 uji*< c»d>\ 
M,.* - . . - , , ;t„ ^ .^ u . n P W t CHARGE*,! •x'n.n..* n jVKlelw •• r, *:i.™ ibpc:. 11 -limit'bhirr-n'IT «|rt ' |"r""-h —< "H" frwl* c ^ H l - : L'.'r- im-n. m.»"j" 
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TODAY & WEDNESDAY 
9 A . M . - 9 : 3 0 P.M. 
SEE INDIVIDUAL STORE HOURS BELOW 

HOME ENTERTAINMENT, APPLIANCES 
AND BEDDING VALUES TO MAKE 

YOUR SHOPPING EASIER! 

NQSmUS1.;il]g«KtGUM«t|,HMMl 7W»OCVUS>q!SRKM)iK»aiigg 

tmmmmaSBf"^USiS^.-tawa tMu » n i u .wiH»i«jai».mirH 
a w w u f A m ^ n ^ ^ c g t whiWiwwf.VJiwS^i^iHL.uiiia 
met* »«|̂ tojSwaiWiM»-swsa5 iiwnstw^.ifnti«^lkii.ttwBt 
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The Washington Post (1974-Current file); Nov 1,1981; ProQuest Historical Newspapers The Washington Post (1877 - 1992) 
pg.K9 

UtCSACABEMTA tODrHttOIDCOiaiBS 

teEaaEaMSEEEa 
*eouwK8SKiMftL8 LAUREL I W M QNHBA 

noma ANEMCAKA flOiKs aum 

nOTtiSUttfEBKUN HOrwitfelWM(lflOHflfiD 

taVKXNTIB3IEr1LinC 

.<-• 0 

^ S BfiflOllTTO G LfliBHSIOrt P U B 

atnsBvuii i oil m m awffi 
" t t N f l t H U BUTffSHraiMKW 

' «OT5TH!III« anmsuuutn 

€ir©uil City raporli 
on the 

BOA Remote d 
• ColorXrak 

• automatic color control 

• light sensor 

• l iE9 channel indicators 

• infrared remote control 

• handsome woodgrain 
cabinet 

• 17" diagonal screen 
IM541 

RCA'3 fantastic ColorTrah gives you the moat brillLa.nl, life]Ota color a 
Elglu automatic 9ysteme work together for color conspol. brightness, i 
treat and energy savings. Quarta-oryatal tuning and infrared remote scan 
control give you accurate tuning with ohairside aonveruencei 

I 
*&60 SAVE 

» 3 3 

• AUUMTU1U-J D 

$ S 6 9 
I B " OtagojuU Vortnbltt CBtor BOA 1 0 " B t e g o u l »™t»ble 

Color TV 
• automat ic color co^troi 
• eolw s t a t s luiiliig 
* XtenileULlfB chassis 

Stray I S " Blagooel rentable 
C0WTTV 
* fabulous Trlmlrqr, color 

• 14 Out tonsoi t -wuch tuning 
• model KV-1923 

SATE 
• 6 1 

*499 BOA OS" S l a g o u ! Cftnanla 
Cedar y v 
• dianneI>oclt MjnoW control 
• auto color control ~~ 
• colonial s tyl ing 

SAVE 
810O 

ToBtrtoa 7>Be& Pragma 
VMao 0«M«tt« Be«er<ter 
• Super-anan search 
•e t i l l f r t tma » remote control 

"PIUS 10" PRICE GUARANTEE 

IAV-A-WAV 

SERVICE Wheretftestreots are p«ed«rith bargain. L 
Ai.SO EXTENDED FINANCING AVAILABLE SERVICE* SELECTION, SATISFACTION, SAVINGS 
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Misuse of computers by 
police officers alleged 

Allegation* that seven 
police o lnor i hnve been 

ly hRthesa* Xtmrotaa 

la three cats Ur CatapMB through hti c 
ba> turned the OIECRS iS" this polk< 

the remaining two pebplo a n 
n U Jo be identifiable by the 
etscunsBtBCei in which ft i> 
•Beged tncy obtained tutor-

being investigated Ey t£a 
Valley Police. 

The allegations hate been 
" r Duncan Camp

bell, a journalist^ cf 

versulHH with the o> 
Windsor-bated private secur
ity Arm, Joines Investigatlaii 
and Security Semea. 

The film il run by a former 
Thames Valley poltccman, Mr 
Malcolm Janus. He hat been 
questioned by police but has 
not been charged with any 

Mr James h u denied paying 
poKcanjen nr illegally obtabv 

"The facts Died in the (MAD 
Statesmen) report ere totally 
unfounded end unTnte", he 

and member of the Thames. 
Valley Polka Authority, for 
in. outside officer u> be 
brought In to Investigate the 
alleged leaks. 
. Mr Jacotter took I 
tome J j M r C *-* 
search. 'The u 

tcotter took part h 
! Mr Campbell's re 
'The tesJfciripn. o 

tos,™ he i i i i 
In the. course ol his investi

gation Mr Campbell nosed is 
the owner of * company 
marketiuc; video femes. He 
asked Ur J u n e to check on 
Ihe ear numbers of peof- <•» 
pretended bad been 
eonhle a rival agent, n 
be could approach them i 
to obtain their holiness. 

According ro rlie tape 
retorting*, whkh wen made 
without Ur James"* know-
ledjiB, he said dot would be 

?wt« easy. In the. COUTH of 
Hither toaweratkia, two 

were named. 
The eilepirioDj involving 

those mo off bent were out to 
Thames Valley police last 
week. One officer. Police 
Constable David Wasted, of 
Bginham police Hadon, near 
Slough, b » been suspended 
while umnteettont continue. 

Detail* of funher alle
gation* involving a detective 
chief Inspector, a detective 
inspector, a Special Branch 
officer and n o other officers 
•rere put ttt the police yeslar-
day by Mr Campbell. 

Mr Lobe tinmen. Deputy 
Chief Constable o( the 
Thames Valley Polite, uid 
Ihey woold be investigated. 

Thames Valley Colics hate 
~—' "~ •" .ihat their that insisted 

> Campbell also asked If those 
people bad • disreputable 
past, an attempt to sao if M> 
Jinies could obtain access 

Warders to turn away prisoners 
Prises officer* at Wanda-

wotth Jail, in south London, 
say they will refuse to admit 
new prisoners In what threat
ens to develop into a scrbius 
dispute about o*«tcrowdlcu; 
ami naff saortases-

Th» anion by MO mas, due 
to start in 11 days. It us 
protni over what they de> 
Scribe as ao acute shortage of 
staff. Tbcy ere already operat
ing a work-rc-rute which hn 
resulted to the closure of 
waiksnops and as increase in 
the tinsr prisoner* spend 1st 

A spokesman for the Prison 

Ity Bnld NScbolseo-lord 

yesterday: "In t bnildtiig Iflte 
VrauaswtHTlh, where the f«Bl-
ties are very limited, the 
fabric is pnor UHI no money Is 
bang spent, there are sneite* 
and strslDS intposed eren with 
a full soft allocation. When 
you are short of staff you 
reach a point when imosi 
become critical." 

The officers try thtt by 
nfaslns: adnltsions they w33 
reduce the number of pris
oners to the ICTO! Wandsworth 
is officially supposed to hoU. 
the so-called "certified normal 

-—*--= Thai w« 

succeeded tit 
overall frit on populu! 
more than a •-
44JW0. 
O Mr Mkhaet Meaeher,' 
Labour MP for Oiutam, West, 

"HSi 

polke which, he lays, show] 
that Ihe present complaints! 
procedure prorides no redress I 
lor people -•"• 

Mr Whitdaw, who is known 
_.i be nust concerned about 
the incTeasiug incidence of 
racial attacks, set up his 
inmiiry last February in 
•eiponse to pressure from the 
all-party Joint Coaunine* 
Aealnst ttaoalaBO OCABJ. 

" " J committee chalied by 
Jo KichordsoR, Ltbaar 
ur Birkittt, and Hr Eric 

FwUes, far the Consemcbe 
Party, ts sn tunhrclla Mgani-
utran repr«««in(; several 
ethnic minority groups. It is 
inidoui u « specisl police 
jtuts ettablistied, because It 
lay* there (n no alleuaiiiiC' 

The police, however, are 
jndcrstood to be opinsed to 
the leoa of special njnuos 
alone the lines ol the drae 

iid and robbery s^uaf 
. . . » doubt that then is a 
probtem will racial attacks at 

if Mr White!a» feels unable 
• petsoade then to tet up 

••- h_»kety to 

Police units 
to stop 
race attacks 
are urged 

— lobSte* m 
nund is • fttrthtoHiioe Home 
Office report the cntatioB of 
(ptcial polka eqnada, but are 

'— '" "i iecisftHi until 

.(port on the 
Briaim riots. 
Hume Secretary, is thooebt to 
be syaeatboric to tlie idea of 
special "aoli-racisr" units bat 
*- relnstant to conui to a 

Alios until he sees .what 

series of decisions. 

plete and is understood to 
bate nncotererf 1,700 racial 

police aulh-
Titles, of _ . 

whites on black 

significant 
— - ' • by 

Asian 

'ecotmoend 

Endorsement of friendship: Mrs Margaret Thatcher living a farewell wave (top) to Kine 
Bosatn of Jordan as lie left 10 Downing Street yesterday. The leaders had a meelJng 
bating SO minutes, during which "extremely friendly" talks iboiil Middle East Issues 
took ptaee. WOB Hussin (above}, tater was Lhc suest of Lord Carrirrprm, the Fereign 

Secretify. at a lunch before flying lo Wathinglon. 

Tapes levy 
bid by 
music 
industry 

By Cbristopber Waman 
Arts CorreiponStiit 

The- music industry yester
day launched a campaign for 
the introduction of a levy on 
bbuk tape cassettes because, 
k cla+mf. illegal home tap-
pings are costing the Industry 
tealltmi of peunoa a you. 

After lulf-page ideerris-
mmts appeared m Tht Tune$ 
and TTie Cuardutn the Bribsh 
PhunuKraph Industry Ltd, the 
Musicians' Union and Ihe 
Moitc Putnuhers* Association 
held a prtrs conierence in 
Louden to twnch. the cun-
paiSR, desisntd ra persuade 
the Government to include a 
levy measure hi forthcoming 
lepilttion. 

A Green Paper pablished in 
July virtually ruled out the 
pvscibElty Ufa levy hilt said 
(he Cevemmisit would wel
come a public debate before 
Teaching * "—• '---*— 

tympanies, nnsic rtublishersT 
eeiDpoiers and jperfonnars, 
has as Its ibenu: "Borne taping 
is killmg tausic, and irV 
l!l*Eal" a catchphrwe that 
wilT soon be appearing on the 

^ 
was destroying tjie 
recording '— 

"Ibis not 
nncinploytncnt 

:3fa 

pBfnrmars 'from joining' ~&a 

AccoVdinK to the Depart
ment of Trade, the revenue 
lost by home tapins amounted 
to tSOm in ISJf, and the 
indusiry produced *n esurnatn 
ihsl the fiEvre was more tbaa 
f znom last year. 

The campaign seeks the 
introduction of a levy on 
tape; and recording equip
ment, the site of which would 
be aucsscd hy u 

rat. DhtriEurion would b* 
-.idanaken by - one of the 
exittlttg collection TnHrrlf̂  

Expulsion increases 
conflict in RSPCA 

RyBogb 
The governing cooncu of 

the Royal Society for the 
Prewmtion of Cmehv to 
Animals took the almtw 
unprecedetitEd step yesterday 
of expelling one of its number 
from [he caundt. It was a new 
twist In ihe long stniggla tor 
tnatrot of the largest and 

angry debate at a London 
hotel to inform reporters that 
he had been unseated by 
sinem votes to, stx. "1 shall 
ask as many members as 1 can 
to convene an extraordinary 
general nicotine with a view 
to changing the rules and 
eipasing the disgusting abuse 
of charitable tutub while 
animals are being killed", he 

Mr Course, 

opposition to Mr Course stas 
eased on the fact that he had 
broken an undertaking not to 
circulate a confidential audi-
iots" report eaanerautn some 
RSPCA staff members of 
nnsuatng funds. 

Mr Course « & "I ™ 
accused of publishing an 
independent audusrs' report 
which ttto council Was sworn 
to secrecy over, t did sign a 
declaration and I nan not 
™Wished that raport. 1 find it 
ironic that Janet Fookes can < 

told the world that there Is no 
twin hi the allegations of 
e«reviuj»*t* conimirud by 

Miss Fookes. said bter. "I 

member of the conceit". Mr 

JiiHu llopkina, eaectithe 
itector or the society and its 

senior staff tatcibcr, vraa 
named in many of the alle-

dir- ditector 
— r of the League atiinsJ 
Cruel Sports and a member of 
the Labour Party, said bo gaoot™ ."u™< "™ ™F ™ 
bcKercd^ that vuting against s°a^V tuni* *° , » * • ! and 

Balmoral. His allegation has 
been dented from Bucking
ham Palace. 

Mr Count said this ho 
would probably have survived JT nd that tbcfr 

•ewas tupppned In 

^ i A i l oglas Hout^ston was 
•n of the PaiHamon-

csi Ho," Mr Aai JayHart, 

The council later passed by 
fifteen voles to four a motion 
of no confidence in Mr 
Richard Adnata, author of lha 
book^ Wattnhlp Dosen, as 

DYING WIFE 
'WENT 

TO PARTY' 
Mrs Margaret Vicker* was 

well snouan to attend a carol 
service at Westminster Abbey 
and go ra > new year's party 
at a lints ihe was allegedly 
being poisoned with a dan-

Tenside Crown Court was told 
yesterday. 

HOB, a druBs expert, slid that 
MraVickers would hate bean 
vary ill IT she bad taken 36 
capenles of the drug, CCttXL 
in the four final months ol 
1379. If the drug had been 
men In overdose there mold 

Professor Cranston, a 
member of the Committee on 
ttto safety ofMedieJoes and a 
professor of nmflclm t t St 
Thomas" medical school Lon
don, agreed (hat If there was 
no vomiting or nouset it 
would paint away train a 
heavy dose al sua time. 

Ho was Bjvina evidanca la 
(he trial of Paul Vkkera, aged 
«;, a surgeon, and PaBjafa 
CoJEssn, ased 34, his former 
mistress, who are accused of 
poisoBiae Mr* Vicker* with 
CCtfU because she stood fit 

H e trial continues. 

Dolphins are 
in danger 

n 'which* the 
to longer tur
ned in a btxik 

~ Uobbs, the 
•Iphins in thsit 

pcsttcUta 

i«"wS"cf the dolphin 

'Tun* fishing In the Atlan
tic ts sertojuiy dctdoitw the 
nmnben of wcslent dalphins, 
nod in the Jnparas* talaitds 

tnenaco, being driven oshorii 
in umaasids and butchered 
unmercJJuJly by the flster-

D Brltaia'i vrtU mamolpopii-
bufeut b a sadly nagtecrad and 
rather foreonen ncdni of 
our cuntry'a wildlifx heritaso, 
lb* RSPCA, says. The Eoeicty, 
with the btdp of 16 teadhut 
wfldlae authors ha* produced 
The RSFCA Beok of British 
MaMirwtt, pablished today. 

Surprise bequest 
for dog society 

A dog rescue society nasi 
been <nwed from possible' 
closure by a oulrk of Taie 
S S & . 5 " provided it with 
tSJJlQO from a wQL 

The Chichester, Susicx and 
District Doa Rescue Society, 
which tma been in financial 
difiiculties, was oriutnally left 
O00 in the will o/Mrt VS 
Looper, of Bognor Regis. Be 
Mrs Coopw'c stepson, wh. 
w » the will's main beneffcl 
iry, died before bet, arid ttr 
residue of tlie mil. raakmn ; 
total of £SU0ao, has passed t< 

Radioactive theft 

active material* from". _ _ 
' — college in Burnley, 

Yorkshirs, afier bieak-
ito • laboratory and 

Ferries cancetfed 
Rnsdrtuls of ferry passen

gers, care and lorries 
diverted yesterday to 
guard or Uverpool 
Holyhead, Anglesey, * 
Svalink iuspcruffd sorvk_ ... 
Ireland htdefiiutdy. Scarnen 
are striking over Running 
levels on the port's new — 

Prisoner escapes 

escaped from polici 
taking her in a n 
Holloway prison, noi 

P>y-TV slates 
A pay-television trial 

vice, ran by British Teierom 
•nd StlecTV is to begin In 
Mihon Keynes tonight withi 
|he screening of Star Wars.' 
the first al 21 feitore films in 
the first month. Some 17.IW01 
hoines are connectid u 

Magaziac closes 
The radical eiivironm 

magsrine, Vole, hae M » ™ 
publkatiiia afiar four n a n oil 
existence. Its circulation wa> 
lOftOO sad the price oOp. Mt 
Bobsrt Griffiths, who agreedl 
sriiMrawuaj, ]W™ * S ° ' 

Ure football on TV 
BBC Talevioon and the1 

PooUnH Assotbtloa agreed: 
lampr on sereealoa Uvo on 
BBC 1 the EnjIarTf verju, 
Htmsary World Cup QoaUTy-
big march m Werabfey on 
Naresiber IS. 

Help for cfaair-bound 
A code of practice for 

woedebair-oound: passcngera 
on buses and coaches has 

- - * the Caters-

DONT GO TO THE CINEMA 

the oseof lifts er^'racops. 

Reviewir^ the lated films bsjusl one of the 
things a Philips Teletext colouriW enjoys. You can 
summon up any o. a 3*000 pages. 

Everything from the latest news and weather 
to localised traffic reports and the dairy recip& 

Ycu don't wait 
around for Teletext Just 

tap out the page 
nurtihOTfjnthfflfe 

."remote eostrtgaM in 
I seconds If cornes up 

| on your screen. 
Teletext is a free 

' service broadcast by B8C 
(Cedax)3nd!TV(0rade). 
You need a spedal '^se t 
to receive itandthcaS' 

I wlwer^^coniekVWien 
you buy a Philips cotoiir$l|WiUi "Ketext you enjoy 
more than just information on tap. You enjoy the 
colour that makes Philips the most watched name 
in television. If youre thinking about a new colour 

0M why not test drive one of the range of U 
sets at your Philips dealer. r 

It could answer all your problems, f 

Philips Video, Simply years ahead ^ 

PrllLIPSTELETEXT. 
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huie Scum) and Vina] Stadia Abate: lb* teufld-
dubblng atadio when sound-track ti matched to 
ntriure. Abo»e ri*ht t editing an a faut-cbannrl 
icompumfied Vital SqueeZooo} digital eflecu device. 
.This romputcriaed equipment convem ibe picture into 
digital chat aetata and can th*n t m t i l fhete back ID • 
•irielj •* ditterted or nwlilple lartm. RifBt: Z.MX) 
sound effect* bwb " tpet" raj ? loop ", ara an loteeral 
put of l&c ™»jmthen«tYB HUM effect* librae?. 
Jkltni: eiccnlirca gstber to praeut ' 

£. Stewart Tendler, Crime Reporter, discusses the international ffibrfet'in 

•piroted cassettes; and Marcel Berljns, legal Correspondent, 

questions of copyright 

Coding systpm devised 

Ibe film ineaary 1 
auiulocuj DB tlw vUFp at 
Xtt utcM. tat Oat in mrs 
Hae* ID bring »™b!«,i -
paoci *at.tSt(i prcta-., 
oflw cur-erica ceBi& Tfc p*t-

tfc*» an dufercscai 
bMwjo AnaScafi and 

offk* ncMs B'tBa.licd» "SW Was*—<h« liha Jo dw Usittd Sam, Brinlo. ratting n a s i 

Tides caueuUL Vat as iha '"* •«•»»•*• - • *• •• • — 
pfraro hare reallml. vtdea 

anil lowl 
'ieiBf; baa da KBI t: 

3St~r£Fl£!*'J5**1^ f«ib cormwraimriT w>0( *«**U«w tcennoioiy am* Scotland Yard ten been 

iJSP^KLS^ . n o d a a n r n d i Ivt dnjilE >«*•»»»»:• »"« lod™? bai Swab**. 
Oai» profiled. • f^_™"rV.ir3i. -—" niim'tHB* Brills IH-Sniml I . J : -— .-.,__ 

rid]]...g =ss&mMT~ 

ANYQUESnONS? 
The GPOs Prestel system ailows access 

'to an almost unlimited source of information. 
And Philips 26'arid 22'Viewdata sets 

are fully compatible with the latest develop
ments in television technology 

With a telephone,ttiey can be linked to 
Prestel to ̂ information on subjects rang rg 
from farming to air fares, share prices to 
sports reports,andahostofoitiers. 

Both models also receweTeletsctand 

theijhSKctofirsIs in the usual v,ay,and. 
come complete with Full Remote Cflrlrot,i 

• Theyte just pari of trie Phfiips range of 
advanceddbmesticvideoprod'jcts,which 
includes theV2000 eight hour video cassette 
system, teletext receivers and video spmes. 

If you'd like to know more, write to P.O. 
Box3,Hor!ey,SurreyOrvisityourPbilipsVidea 
dealaVvliatwer.your questions, hell SmSS 
have the answers. . ffiSJ 

PhilipsVided.Slmplyyearsaheael̂ y 

> VtEWDATATV FROM PHILIPS VIDEO.. 

urtriSHP ir pnducia eopinL 
S.T. 

Brand-new ways of breaking the law 
u ta > M » era Xktiy 
raaUnt *e copjriahi 

*n4 6aand«Mf of<v«nblc. 

lA»tnn it iWwina t 

acanliits 

awn brail |; tontludeii: 

id d1.* prvbWffli crraicd bj sssss 
• imposina t h t bunioa «p ia to 

B13 ^] CVDVUBV3 »b«t?r W 
n mem ^ tu retard copjH(h i 

it OK* but agaig *ud ague. 
>• In Mettb. 1»77, • (urtnv 
j ro*m»5paiMed (omminM 
^ undo pia cbairmAJbip 0f 

a fcpiKtra «i a& aipma u? 
i- cot>7RKhi )avk fzuSadhif :ho 
i t » « nidig mid fidu 
y iwrdiss. K«tinfl ^AI «̂t 
M bam dexa ibooi dia c m 
T mhTBv̂  TKCBuntodaHflos 
A aMEoofh, ronttt̂ r. Down. 
f IMSI of Trade minimn 

jr:: 
Varied techniques mote for grea'er creotivify 

Element of snobbery among 
film folk 

a book (tat tensed « t in mtAum ihaa aajvn* eta da' i: has pn> r*i«rt ud i 
0 eoke rcmr » • maaup. dvrd aufia i&iifritlanAia davsvr 4* *«* 
— —UA if. Ttta alaneei ^ jmilloe- fBiriie. vbto (s^^ tnw Ufa acwer anÂ  

. isal saobbety is tSil orric been waoiad ta try (Mt nba>* ibera ii 
-n dlweily <rom Uw o" *•—* ' J- -'-' -' • 

4*»k Sao back IS !&" * " , «* "k* «we««ed 
•ttd «iar«! at « i u j , , , ^ ^^^^ **. 

/ CHami " 
ape/dide ha " ~ " 

trxl Bfiidoit *!p*iid)."nj))", t=««o «ib (mull* iBu-
LKOBT (Hifxcu rvcjwra an w coioblzKd <aleot of aaiy) co«>eff#ctivtbeD bSA 
a an aa nuBBun at *ri!ar (tbiokiaa viwall*). a>o* tpvoon manurtal 

ht arithed. Tideo c u w o m I > £ n w rou ol iha aaft « ( l B«i tba 
^•t* =a» eBaaxim aa btrs) tad edlnr. Tier danjB in aaicadt hit not 
flto dednrda HMJ d»- a « d te g a a n | K d lensKd, (ndnd li nu in-

n K video (and toft sun coona u n g L bai aO CrimMt iba scad in * eta' 
forget da paaHjlMaa d Ibrta CTHUIM hat t™ n tiw *eta* to ifw ictatTre- --«u 
" ~ —*-* tefca irf ibe ipoowrt jjjj 

enaUiabad trsdJiUa at Film 
eBBunHBicTKioti, ar- is Ibe 
4ilaa Bradnctian f r « m » ^ H 

bricbrei 
!in ear)* tbtt {Ha w 
looser ibe oafr Dadtom 

AHHT" Jo. ^tatties, da iOuttoo that rbe n-ssaga U lb* wuntal 
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MA NYT 1982 
Display Ad 270 - No Title 
New York Times (1857-Currentflle); Jan 3,1982; ProQuest Historical Newspapers The New York Times (1851 - 2005) 
pg.CN15 

YOU CAN HAVE IT 
FOR YOUR PROPERTY 

WITH AN Q f t O n GENERATOR 
Have yov ever considered the consequences of a 

prolonged power failure? No heat— no hot water— no 
refrfyeratiort — and the threat of burst pipes. You can 
prevent this f rom happening with an O n a n generator 
— that an lomatka i ly takes over in secund* when the 
power f a & 

O n a n has been making generators for more rhan SO 
years There are thousands of O n a n generator! i n \aa 
all ovet th« vv-oild Y o u can't buy a better power uni t 

N o r t h e a s t •Qonerate* wlte t r j ta lk and w o w s * 
O n a a gerieralore all over Connecticut Wc roeintnin B 
staff of ficknsed technicians — on call 24 hours -* day, 
seven days a weuk 

CaUToS Free 8Q<MJ/2-42G4. Malta an appninliTient 
Lat u i euivey y a m property and recommend ths nj^ i t 
^oJ}^etTih i !^cynuPS>vwrlTi*u*Bncf i We'reoval lable 
five daiyn gvenkngs and on Sa:unJay& No obl igat ion of 
couise For more Information phone or write today 
Major cr« l l t cards accepted Financing avaiiaWa 

N Q r T T H E A S X GBSERATC3R CO. 
the Power People 

Wo tr ie end o f ( t ie year . 
And , we 've mer i ted d o w n 
hundreds o t Des igner 
and Better N a m e fash ions 

30%t.70* 
be low S u g g e s t e d Retai l ! 

Pur Trimmed Coet& 
Suits 

Ftolncoota 

SAVE 
OFF «*TI0»«11Y ADV£RT1S£D 
FAMOUS NAME IKH'S SHOES! 

W e ' v e s tashed ou r already r e d u c e d pr ices! 
Save $ 2 8 t o £BO on t>uflry pair of ehoes on Bale) 

D R E S S S H O E S • C A S U A L S H O E S • nuNNiwa S H O E S 
WESTFRM BOOT5 • GOIF SHOES • TENNIS S-WJES 
WORK and INSULATED BOOTS « ATTACHE CASES 

SHOfHART 
!s»S"8*iS 
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SA NYT 1982 
Display Ad 1 2 - No Title 
New York Times <1SS;'Current file); Jan 20,1982; ProQues! Historical Newspapers The New York Times (1851 - 2005) 
pj. Ai 1 

"NowToeseen everytt 
Only New York Video has all the 
newest miracles in electronics 
home entertainment.. .including 
an unprecedented selection of 
eight different models of KLOSS, 
the leader in giant-screen TV. 
Prepuce *o be a /nwed, enthralled and overcome by 
4000 square to" of the n e w c u excitement ill protcct iau 
TVs . , . VIIS arid, (lata ntfCEinliijg (vxi^riw.. high resoln 
lion luoa l to r t and v ideo cameras . . . even i n c l i n e 
rcu-ivcrs . . . phis a full rtiifcc uf ucccaviru.'*, idizlulha; 
blank and prerecorded video cassette*, video t h s o and j 
video gamev. All at competit ive prices and in stock tor t j 

inrm*».ltttc delivery! 
What'* iDorc, aU units arc displayed in rwd-Uft «et-

tifijp, SO 0.1Kliter >Oii live in ii M-fOOrTi OlttUlOn be & 
2-toom wnfjj.vp. yimll know how yotir high-tech hnven 
will look - txfam you buyl 

lt'3 thu hlggjEEEt fwlecticiTi in thai entire ?&irtlu!*sii. And 
die most advanced. ' /he Act H. N e w Vwfc Video offers 
dt^trjin i»ttlCTUti(HI!l ami LLi:hnidO£E<^rf hrcakfhixnnEhA 
you Just won'i find, anywhere d i e So before won JXU&C 
[tut big decision, m-jkc a snort hop o t c r u> p 
Video- And *e«i * « tnenr i?. Including.,, 

KM O Q Q NOWBEAM 
From H e n r y KIoss, tine wor t tTs leading des igne r o f l a rge-sc reen TV' • 
h t i v ' s t h e b r i g h t e n , Sharpest 6 ^ - t o o t lorRe-jcreen m m axidJabk. fox 
Home V K tod«y. 

' p ro tec t s o v e r t w i c e t h e a m o u n t of t ight avaJJabte r rnm any nttici1 

h o m e pro jec t ion : TV* 
* u n i q u e N o v a t r o n ™ pru j t i - l i un lubes use bigti-qualit}* op t i c s to 

p r o d u c e a de ta i led , fuzz-free p i c t u r e . . . and t h e special chassis 
provjOts £5% more. tine* of reso lu t ion t h a n a conven t iona l set 

* w i r c l e » r e m o t e c u n t r v l 
It 's sfenply t he b e n i n i t s class! 

NOW AVAJ1ABIE. AT NEW YORK VIDEO 
- KLOSS Model One -with a 7-foot roll-up screenl 
T h e roost-wanted inmrva t ioc i n giant-TV hi i(«ry! A tanltnie ro l l -up 
SLTCCO »IME mnutt is rlRhT n n you* cel l ing, s o you don ' t l o s e an Inch o f 
p r e c i o u s wal l statue. Avauawcii>7-f(«>f.. , t>f rn inwal 10-foot siw^ 

^ ^ B ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H | 1 | S O N Y PROFEEL'THmtron* Component 
BlHlBff l^^^ B = ™Kmll TV System- ThefiHureofTV is here today! 

Il'» IntJy nrrr iu ' ionaryl Srpurate monitor, toner tad (praiDWS dctfgacd a> reach a 
level of sophistication ami pcrtamiance n o ordinary 'IV can u i m c LIOKD to- Tou ha re 
yijur ehttice: of 25" o r IO" ptofpei Trinitron <jwny<jrieni TV*. »»tth fipeCIIU features 
Uke Dynamic Ptcnire. Dynamic Color Circuitry and baift-iiiKjTetcolimtjlTfi^rB... thr 
I'ntftiH Cal>lt Rtadv Anttcsi Tutujr. (s-ith lO-fccy frutuency synthesized Exprea* 
lUtiing controls and: njvUiij*-- video aod audio inputs and outputs Itar tuU hi^mt 
entcrtatajuera syssem integjarJCK)... and ciiber n i t r i c CooipuiKiu TV SpKiker Sys-
" - • T O W> hring oni a mr* lUmvnsum £H entor"<etiT from r»ery thow yoo waicn. IT* 
t h e i Y o T t h e n i t u r v .. here, tuaoy, (n in i&ciMY . . . « n e W K x k Video 1 

I A K A I 

ipirfi-olaltrtrlf oBftred Irt jon^e parte nf the Mtittuntilitan 

11ielBUl-cdibl£VPS7350Don>yTV I Ste-reolVeR designed tn turn yon o«! 
It't d ie braiujesi video recorder eve* Cleaned. .wltbapetfotniaficcpiitausciliatdtJiesctiniparisiin. Ii 
coroWnE* t i n FKaliuu & a stjtkHiiry pnqgraixuaabtc 6-hour hnmct riifcn r«C<W(iini}/'|)laybw:lt gysieni 
Tvub the moUUty of a portable And of lenrpeclal eFrrds EKK* unique w p i b J n t e s you d l d o t even 
j a u w w c i t ptMSlbha. Par Ckample, with IMcreol e ic t ceo«ef l asiuiiLea already jnailahlc and eablx 

>-. iftart (he list with: 
• 2 i2>Bm tiell MjtrcijiJ aiidio widi Dolby*' 
• Loclc-Eutd-kry le tur i ly syst tm 
• ExctuAive remote audio/video 

nxMUtornth paun: Olnirol 
• AC or rcchMgcable nl-cail baiteri™ 
•AKAivcx.1 auliyfiKin cau 
•Astounding spedoi morion O R C I S 
• Inaiiuii onosram loctt ion system 
-Opllonal rauhi^Jiirtl ntrniOTC Can IruJ 

New ̂ &&?# Programmable Video 
Director—move features and fun in 
less space than ever. Actually less than 
4"higbl ^ _ _ ^ 

SB 

TV d» lMnn> It'* d e v e r d o n e before! 
Connect Ott n c » vp-tO0Otaficrt>is*:~"PtrKi M four 
TV and hoiwe<V"reolCa" "̂»CT • '« prmlrted> und 
you've|U3t ftJJrPdtllW'.atMPliOuad ..Mougwiirihltfi-
OefiJ"T color Tidea urvsgei from ihe »-orid>i raw ad> 
tam.11] oplttal Inter pldaip. Et*jf bundceds Of tlOnri 
Of-'ealura-lergpi* flroii, dramxk cnnultox ipuru. muaic 
L-uiceiu ial cducMiaaal prograius .. wtlb UJC CSDHII-
•CM-c of ttst fur. 
wi rd and reverse , 
Hprr fs t icirrh. JCnv 

rVuBt. vpttuuai IV11-
tiiocEInn weleAS fo-

Cnrnponiai lsfroni TErS<.IIUV let yon (Uslgn 
Tour owcfgtertjo]TV system! 

iaie<i^|tfable>BUM,-uj^d..-P tuitLUii and d a u - a u 
idmulcan TV JIJM p* tg ' !nl rnoJ°casn - all in ran cu:i 
alnatcO, ca]Hu-int «r>tao. acoioc die basa. ivncn 
•f • vldcD mnnitoi TNVi'M recclTcr. a pair oftttCB 
speakert liiJO a ruuid-hcld nruioic tunirolier All coin 
pvnertta tanbcboLBcdmanittracilvc Dptional Ef̂ Ern 
ttc« AHa«,gfCMptt- m 
hn^oaiitiPUJSSter- | |» | | | I | J—1| | .< •IIIHllTillp 
BO anund wirt drptn. | 

b tocdib ie Beta VCR Model VKyT75 k m a KM. nf h=r-
ture* ihat just wim't quit--all kt a c«w l»W'proill<, 
Bront-load design including proannimai i ic 14-day. 
4 - t v t m limerr liiather-Iouch eontaolB; 1SX $euch 
ipecd : cryKtal-clcur multJ-spced d o - i a o and -wop 
faliae; f ! 0 readijum tUfie reniainiTur, indicator) PUIS 
3 video playback heads for the clearest p ic tu re 
you've ever *ten; PUlHrullfurwUiiOwirxduUinfTarul 
re-mote com roll 

* ThefemouS"MedlaKoom"- \ 
a miAdblowmg s+^cory experience! 
O n l y at ^iew I t o r t Vidro 1 The haciiai at tuc 
hnure — a ii)^arilitc: dkA ICalurirt]) tile iBTaiinpara. 
b!r Kims N O V A H F A W " * Model One projecdon 
TV wi th ID-loot motoniccd H e c u i c r o i l u p 
screen. Pit's, via re<noK c o n r u ' i fTejy tpiice-age 
dec t fooic v o n d c r right at four tiaf&iC!?s: vr_R 
la-u.T ulitc ^ilarer. uonpu tc r ^aotui and miin; - all 
In Inccvnpanfeta- ' t ime cklny $<irTOunJ" iStSreti 
sound I OJ browse through "liie Bcdrooni . . 
tvliureytiu t a n lis Inch and Id die 7 luo l tm-T^cn 
a n J onnvenioit inislHmUuo conlroU rriin<pon 

L yov to woilrJsof iction. dram* MKl fariiftsy. 

K L O S S Mmravocn TEKNIKA JgaSSSf NEC i l g S J B S O N Y AjWrTSJjmSM| A K A I 

NEW YORK VIDEO formerly NY Gium Serreo XV Center 

"One of t he more bwrcvtedjgeible recailen in lUg- K»eeo TV.,." - WhitStrv&JtHtmaf 

Ev^rythiiig. 
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Convenience 

SA WP 1977 Panasonic 
Display Ad 23 - No Title 
The Washington Post (1974-Currentfile); Sep 30.1977; ProQuest Historical Newspapers The Washington Post {1877 -1992) 
pg, A15 

Regi S19 Burinylan toicsxick lexp shacos in white c sana 
cKcAMtlzes • S12.99 

Save on a Proctor steam and dry 
iion with many features. 
s9.99 
Pa£uir;r«SI3A£ Twanlv "YnfifLf i fetn vonls '& Sup-Is 
e'he^n^y. Iirga 3csj'--c-u:e cl fafcrchrjuf i*5fcc'^fi 

haninslcr. 

Evcy picjie. :nroi aftci wfll! xcesscsy in t^s cepchnGnt 
redUGod 20 * off 

CHINA, CRYSTAL AND SILVER 

Orig. S26O-S2G0 .nf-o'-od i re ::ftna sorwies lor Iwelv© iri 
rlvepoi'erre S99«ach 

LVj. ;20 20-pece leslured gtoss rilnn$f.vc5'e ts^ice for 
Ipu' SI2.88 

Crig $4^5 impclec crystal stemware oisce,1 .. $2.49̂ $4.99 

Orig. & 0 45-ploce sre^cware service (or eight, «cilc while, 
navv orcorarne' $49.99 

hree ciere sicrl>~g .3ivsr Jicfwa*-? seis fryr tjchom, Reed 
MWflcr.OrieiufjHeirlufirn 50% off 

Save on cuMo-length lined 
draperies at the price of unlined. 
r\s'pcc-'se-,-&3iz'.g\- ~ru w r̂ :er v;it-iirecJciic<ie-iei n 
i;a!ta«"6Qirf-r-3crsfio-!>V9fd3ea«iCcr!6yi-ilan.inr3 
,,vtnr>*arc,i;vcurei!-2c"6."ofr,.R«-l8n*.sa-6eria-1c 
hsin-u lii-irji r-ti ^Liivokrrja S307.SC W4"«54" red 

f.r.rfin>i . . - - • • • jate$2U2£ 

Itep. $79935 Uagnavox 25-;nch console cctor IV w:lh cne-
tuHonccic; $649 

Reg. $479.95 PCA 19-inch cool television wi»t X.1CO 
ncculur chassis - 5429 

Peg. $539.95 Pc-asonic ^-Inch r&note control odor tele-
'.'IslonwlrhPanalcck AF $469 

Reg. S5'?95 Zenith 15-inch 'color TV wth e:ec*rcric fjning 
sys'snaChromciiOJOrH* ... .. 5439 

l-teg. S24V.Y5 'Hiicchi AM/?M steceo sys"cm witn 6-track taoe 
or cassette piaye.', charger $199.95 

Reg. $159.95 FRC A\rt / :M stereo v/Mn S^track p'ayer, R$< 
chancer, two kirg» spoakars $129.99 

fl9£- $19.95 "onocrest storeo heedphenfis wh separate 
vdiimsGcnirols. 20f : .co:d , , " . . . 512.58 

Save $70 on a Panasonic 1 Wnch 
remote conlrol color 1v. 
$469 
R6gjLi^3:2^.9S JUCB ccnvenefKeviih iwedi'ecl en 
c-orrel cherts 'zuik zri pizljrs lute, Pa-accU * A ^ 
bulOVRuid UfcleartfeijrfrC^icn-lccqijaf y 

Uecjj S'iJj Onedc Ileirlo&Tn slanless srae S-pi&Cfi flalware 
ioij-g $14.99 

\iz<x S5S Win. Sogers "Old Saifh" s terptaree flehvere 
Bervpoforfcur ..$39.99 

Pog. 5'72S "Old Sourh" airverpb^ed f.vs-pfeca hostess sel 
$11.99 

TELEVISION, STEREO 

teg. S-OT.95 Vcgnavcy IV-.tcti coo* letevsicn w?r. 
Oi;ar,alicfin0*.mirg.. S379 

VACUUMS, MAJOR APPLIANCES 

"<eg. S99.?5 Hoâ sr cieiuxe jprlgnt voojvin with 2'Speeci 
TtO'or/̂ p-To- '̂hcflhtaa.ustTiQnt $79.95 

Rê t. 5̂ 19.9̂  Hcovsr cansle* vcojun wl-h s©r of 
aUcciments. $44.95 

leg $̂ 9:?5 Prern r̂ deuxe cariaier VOCL j-"i with campJeie 
anacmentj $39.95 

leg $"0996 £wc<3 deuxe Lpr̂ gh1, vorjuum anc d-dece 
atlocnme^t set isodllght $79.95, 

feg. $319.95 Whrlpocl outo-nptic --washer with th*©e v/asfl 
cyctei S279 

Rag. $23,9.% VihVpact ̂ lactrc dryer with tĥ -ss tQmpgratijre 
soiecrions • S209 

Keg. $i^.vG Gsre-al L:lec!'ic Hler-Fo5 ayLo-nafic washer 
..,.$27* 

fcg. S/25.95 G&neroi Electric •nJt-tefnporaxre oloctrir 
drv« • S208 

Save $200 on any grandfather 
clock on our floor 
N w.' ycrj ccn wcudk o^n a "î c- pccrfiol 'c* c w t cr>.1 
saveiustlur'kilvaf l-oyjrre ir^p. Tk-se en fo;f 
Kirpbt enfc cilsoU 'as li" Fn^msb "iady ^ari^lt'. 

Iteg. $d$9.95 General ttec"ric H2 cu. ft no-frost teffigefatv-
freezer S428 

5avd50%oniireQuiar 
36"x70"balh sheets 

»8.99 
K Inject. SB. C^C{« f!«n fl special gm-p tf velaur CT 
•wiy towels hav.-UecfJOD? of ialdcdsn.liregJsrrlai 
wll notof led wecccriil.lily.'Tsleacl.Kin'ageonhij 
icocki ixice 

Reg S329.reGeneralEtectfcll,6cuft.gorigWfra82ei. S2W 

LINENS, DOMESTICS 
llper*cr,S7.75Sp:ingTaa"v«Vi-5iepeicateiteel!. 2torS6 

ircerrecl.$67£Springrrraid''uli'SizBP5iccle£heels . .2lorS9 

If porlocl. SM SpfingmDidquoan-size perccia sheats 2 foi 515 

II perfect, Si50 Springraid pocvoge oftwoslonccmj pillow 
cases > ..- - - S3.75 

Reg. S7-SI2 syrirw-ic-fil pi low, oil sfees, 2 for S9.W 

l'pe'fecl,S6.5bsolidco<»veloui BolhtCf»es 2foi$5 

',fp3i'eel.S4soWcolev«lourfrnr<ltowel!...- . 2f«S3.K> 

I'pertect.S',75 sold cdor valour wash cloths 2lotS2 

If pettect, Sld-Sli Mn or Ml-we woven or Ihtm-id bleriiets. 
a w o t e S9.90 

Save S2S on a Hoover convertible 
uprightvacuum. 

*59.95 
R^rJory S64.45. T^©py«e?ft,l ceeciearY&- 'VJia^ia-np 
mola, blfl 9-'.'* cpaI d^st beg with sbpersd v nyl covet. 
aritEelasl*arc4wihreplac4cb&bius'~e: rilanfrLg 
Te'griacjjrrr^il sfairtfrB. 
Ocfiord5-oc attmhrenr »r,'Cia Ŝ ].?5 Sole59.W. 

I perfect. S30-S45 tw-. full or qaeBn-size rnccnlne-ivosi--
ariebeaspreac's 5W.9» 

Peg. S17.50 ii'nM" VJg or ccxoi sculoluied polyester 
ba'isle sneer rdlcrsdpaneli...' $5.75 

r5egL$2063"x95"lw'3oropticcrsculptureaoclv©slerbctlste 
si-tee- -a!or88 ponels .'. . 59.99 

rteg. SIS blue, yellov.'. lero coho or trown roSurol look tiss 
pilows - 57.49 

Beg H070"x90,,Hsrcucneief.RC."OtTirov» SIS 

Reg $3770Mx120" Hercuon cleWcvesea! \\-CM . . . $22.20 . 

Reg. $45 70,,xKO,'.Hercuon olefin sofo Ihrow ., $27 

AipT.i» iusjac: ra oporistG c«c aljohsf^c! ̂ -ariedio'omahdQwni tairan frsm silor»alpricss,AI TVKraan 
r̂ ^u:ert>'itfccicpa .̂scin91]3CTjam=lo!licniallBrTUHteH3(lsV33rr/lno.'noltf'«nBCf!Jeri. Naiftwry'terridteverYitorft 
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SEMI-ANNUAL SALE 
l " \ OF WASHINGTON'S MOST 
U ) CAREFUUY SELECTED STOCK OF 

FINE 
ORIENTAL RUGS 

Washington's 
House of Fine 
Oriental Rugs 

ENTIRE STOCK 
I N C W O I N G HUNDREDS OP 

N E W , ANTIQUE a m i SEMP ANTIQUE 
•SCATTERS-ROOM SIZE 

•MATS-RUNNERS-OVEIISrZE 
W. Now Han In S M A Many KJlim, SMITH. A CoiKmtan Pttn* 

• Al l Soles Final • N » Exchanges" N o Trades—Ins. 

NESHAN G. HINTUAN 
3333 CONNECTICUT AVENUE (Wt) 3*3-tVM3 

. H B ^BEiW B Q . K J K ! • ' • • •^HM?»rfttW6'™^.MK!^aW!gTBB6^EaarSF JjBraJif»MltA -*M?*M- ':--Mg^<Hw_WUJBei 

THIS 
AND THE TIME 

TO GET IT IS HOW. 
At Sony. wt*V» twi some news 

Ihdl'li wa::n your bea-; and nfaj caior 
tc yom wjuet 

Right now. there ate lots oT 
rwr.tinq I^ssrvlB rOesjy.i rr.cdeL: in 

ACHEAT 
BEFORE-THE-IOB 

IOB 
A Washington Post rouie. 
While ii adrJs only about an 
hour A dory to your woik day. 
It can mM o lot to aw famlv 
incurria. CaO 33^*100 and we'D 
initvoualioboutit. 

THE WASHINGTON POST 

sack. Sottas may be the very best 
cJwrrce you'll ever have toown a 
Sony Trinitron! 

"feu nsay want the TtirfllMni shown 
above (12" measured diagonally). 
h i a htrJc beauty hwsed in a sleek 
white cabinet 

Or maybe the Ttounon atlfifl 
(15" measured diagonally) is more 
yoiir style. Ire mm end compact 
And has all the CODTOla along the 
bo=tnmorir»3eJfcs easy access. 

The Ttittitron on die now (13* 
measuied diagonally) has remote 
control. b l i^ you change channes 
cmdao'iua tiro volume imtarary... 
and&omyoiir easy chair. Therein 
(wan n fluorescent digital clock. 

3iil whichever Sony you ctroose, 
yuuicjettheiaroctisrjateiUedcme-
gun. one-tens 1 Yvnitton system. 

Carvo ;:i today 
Bftcausea M e color fcom Sony 
car. do a lot lo improve your irouge. 

S O N Y . 
THECNEANDONUr 

For great oolor this winter, take a trip to your nearest Sony dealer. 

KfelwIV "" 

HtdriCdfnSffilt 

i - m 7 3 r < > * x 
SiDahkHaiqtltflitanita 

M u m » D b t m i i 

©moon kS (i C n t v 

SILVER SPRING 

LANQIEY PARK 

mmmm sas 
MMMnoll ta lucta 

FAUS CHURCH 

••..AkMOOtW 

SiAutbojilv* Apptanc* 

SPRINGFIELD 
Cardinal Bottnno) 
(MUE.SpMni^MPm 

JahnQnHndNab« 

NMMVTtf 
Ml^fetkSialtkail 

H lHWaM-ma 

VIENNA 
aioftx-iv 
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, W'^z-Tr&frz'fa iJis^s^.c^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . ^ . T f c s ?&r*p ̂ V^. tr»s:i (IftSI - ^g^ j 

-£kTR[$m& mti£ iteWH OF ft&H£Gt-

Bita A Ma tost iranf to Jcuyglom. 
4̂ conrtBW remote cortfro? ofswta© fftof f urns onAtrns off 
&iyfhihff pAiseecr w o Jfr componton unir-typf*. T^ tfemo, 
or any combination up to 4Q0 watte wttttin a 50r/on^s. 
No battertes, nv problem*. 24,95. 
New York and off $iote& eurSepf Scwsdbte, 

WffaRQ. BOA 202$. M>A Sfgffca NffW rat W 70022. 
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SA WP 1979 Sony 
Display Ad 22 -- No Title 
The Washington Post (1974-Curremflle); Sep 21,1979; ProQuest Historical Newspapers The Washington Post (1877 -
P8-A25 

1992) 

OHnt&u&OM-lO 

w/SQavhlS 

"""229.99 

64.99 

Canon AE-1 
ComputErixtd SLR 

ur/SOmm 1 J 

169.99 

49.99 

' Introducing the 26 Trinitron console. 
His Mother was 19: His Father was 2i: 

~-*a?^i-?~ 

229.99 

^ 

144.99 

;i:'re lix>k iny at the barest leevitc-ii 
:«reert J:; Atncrlcu. Thy Ee-irriiTnnKTGpn 

But Cat's M * the by news. The big 

Because rcr year;., '.9-;."chafva'2:-
inch Scnylriniiro-s [meesurec dia^o-
nojiyi iiive baerj regarded aa-thft.fate of 
the art in telcisior:. sngnssraig... 

Ariu we icck.fill llial cccurmefeJ 
J."iDwisdgf! e^ri invsiVed w.-nathii^ 
iroliod Vebci'.J' ModulatkJii scanning. :t'-i 
A Sonyexdiisvs. a wivJe sew iwi> 
riCf-^yifiArdHi'JCJ^cSJant paclui«dvit 
:~ai all' :h6 ciiifK- accuracy jnc pnetwi 
darfcy that were ariy thiii 13 hi pcssisiie 
inrcucnsmfl̂ ersiftTS. 

*vS'e also added our &5 r.ew Express 

Tizinxi Jrfiyboflvil and Express 
Ccaimandei- Tensffie comrcti on J the* Je-i 
youau-SL- rolAe&tLOiiyouwer.: 
insitnliy, a: the touc b'Of a buEtor.. 

There's even e djgi*al ;-5ddc,Jl o; lijfi 
station .sclecLan and ins tjr,u of 6vf. 

.- Jntity, we wrapped everything in 
fwo ot rhe rr a,-: bee-^jrulpacksQas 
.waVa ever designed harsd-rukJasd 
cecan venesr o.* elegant paed whi:s. 

jn»2frtx:hTHi*rorL 

has become known as televisor, s 

S O N Y 

BntattCobitairfcESD 
buMitt Camera 

«W,UntHoR«* 

MX&ltCE 

• PHOTO CENTER 
-•'—^ SKWVHnoiisinAiK. 

D Washington. D.C20C1G 

DBUGStflBtis ^ i 2 5 363*3446 

PMtM«B«tJn« Aronghdroi rfbutlBm&I*- a *W» 

EroTiC-JotTY 

0*»S*»Betfo4TV 

HWBW*IIW.H 
CeiwnHiBCmftr 
MOWid.H.Vi'. 
ftonti GE7-772S 
MweO'iTV 

See t h e whole famfly of Tr f iu twns at these Sony dealers : 
StorRedstt 
P*H»aS96-BO«4 

VMeti [tanner* 

Rbenstesi-dftW 
MlVlfefiPMNS 
CrXHacBonto 

ANNANDALg 

IsmWoBertonJo 
4231 xsKharlMit 

ABUNGTOH 
Frank1" EtMrtwria 

Phom.JiM7M 

A18XANMHA 

TVAAflpBam* 
MHHW 37^0777 

PS«ifciewi7Cr7 

KUTOtefeairul 

Wtli CHURCH 

FoIiTV&Etar 

1 ww.fcwd tart*r 

ftonaiJEMWO 

INtfANHBAD 
HftVTV 

AMI) 934901 

SoburinnTV 
naM)27W3M 

JOSW.tisWIliHt 
SterfingBi 
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fridoy, Saturday savings on furniture and home fashions 

Last two days...sale ends tomorrow! 

Save 40% to 65% 
on first quality 
and irregular sheets 
No-Iron stripes, florals, solids, 
and geometries, by famous 
makers. Fiat and fitted sizes: • 

'Irregularities will not affect wear. Sheets ": '' 

Sealyfirm 
innerspring mattress 

or 6bx spring 

Size 
Tivin 
Fall 
Queen 
King 
Cases, pr. 

Req..'lf Perfect 
" 6.75-7.75 

7.758.75 
12.0C-14.0fl 
34.00-17.01) 

5.5O4S0 

2 for 5.00 

Sale 
2 for 5.00 
2 for 7.00 

2 (or 12.00 
2 for 14.00 

2.99 

•Post.ue Poise" with 25213-gaugf 
J J S l S i l i ' r i ^ coils and print cover niultiheedle" 
^v jS^SPtf l i*^- -. quilted to foam; precision matched 
- - T J * , ^ | ? ^ f e s j : ~ S i to'aDut^guarcP-foundatlbn. 

" " |T'.A sds^juiMftJS raojvpis&jeU 
Full sizfcjust.69.99 each piece,'-

£ £ 5 H Queen size, just 189.99 theseL-
-*^>- J Xing size,jost259,99 the set 

Queen Eadkingsixe soldi« seis only. 
Betiding 

49.99 
Imported woven 
wicker furniture 
Fro,m the Philippines. 
A. Barrel chair, regularly 119.99, 
Kile 39.99. B.Round sofa, 
regulariu 129.99, sole 99.99. C. 
24" round lafe, reau!iirljj 43.99, 
sale 39.99. O. Peacock chair, 
regularly 129.99, sale 79.99. 
Round chair cushion. 11.99. 
Sofa cushion. 19.99. Lifestyle 
Furniture. 

79 99 

Save 130.00 on 
Sony 19"* color TV 

Regularly 679.95. This Trinitron set 
ij is designed with an all-electronic 
] temoteconlrol system and triple'(unction 
commander that adjusts volume, changes 

channels, turns picture on or'cfl. 
ItdJso has a 100% solid state chassis 
and picture that adjusts to room light 

. 'Screen si2e measured diagonally. 
Televisions. 

n 549.00 
Save 200.00 on a handsome 
durable sofa with loyeseat 
Alter sale 599.95. Both covered in . 
browi Hertukm'* ulefin plaid, with 
reversible seat cushions. 80" sofa 
alone, after sale 329.95, sale 
288.00.55" Iceseat alone, after 
saie 270.00, sale 244.00. 
Furnllure. 

Save on casual furniture, toys, notions, books, 
records and tapes, cameras, and exercise equipment! 

399.99, 

OSsJnslly J39-D3.iJeNwaSlnckour.wraiiIn 
.uiliajesnvtn wrought Iron, Summer l^urriture 

1 . .99.00 

:nsiri-«gf«cr.WiToujMlr!n,Suir1nier •• 
•I-U3MICT , _•, ,- P4.00 
S e a l e d lotjs syllasiir:. T^ccHiidawint, 
BliiarS. U'.idlwJ cjLBplrf ie*; mlgcllon (rode* by 
ihjw. Tow-.,, ,„..SiWB SOX 
Heeilorlj 1.99. Brasa plot?. rrJsior. Lirnlicd 
-^i!Hiilil«..V.|-cnC.... - , 1.29 
h n r c gamw'Kt turjs and shoa baa.* Untied 
mauMiis. NoEarw ___..'.'.7.35 «oJ 9.99 
Rct'jl«V4.95. fiiimsi rmriivrdv-vtnw'* 
n^'gn trawl tags ,....„-.„....J (oi7-99. 
Hecularly^SS.CXre-tJOfitaiisera.LituEed ' 
aiartilfcs. Molhnis.,_.._ _ _ 3.49 
RqffjlPfrv J . O . S!c«?Efps. Noliurs.-..„„,..-.1.99 

Coi[ij;a^;liPfi[l00.'l£-t-3|uirJej|.us!rai«j 
n^jcispefia-. Soc*i - ..,,...211.95 
Oilt fraiy 19.95 ore. 2 1 9 * F a n * R u s . 
^ludhgKipa Barnes vzrflor.aixl Culntxc. 
'fwiks--' .;.__ -HMJ5aium.95 
CMriralf/ 2.937.99. f*w\o41 J> rBKrf; i-xf 
fcradil&pas. Rrooiis 1.99 anil 2.W 
&luinal|y' 2ftSa OAF r.Kdel 13C> Li.-npai • 
M M W . W H I Magis-u-jc a i j Aiia limp. C^T-*^ 

• £ . - ....J....... „ „ R B 8 
OtlyjidV aift i?G>riroaef S'JOttiiu-Y. vffl<i 
i^KsfaloSawkirt,.. Cans/as 22.B8 
OrtoiiialJsi'$9.SCLBc!dadriaWtsn35:er " 

. Kiiu-c^k-tuith ip^ jo t r - r c r and odoruler. 
fpujrjiy G^irJ; 7Y99 
OrfiirwiDv' 29.53. Quai.tu> Kj-di-n muclriiiu.uiih 
AlfitedcOPflLldkir^ flportliieliosH* 1999 . 
' lnftt«fiiins*iL znzitorois haw !»sr. laton. 

Save 30% to 60% on 
"Ultra Terry" irregular towe!ii[ 
Sulici matched sets ot combed 
cotton unshsated terry-
IrretjUlariti-as will not atketwear, 

• Towels, 
Size, IfPerfeet' Sale 
Bath G.00'"Zfor"5.5O 
Hahd̂  4.75 3 for 5-50 
Wash- - I.75 5foi5.0l) 

2 for 5.50 Datti 

•m 9 
Saturday onlv- ijtwntoun N O C H A R G E r 3 H R S . P A R K I N G with minimum 85 nurchase 
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Council concern grows 
as rent arrears 

reach record levels 
By Data Walker. lontGmtrtmniCenariniatm 

Gjoscita are owed wtord Oflhen found that, by th* tad people s/ho hire since moved 
amounts in unpaid mot and of tut year about 300,000 out 
homing managers *ie tncree- tenant* in the capital w o In A coand] official polo] 
singly worried by arrearswttlrb drhioihtif HrafidltBBiUlJnlJ. tfcf growth In long-term t 
in tome ana) lota] as mnh as lo [to Ulxjur-tontroiM ployment in trying to a 
l i ™ - , ™ , , ' ^ - . . ^ — - _.—.j,ofUflibem,.»OOOof trie rise; to sovernrnent'i 

. h_-t.. bentjl! Iywfn to lam-

?££?** ilmp ntnease I 

between March, ISM JOT, and Itrams Omd back KM. Ti* April 
March, this year. In Binning- problem <• not confined lo dirrai 
tern, they are ertnawd at Ubour areas. Ono third of Bin 
tlftn out of loti! rent toconw rfarigw'i tenants were in Kami. _ 
«f £14201. In Uropw!. us- arrears and 24,000 of Win. aircars last _ 
dfticmilfy an area wfft high dswonht 3S.0M tttanu. Bo* a t . loo) DepMtnmai of Health 
arrears, the figure is mow than boroaiJi* -are CtmserYallire» and Social Security office wbJra 
M tier tern of tent taeniae - emmaied. - ••—•' " • — ' -
'—n tram the record lS-» per The report, wntico by Mr 

~ " "r. of the Havering 

delayed payments orbeacfili 

Sam of ibe ww« w w WOOED«4 ante the wnoy « n l ^ n i h u Bitle w ifo wiii i S 

a-ssK.-^a s^,x£,^sbs s S S F s l 
la.'^-^V-s cs.ewss' '- srssssassi-" 
Drains la*' W» amors hi where: 
ifcwhniu increased by SO pw by 
cenL At the end of -*-- • ' 

b»obenih>creased • KmUmJum City Council 
MD the retail odes has recruited • private dcb4-

leocx. sirens arsmurisd to 2.9 coBetilon agency 
—•-»* m buiniun >wini IUUIE per tent ofteni tola!* tn 19JI- down tenants .— 
than£8flm, 8J, but weie 1? per cent by the leaving behind large arrears. 

An unpubnthtd survey pre- ejyj of I9S2-S3. Thejo figures The decision was taken after die 
pared for the Auotuiion of relate (u promt tenant!; a ecuocii hid to wrlie ofTOm lo 
London Eorouib Homina fhnber £SdWMtl»' 

Football clubs given 
stiffer crowd rules 

Bj KeiHietn Goilint 
The?2Football UsBseehiht Anwije, wneie pr*akablc. Bx 

were (i«ei) vw:ada» a tt«t of viuUfw luprnmers to trje 
enrud cutiuol measure* lo be tumstues nearnt to coach 
Mt rnO> effect Hum the (tan of parfcj; 
ibe new jauon ceil SituntiV- Avoid ail-mgtu tidal uuetrinu 
Clubs win cin nrone diRlpBn- Fosara list driala no (old la 
.11? Kttaa if ilcy fkil to plainfe (omaincrt; 
impfcfacm the EDUKUIDIY LiiiK to tacuc proptf deptoT-

Wdtoroinjt the recoiBBieB- peoperty trained and K(ubrjv-
datlons, whKt) tednde tlrtm% briefed, coaspkiionily dresied, 
«np!titis on lorward ptoiramj. and «i37 indentifiable; 
on the conuol of alcobo! ales Alio liaut to ananje t«on 
[n B^wndi. and improwd from rtaiinnj and coach narka 
llalwia »itti tl>c polite Mr N«H of voitint wpportcn lo and 
Macbriaoe. Mhrfaur for Sport, fiom ground; 
WW itunpetmor yfoltnrt ™ AJTJDJD police tuivriUance at 
~«n nnaitcpmble probtsm dial iauin5c8 to prerent nriuikj 
twien our national guro". and alcoholic cWntS Beinj 

Svtroment dcsanmeaii, ifce Ths tan four rneawres 

JUEHI bodies. British RaiL mandatory with the polfce. 
and the Aisoeiaiion of Coief T . , 
Police. Omenta drew np ibe j J i ! , * 
worn! retornmenditloni ailer *MOCO' a IDSt to • 
«iih the Spanish auihofiiiti I 
try to prevctn crovfd trouble i 
'he WorM Cup frral. in SfJi 
iasivor. 

The mm! mporuni aspect ( 

tilts of alcohol within itsiiii 1 DifKild bo nauiucd or. 

ipproved areai. 
CtuH arc also Rcomnunded 

inegHiaeuneiisuairoriricnrH to take leg!) nepisobsn k 
time duci win be untered tn iroubltmaJtra and cooper . 
itk; certain croud-control closely n posriUe wiiti raa|iv 
measure*. Oibcu • » •tronfty ira:o. liidtoj tdayera nod 
recommended. official* fhonkC toe fUideHaei 

Tlise are nine mandaiory say, appeal In nrogomvRm and 
mrature). Cuba moar. over enihlic addrcn syltemt for 
-Miks adecjpato armzriememi to *K*J beSavrcor. 

asraaras,»„^.tr^,? 
the notice. *e apncalng club, wJ3|^c«ii»ie»ent » 
fcisi 10 dayi before a roateh to nono^, ,-n dartorsd. tteward-
cose of FA 01 L 
matches cofludenrtici rntist b : 

lo rtpl ay arruiierneni»); 62," _ ..... 
(tee of ot^em th 
ucdaamisMkK 

. and drew aitenii.. 
' caoirlnj arfobol 

Physics A level 
at grade A 

for girl of 12 
Ruth Lawrnu fbrtow), aitrf 
t?. vko beeomca th* councry'J 
jvunuat Bjilrtnirj studtrM in 
October, learm ihai alit had 
pBitti jel anothtT e*arntm 

The ghi, nho run i c r j 
to idMoI and Jud Ihx 

Airlines likely 
to scrap 

Atlantic standby 
unected to t 

uiDi) airlinci jDcety <o t 
announcerl this weeken 

, (David Hevum writes). 
They will be replaced by 

sivil-ss 

Four dead 
after 

coach crash 

^atn>tai Eiprsts 
Wednesday. She . . 
Aoiiin. tied 14, of Ktmwlc, 
Ori*ica, who died from her 
injunta it the Friezes* MarjitsJ 
Hoipitsl, Swi ndon. 
TwP of iho victims were nan 
as Mn Annie PhiOipa, aged 
uf Swanwn, and Mr" Pan ... 
JEW BsrUt, afed II, from 
Farli. Sll3 edDeally lit latt niihl 
were Mr Join Lyons, tht lorry 
driver, aud 30, from Cardtft 
nod Mil Caittericc Rodie, fpal 
60, from NfirtSjft, Mlddlesei. 

Mr Paol Morn* aged V, 
buiWer, and nil Frenrt-bojc 
wite Qusta). apd 26, »eje 
coicb pasjcopiri injured in ttte 
crstri, and tfcey uncribed it 
fro.fi hoipitsi yestetdsy. 

Mr Morris said bt aw the 
terry "coming uu the other dual 
umateway in " - ~"— ' — 
Then the 

(Unmet/ate. The lorry ipun 
round, turned 30 degrees and 
came itraight toward) the 

Radiation check 
after fire 

Scientist* an tbfrtdag for 

Koo Stark fails to reveal anything Nuncio 
cautions 
Pope's 
'double' 

T±s Vatican I n not (jvetr 

would not be likely to if ailed.« 
"-oknmtn fcf ins Pope"* 

PnliCE' ConStaHe WUuaro 
Bird, of Liibedond. wa> seekinj 
da rintatian yaleiday of the 

&3£ money (or charily. 
He had a letter from a tenkrr 

Vatitso oHlftal alter Jre sent off 
photographs of hirmdf hi 
tuptf of papal lorjes his wife 
made for Mm, It said "The 
Holy FaUter wijhes yoa to know 
dut be nopeciatei the letaJ-

wru> to bun sad thanks yon 
verj ntBcli (or the pfcotojraoto. 
He TDvokei GrxTf bleaouj upaD 

M b . Koo Stark's Aat-
trail an talerisfon debut last 
oiglil on the ratkiasort la 
Australia Stow wo* do-
scribed by Brian Courtis, 
telntiuon erijlc of Tbv Agl 
rmnpapei In Melbourne, 
as alnuHtt »|a» non-latrr-
vtewrftJiattuMoV'. 

Tho procramtnc, in 
•Wth Mlsi Stark was 
IntH-vicwcd by MlrJut! 
Parkfnson, tras ihotrn on 
Channel IB a( 9-3Cpm. 

One of tint wnditioro for 
the interrlew »»j tbat ft 
would not corcr bar private 
tile, eartkuluij her R -
Iation$hr|t with Prince 

BBC service for computers 
By BID Jnhesune, Slectrank* Carrtspiasflent 

The BBC iteipeeled to begin art retfuired lo "Tift" Ibo ware" B betrx inmtitAted by 
rcgulnr tnunmiiuon of prog, prograni rroin tits Ceefax several cornpanles prepared ' 
rami for Iwroo conp-iiin from brAoduut. will be nude avail- cHer a aiaiiUr sernce on cal 
nail rrtontn on its triettM able p^evtsinn. 
service. Cccfs*. The rnngdm will be free ta The home campiiter sofin 

The cmwration and Ae the Bter bul the Aeon adaptor divistna of the company t 
commercial leJevision com- n expected to retail fnr about been writing and testing i 
panics have been eipenmentlni 1100. tto dorai or so prdtjtams programs for Atari. Crtrrtmo-
fbr three wars with the concept availaUo will be chinaMl every don. and Tetaa Instrument 
Since the BBC tnJctocampuicr, two weeks. macfttnr*. The progroiict. 
made by Acoro. was launched In the fimire computer wbkh inrfodo " 
tae corpofSiion has been run- programs letting pupOl' alien- a) vxS as vtd._ r . _ 
ninsicn [rgoitntssiuns, lion to a spedfie school be Tnintptd" dowel cable ant) 

A! present, seven progirnes brcadost may be transmitted ibe borne computer, rocwcir" 
arc heuw uantm'tied. Next on CecCix for u e by tedchenco to the letevteoit. woofd adect 
fflooih list number wO! be schcttlcocaputcri. costam sahaKs for the nai 
inereaied and ibe adaptcw that Thb new market of "tekwft. 

...toman Catholic arid 
a potioerasn (at 26 yean, were 
puMeshed l.i acwtpnncci and 
diarlry orgaatiaa asked him to 

' make appeuancea. Sat then a 
rtatement frcra the Vatican 
denied that Ihe Ripe bad girat 

Yesterday Mgr Loigj Vcnto-
ra. a spokesuus far Archbishop 
Bruno Hrim, the Papal Pm-
Tfnncta in Briiais. said: "The 
Vatican has not given per 
roiition for Mr Bird to hnper-
*onnte the Pope. 

At Esr B> I aw aware Mr Bird 
Ms not tbrtr-ally rwjuoled 
pcrmijaoo to tmeenonatc ibe 
Pope. If ho mates on oflkW 
renuen lo do this it wonM be 
COM-dered. hut I (cej ll II 
unlikely An tt would be 
gnmtcd. Rica cjvoticai afinod 

eeverdiurnedunHbi. 
sppioraL Thju was bow thn 
newspapers and lefcTiooe inte*-
pfeted the letter 1 rccsirtd from 
the Vwwan." 

He IMJ he would try lo 
vommurucate Tiitb the Vatican 
tttrOUEb ihs Archbishop of 
liverpoa). MET Pcrefc Warlosk. 

proved negatti 

Mr Harry Colê ! 

Fan American Airways! 

D btt week, and the b r a ! 
c 19 be vc«ed upon by Iho; 
soeiatlon'i 53 members who 
e eapected to tndurM tbxm. 
Britbti Airways, British Cale-

donisn, and tevcral Amtricaa 
alrBnea have already supponcd 

Fan American said (bat .. 
would be abstaining from the 
vots but expected dnwte the 

House prices show 5% increase 
FinMin* London 

IbsnfLaiu 

By B u n Philtps. Ftosetty Camsyondeat 
Hotut pricM m e by alnsni b Jest uader 10 par • 

SncreeBthithasceaaianirittr bJiJMit far two yaars. 
of life year, lbs briest lbrre- aodtry ftu jJnn • . . , 
rooitfUy teems* b foor yeara, apisst tefste absvp pitc* to 05,775. 

BuBabnj itscs tub »tn bcoaa* most T*e cost • . _ _ __„ 
toysr, H tnwtttaltaa in DM Nordmm Inbmd Wl 6y 

. l>itfbt*JDraeia. than i per cant tn fh* si 
of marast SaMHrtt Ksgjasd tea led oo«rt« of tka year i 
Ifcthrti •( a is* way ia prlct faensttea, actsrdbaj ta O* AbW. *i 

prtca beotn ancalirf owtiPUts aMamra Watei nDattrd the at* aJtmt 6 per **M le 
thePOJIDOS."Worse, ft«y "ay brraast eMOrrty its* «4ta U» thannyrartga. 
nm la* danger at btcoBuaf cect of ktrring a baau adisae- Abbey uya that tna Ug 
ttlMairmreg |tt«k«clas by h a by anscat I per oat . w m l (nertasa baa baaa 
esuvBrt^jtBjadfcntnadd,^ Asanrg* prlta rtstg hi tkt ft) East ArfgUi, wan* prices 

._» Afebn 
Society isfcl, , . 

The **«ttry aay* tbt >ba 

Omatar Landoa ana 
ef rsBsftsr or pererac fta Se«Ur«i 

IbB^.tsaaodeiya^a. (4Ms>cnn>s«efinata 
fduu ta ta* AMar, tbt on*. 

r«art«fbsr|lr«»W*«t » • » • ^ a a 
la BOW tXfjm. BR* (bsi «#,44»t» buys Wan 
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Research Establishi 
Harwell, Osfoniehirc. The fire 
broke out late on Tuesday niglit 

laboratory Containing 
: _ ~ aaa ^u_ 

- . iar 
ihtnf. 

.snakes _ . . 
Harwell, said Oxt trnall amoaat 
of uranium involv"" ' 
mi Wry radioactive. 

Suicide outcry 
man wins appeal 

. ._ '., Judge 
Richards that he •"• , J 

eJfictcncy* yci'̂ rriay 
appeal agalns a onc-yi 
sentence. ! | was itncKikd 
two years* prolratiod. 

11» Court of Appeal 
not aB lie evidcMB had been 
avait&bJo last moaih when 
Marcos Moseeg. agtd It , 

Murder charge 
man remanded 

James Mason, 

Moors, an instrmnce 

sleeping big in Cumbria 

Mr Mason's wile Valerie is 
" on remand until Toes- j 
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SA NYT 1980 
DUpktv Ad 34 - No Title 
AY* Y.fk Timtn. < iSfT-Oirwrst rtfri; Sep 5. iMW; Prt^Jrtss; KiMfiftca! NCWMM|W* ThsNs*- Y ori Tina* -iVM • TttlS] 

RCAREMOIES 
WHEN YOU TRADE YOUR OLD TV FOR A 
1981 RCA REMOTE CONTROL COLORTRAK 

LIMITED TIME INTRODUCTORY OFFER . Now jour tfd color W-ref l i rd lc t t ol its ego. crrate or «nd>tli>u-jS worth 
S120 when you IrarJo i l in for a brand ray 19fl! Remote Comrol CoiorTrd*. eon*/"!, the inast ioWancwt in RCA history Once you 
matelt f\r wi»RCAfcCyoiTrakHcrrK^torrbo«.)rounn9vw»3MW^ 
with loueti-bunon ease, turn Me set on amjofl. Adjust volume. Or none il completely -a l l Inm thscoRitonof youi chnlL 0esl <M 
aa. yop yet RCAt laiWBiS OortrTra* uuatitv QiHlily thai inckHta.n Quartz Crystal liming. RCA's CidJusiva Detail process^-. Ana 
other eotonvUlc leatwes that lock iff unsurpassed picture performance. H U J S wide selection 01 (tehr-fcc furniture Myles to choose 
Irom. Socomrnnduring R ^ j B e ^ r w Lew HCnwIC^rtroltoysa^^ 
yam old color TV tor a new 1481 rtemotn Control CatarTrBk. Orloi good nn models GER76Qft-?e,4ft-7&5R.7<J8P-CEF770fl-7aOFi-
730fl-OEfl93oR335R-936n-93&R-WSR OWER ENDS OCTOBER IHh. 

GET $100 OFF WHEN YOU TRADE IN FDR AN RCA XL-100 REMOTE 
l tajini^tuitf joffleffl iwraivvrWFJiairir^ 

GET 550 OFF WHEN VON TRADE IN FOR A 0 8 1 RCA 25" diapnal N0PWEH0TE, TOO! 

MAILABLE AT THESE PARTICIPATING RCA DEALERS 
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